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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to analyze what a group of In-Service, Content.'\rca teachers in a middle school were saying to their Limited English Proficient (LEP)
students as part of the curriculum and instruction, and lo categorize the comments along
the lines of scientific curriculum inquiry (Foshay, 1991, as cited in Short, 1991).
Observations and interview s were the primary methods of data collection for this
proposed stud>.
An anaUsis was made of what the teachers were saying to communicate
curricular applications and instructional modifications made by In-Service, Content-Area
teachers at a middle school to leach LEP students. The language that this group of
teachers used was coded lo describe the originality of the types of statements made by the
teachers.
The study attempted to identify the curricular applications and instructional
modifications made by In-Service, Content-Area teachers in a middle school. Moreover,
the study attempted to fill in the gap in the literature regarding curriculum and instruction
for LEP students at the middle school level.
The study did not attempt to evaluate the curricular adaptations and instructional
modifications of the second-language-acquisition strategies learned in university-level
course for meeting the needs of LEP students. In addition, the study did not attempt to
evaluate the effectiveness of the In-Service, Content-Area teacher at the middle school
level. Finally, the study did not attempt to predict success of the curricular adaptations
and instructional modifications.

The teachers in this study, who had taken university-level courses designed to
meet the needs of LEP students, have been found to have applied specific secondlanguage-acquisition methods to their delivery of curriculum and instruction. In addition,
this group of In-Ser\ ice, Content-Area teachers at the middle school level who have been
assigned to teach LEP students use language to manage lime, lessons, and the classroom.
.\s a result of further analysis, as related to curricular adaptations and instructional
modifications, the language was found as being of substance (what), educational practice
(how). and puipose (why).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The need for curriculum and instruction that adequately serve Limited English
Proficient (LEP) students is c\ ident in the 2.8 million students in the United States whose
English proficiency is not at a high enough level for them to achieve their potential in
school (source: www.ed.go\/offices/OBEMLA/q_al.html). Curriculum and instrucfion
for these students ha\ e traditionally been limited to that offered through Bilingual
Education programs. Bilingual Education uses two languages for instruction and has been
part of education in the United States for more than 100 years with classrooms set up in
early America for German-speaking children (Garcia, 1982).
With the passage of the Title VII Bilingual Educafion Act of 1968, schools have
federal responsibilities to offer instruction that facilitates learning for students whose
nati\'e language is not English and who have been idenfified as LEP through home
language surveys completed upon entering a school as part of enrollment procedures.
Since the passage of Title VII, Bilingual Education programs have been widely
implemented in the United States, and no other program has been more widely debated
due to the many definitions and programs that exist (Crawford, 1995). Nevertheless, there
are two primary goals for Bilingual Education: heritage language development and
academic English development (Krashen, 2000; Title VII-ESEA, 1974, 1978, 1984,
1988). As such, Bilingual Education instruction has been centered on specific, selfcontained classrooms rather more broadly include school-wide content area classrooms,
making the school an English-speaking institution. "In this context, the linguistic,
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academic and social goals of Bilingual Education are thought to be achievable in the
bilingual classroom, without the need for additional support from the larger school
environment" (Escamilla, 1994, p. 23).
In content area classrooms, instruction focuses on the concepts presented in
educational content areas such as mathematics, science, and social studies rather than on
the acquisition of English as a second language; however, there is a massive shortage of
teachers certified to teach LEP students. Fewer than one in five teachers who currently
ser\ e LEP students are certified to teach them or have received any university-level
preparation (source: www.ed.gov/offiees/OBEMLA/q_al.html). Therefore, educators are
now faced with implementing second language acquisition strategies as part of the
curriculum and instruction in content area classroom settings in order to meet the
linguistic needs of Limited English Proficient students. By recognizing the strategies
learned at the university level, students from linguistically diverse backgrounds are
provided with opportunities to succeed academically alongside their nafive Englishspeaking counterparts. The curriculum and instruction that the in-service content area
teachers give the Limited English Proficient student provide the scaffolding to construct
knowledge in a second or foreign language within a content area setting.
Nevertheless, it is yet to be seen what language in-service, content-area middle
school teachers use to make curricular applications and instructional modifications that
reflect how and why the language is used.

Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study is that the instructional language use of content-area,
in-sei\ ice teachers to teach Limited English Proficient students in a middle school setting
has not been researched and categorized. Therefore, in educating this special population
of students so as to impro\e the delivery of curriculum and instruction, there is a lack of
research to pro\ ide insight into the w'ay(s) that teachers talk to students with linguistically
diverse backgrounds. Accordingly, an effort has not been made to identify the secondlanguage acquisition methods and approaches learned at the university level with the aim
of identifying the categories of language, specifically, and their funcfion as part of
curriculum and instruction.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to analyze a group of in-service, content area
teachers in a middle school in terms of what they were saying to their Limited English
Proficient students as part of the curriculum and instruction they provided, and to
categorize the comments as part of an analysis along the lines of phenomenological
curriculum inquiry. In this study, the language itself that the teachers used provided a
description of the experience, or giving information on the situation (phenomena) where
we have to "pay attention to the context of such statements before we can decide upon
their use" (Wilson, 1956, p. 57). These experiences were where "cognition of the domain
of actual phenomena . . . has been turned into scientific experience, in virtue of the
applicadon of pure cognition about corresponding possibilifies" (Marbach, 1988, p. 257).

Underlying structures in language used were some of the corresponding
possibilities included in this study. "Language has been considered a prototype of a
complex, w cll-learned, multi-tiered intellectual activity that reflects the fundamental
architecture of cognition" (Carpenter, Miyake, & Just, 1995). Brown and Yule (1983)
have suggested that one way of representing the schemata that are used in the production
and understanding of spoken language (i.e., discourse) can be found in Minsky's "frametheoiN'." This theory states that according to a given situation (phenomena), one selects
"frames" or structures from memory and adapts the frames to fit a new situation by
making necessary changes (Minsky, 1975). Minsky's discussion is not "primarily an
investigation of linguistic phenomena . . . but is directed towards a way of representing
knowledge. Since one kind of knowledge is knowledge of a language, then there are
frames for linguisfic 'facts'" (Brown & Yule, 1983, p. 238).
Currently, much of the literature on classroom interaction and second language
acquisition recognizes the significance of what is known as "teacher talk." The research
indicates that teachers modify their speech in a variety of ways when addressing secondlanguage learners in the classroom and that teachers are sensitive to the language
proficiency levels of their second language learners (Early, 1985; Ellis, 1985, 1994;
Gaies, 1977; Hamayan & Tucker, 1980; Kleifgen, 1985; Pica & Long, 1986; Wesehe &
Ready, 1985). As a type of language that occurs in a specific educational context, teacher
talk reflects specific classroom characteristics, "namely maintaining orderly
communication" (Ellis, 1994, p. 583). Modifications in syntax are found in the literature;
teachers have been found to use "fewer marked structures such as past tense. More

declaratives and statements than questions are used in comparison to natural discourse.
Ungrammatical teacher talk is rare" (Ellis, 1994, p. 582. Sec also Early, 1985; Gaies,
1977; Kleifgen, 1985; Pica & Long, 1986; Wesehe & Ready, 1985). In addifion,
modifications in discourse have also been found. Teachers use "more self-repetitions with
L2 learners, in particular when they are of low level proficiency" (Ellis, 1994, p. 582. See
also Ellis 1985; Hamayan & Tucker, 1980).
Although not referred to as such, this type of language and language fiinction
carries implications for curricular applications and instructional modifications in content
area classrooms. Ellis (1994, p. 583) noted:
Teacher talk has attracted attention because of its potential effect on
learners' comprehension, which has been hypothesized to be important for
L2 acquisition . . . However, little is known about what constitutes optimal
teacher talk. It is not even clear on what basis teachers make their
modifications . . . Flanigan hypothesizes that it may provide "an optimum
environment for successful language learning in the elementary school."
(1991, p.153)

Research Questions
The study addressed the following research questions:
1. What are the perceptions that a group of in-service, content-area teachers have
of curriculum and instruction?
2. What do teachers say in order to make curricular applications and
instructional modifications for Limited English Proficient students?
3. What are some of the underlying structures, namely speech (i.e., repetitions)
and syntax (i.e., word order), of language that in-service, content-area teachers

in a middle school perceive to be important in teaching Limited English
Proficient students?

Theoretical/Conceptual Framework: Phenomenology
Gi\en the unique nature of this study, a specialized focus was needed. In
attempting to address the problem of this study, a phenomenological approach was taken.
Phenomenology is the study of phenomena, including the meanings found through a
specific experience. In a given situation, or phenomenon, there are unique essential
structures. With this study of the language that content area, in-service teachers in a
middle school used, a phenomenon was uncovered that opened an area of study to lead
research efforts towards an examination of a unique experience. Traditional attitudes
toward the way that teachers talk and the relationship that this type of language has with
curriculum and instruction were set aside.
Phenomenological research is a form of inquiry that attends to the perceptions and
meanings of individuals concerning a specific experience they have lived. Husserl, who is
known as the founder of phenomenology, maintained that in order to attain certainty, a
researcher needed to go to the site of the researched phenomena in order to understand,
and he concluded, "all knowledge is in human consciousness" (Mitchell, 1990, p. 255).

This conclusion was Husscrl's attempt at refuting traditional scientific notions concerning
positi\ism, namely that there are essential structures that underlie phenomena (Curtis,
1978; Mitchell, 1990; Patton, 1990). These essential structures, unique to the situation
being studied, are the phenomena being studied.
Phenomenological research seeks to discover the essences of phenomena. By
engaging in a reflective examination of an experience, phenomenology provides an
investigati\ e method to discover and to present phenomena.
The disco\ cry of the essential structures of a phenomenon is achieved with an
anah'tical approach described as reduction (Patton, 1990), which is an approach requiring
the researcher to disclose assumptions, biases, and frames of reference concerning the
phenomenon being examined. This self-disclosure allows the phenomenological
researcher to examine the phenomena repeatedly and from various perspectives in order
to arri\e at the meaning, the essential structures, of the experience.
Upon arriving at a phenomenon, a description contains the essential structures of
an experience that reflect the experience, "[s]o that in the words, or perhaps in spite of the
words, we find 'memories' that paradoxically we never thought or felt before" (Van
Maneen, 1990, p. 13). Thus, a phenomenological description will not contain a summary
or conclusion of the phenomenon examined. A phenomenological description will
present the lived experience as it was for those participating in it and in a manner that
those reading the description can gain deeper understanding of that experience or
phenomenon. Ricoeur (1976) added to this discussion by acknowledging that as humans
encounter themselves in situations or experiences, they have something to say, thereby.

bringing experience to language. Therefore, as an approach to this study, phenomenology
provides a qualitati\ e w ay to allow the study of language that the teachers use to describe
the curricular applications and instructional modifications that occur in their content-area
classrooms.

The Role of the Researcher and Underlying Assumptions
The role of the researcher was that of participant observer and interviewer.
Ha\ ing taught in a middle school second-language classroom for six years, I have insight
into recognizing second language acquisifion (SLA) strategies to build not only basic
interpersonal communication skills (BICS), but also cognitive academic language
proficiency (CALP) (Cummins, 1979). I also have earned a master's degree in applied
linguistics with a focus on SLA and teaching English as a Second Language (ESL).
Having this background has made me a reflective practitioner, reflecting upon and
bridging the gap between theory and practice in education. Not only was I able to
recognize SLA methods, but I also as a former classroom teacher have implemented them
in my classroom. This is would indicate an assumption that university-preparation is
transferred to classroom teaching.
In addition, it seems beneficial to state my educational philosophy in order to
outline in narradve form any assumptions and researcher biases about curriculum and
instruction of SLA strategies.

Philosophy of Education
•

1 belie\e in education. I believe in its empowering capabilities to gradually
transform attitudes first about (my)sclf and then others, informally and formally,
which helps to design curriculum and instruction. A faithful attempt to
metacogniti\ely articulate a philosophy of education demonstrates the
empowerment that I have taken ownership of through my formal educational
experiences. 1 can communicate, relate, and realize myself in attempt to grow as a
teacher and as a person.

•

I believe education is a process and not a result. Within this process is a deliberate
and indi\ idualized attempt to facilitate an understanding of the inherent
significance of communication and communities.

•

1 believe that the building of communities and maintaining them through
communication is fundamental in the educational process. This precept
historically reflects the place and value of education in that communities are made
up of individuals whose actions and reactions are based on language experiences.

•

I belie\e that ideas and values are communicated in education explicitly and
implicitly. Regardless of policy or legislation, those in the educational community
are expected to provide the necessary forum for the development of sociocultural
communication skills that lead to academic and interpersonal success within a
diverse community. Given a finite lexicon and infinite variations that are possible,
attention to clarity and coherence in communicating those ideas and values is
important. Negotiation of meaning within the exchange of ideas and values is a
necessary strategy for understanding communication within the educational
community. Attention or consciousness-raising of the natural progression of the
language modalities, namely listening, speaking, reading, and writing, is
beneficial to all when communicating expectations and developing curriculum.
Awareness of these modalities is also helpful in the integrative forms of
evaluation that teachers and administrators can use, keeping in mind inherent
learner variability.
I believe that effective and productive communication leads to effective and
productive relationships within and without the educational community.
Moreover, relationships between the content and the learners are important for
development of the content and the learner.
I believe that I can best administer through collaboration rather than control. This
is an earnest, risk-taking attempt to promote what I believe to be best for learners.
As a result of this promotion, constructive emotions motivate learners to relate to

the curriculum and those in the educational community, for curriculum is not
impermeable.
I belicN c 1 have the responsibility (or ability to respond) to the learner's needs
through relationships that 1 can form through contextualization or reference to
learner schemata. In this development of relationships, relevancy and
interdependence are underlying themes that facilitate the development of
relationships. This is a deliberate mission to refrain from unhealthy complacency
and conformity that impedes intellectual, emotional, professional, and relational
growth.
1 belicN e that in education there should always be more questions than answers.
The development of creative problem-solving skills in order to be able to ask and
develop plausible and reasonable solutions is necessary for promoting
psychological realizations. The learner, teacher, and administrator should
contribute to the problem solving and not the problem. It is for this very
observation that those in the educational community should never stop being
learners in search of conceptual knowledge in addition to procedural knowledge.
To focus on the HOW of the solution limits the psychological realization.
Therefore, I believe it is the WHY that enhances and encourages the individual to
persist and persevere in developing psychological realizations.
I believe structure reinforces meaning. However, it should be noted that the
learners (field dependently or field independently) develop perceptions about the
content and those in their educational community. Living and learning are not
mutually exclusive events.
Description of the Study
Limitations
The following were limitations of this study.
1. The study attempted to identify the curricular applications and instructional
modifications made by in-service, content area teachers in a middle school.
2. The study attempted to describe the underlying structures made through spoken
discourse that affect curricular applications and instructional modifications to
meet the needs of Limited English Proficient (LEP) students.
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3. The study attempted to fill in a gap in the literature regarding curriculum and
instruction for LEP students at the middle school level.
Delimitations
The following were delimitations of this study.
1. The study did not attempt to evaluate the curricular applications and instructional
modifications of the second language acquisition strategies learned in universityle\ el courses for teaching Limited English Proficient students.
2. The study did not attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the in-service, content
area teacher at the middle school level.
3. The study did not attempt to predict success of the curricular applications and
instructional modifications expressed through the underlying structures of spoken
discourse made by in-service, content-area teachers at the middle school level.

Definidons of Terms
For the purpose of this study, terms were defined as follows:
LEP students: In describing the special population of K-12 students served by
Title VII Bilingual/ESL programs. Limited English Proficient (LEP) is used to categorize
the group of students who receive native-language instruction including an English as a
Second Language component.
L2: In reference to a second language, L2 is the designation or abbreviation used
as identification.
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ESL: In reference to an academic program to teach LEP students, ESL is the
initialism for English as a Second Language.
Curricular application: In developing and designing a lesson, curricular
application is an approach related to "an integrated set of theoretical and practical beliefs,
embodying both syllabus and method. More than either, it involves principles and the
nature of learning . . . [AJpproach is the why" (Lewis, 1993, p. 2).
Instructional modification: In delivering or presenting a lesson, an instructional
modification is a method related to classroom strategies. Method is about the how the
teaching is conducted (Lewis, 1993, p. 1). Widdowson (1979,1989) has suggested that
teachers need to have a theoretical overview so that they may select from a range of
strategies, which he finds necessary "in the interest of the learner. If teachers are not
educated in this sense, they cannot derive expertise from experience, they cannot act as
mediators of ideas, either of their own or those of other people" (Widdowson, 1979, as
cited in Lewis, 1993, p. 189).
In-Service teachers: Teachers who have been assigned to a classroom and are
employed by a school district are considered to be in-service. In contrast, pre-service
refers to future educators currently enrolled in teacher preparation programs.
Content area: Content is specifically concerned with what is to be learned. The
areas that are addressed in terms of differing content, or subject matter, include
mathematics, science, language arts, and social studies.
Middle school: Wiles and Bondi (1993) suggested that middle schools are defined
as: "a philosophically directed program of education with clear priorities and objectives
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. . . focused on the prcadolescent learner, and its programs seek nothing less than the
successful transition of these learners through this difficult and unique period of human
development" (p. 2). In addition, middle schools normally serve students in grades 4-8.

Significance of the Study
The study integrated several levels and areas of significance, namely in contentarea language teaching in the middle school and in the other content areas. Beginning
with a look at the underlying structures in language that a group of in-service, contentarea students in a middle school use, the study contributes to a framework for facilitating
instruction in content areas through curricular applications and instructional
modifications to teach LEP students. The methodological significance of the study will
affect related areas of education such as professional development and teacher education
programs; educators will be presented with an analysis of teacher comments presented in
this study. The practical significance lies in the linguistic analysis that will be described
in the study. The linguistic analysis will categorize the language used for curricular
applications and instructional modifications in order to teach Limited English Proficient
students at the middle school level. After having the opportunity to make the linguistic
analysis, then opportunities will arise to share the resuhs through professional
presentations and publications through which the results can be further disseminated.
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Organization of the Remainder of the Study
In the remainder of this study, the second chapter includes a review of pertinent
literature and current research related to traditional discussions of discourse analysis,
current trends in study of teacher talk, and trends in curriculum theory as mutually
exclusive areas of discussion; research on teaching English as a Second Language in the
content areas also is discussed as ways to facilitate teaching Limited English Proficient
students as part of curriculum and instruction. The third chapter describes the
methodology and rationale of the qualitative approach used in the study, the participants
in the study, the research site, phases of data collection, and data analysis. The results, in
temis of an analysis of the language used by content area in-service teachers at the
middle school level to meet the curricular and instructional needs of Limited English
Proficient students, are presented in the fourth chapter in terms of data management and
analyses. The fifth chapter is a summary, discussion, and interpretation of the study. In
addition, Chapter V presents implications for future research and possible uses of the
linguistic analysis of the language used by content area in-service middle school teachers
to meet the curricular and instructional needs of Limited English Proficient students.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a survey of relevant literature as it relates
to linguistics and curriculum and instruction in meeting the needs of Limited English
Proficient (LEP) students. Research efforts in these areas that are dedicated to the
empowcmient of the educational community as it serves students' curricular needs are
also areas of concern for this literature review. However, the primary goal of this review
is a focus on de\'eloping an understanding of the underlying phenomena of language as
an identifiable and integral part of curriculum and instruction in terms of teaching
Limited English Proficient students in content areas. Historical context, current
problems, and future implications are particular areas of interest. Aspects to be
considered in this review of the literature are discourse analysis, teacher talk, curriculum
theory, and needs assessments of teaching English as a second language. The findings
and other conclusions in the literature should reveal additional facets of how language
affects curriculum and instruction.
It should be clarified that this study in its entirety was not focused on any one
specific area of research, making it a unique study as it attempted to provide a better
understanding of teaching LEP students. The analysis in Chapter IV was not a discourse
analysis because only the teachers' comments were analyzed (rather than the discourse
between the teacher and students). The rationale for including a look at the literature on
discourse analysis was to show the complexity and theoretical examinations of language
in a language classroom as a way to contrast the practical type of analysis provided in this
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study. The re\iew of teacher talk will give references to studies and their findings that
provide current frameworks for the curricular applications and instructional modifications
presented in the analysis in Chapter IV of the teachers' comments in this study.
Finally, the re\ icw of needs assessment in English as a Second Language and
curriculum theory was included in order to begin a discussion on how to bridge the
historical context, the current problems, and the future implications for teaching LEP
students, thereb\' bridging the gap between theory and practice in education.
The existing literature on this topic broadens research perspectives in that more
research is needed to provide insight into this complex topic. Most of the literature on
teaching LEP students focuses on methods of teaching English as a second language and
is limited to working with very young children or aduUs. The literature reviewed for and
referred to in this study included journal articles and edited texts from linguistics, second
language acquisition, and curriculum theory, all in the English language. Unpublished
materials were excluded from this literature review. A gap was found in the literature
regarding curriculum and instruction for second language learners at the middle school
level.

Discourse Analysis: A Historical Context
A Research Tradition
Considering language teaching and language learning in a second-languageacquisition context, a number of research traditions have been identified. Research
traditions have helped to identify areas for investigation to answer questions relating to
the forms and functions of language. Such a predetermined view of language historically
16

has led to interpretations of the research in linguistics that arc primarily focused on a
particular application of language according to various research traditions.
Chaudron (1988) included discourse analysis as one of the research traditions in
which a study of classroom transcripts and an assignment of utterances to predetermined
categories were conducted. An analysis of discourse traditionally has been primarily a
linguistic endeavor, and the term has come to be used to cover a variety of activities
relating to how humans use language to communicate and, "in particular, how
addressers construct linguistic messages for addressees and how addressees work on
linguisfic messages in order to interpret them" (Brown & Yule, 1983, p. ix). An
explanation of discourse analysis, such as the one proposed by Chaudron, provided a
better understanding of the complexities that have surrounded linguistic research
traditions, including discourse analysis.
One definition looked at discourse analysis as serving "as a device for
systematically describing the kinds of interactions that occur in language classrooms"
(Ellis, 1994, p. 568). Such an analysis framed structures to reinforce the meaning(s) of
what occurs in a spoken context. A reinforcement of meaning allowed a researcher to
identify language according to the function that it serves in relation to a given situation
or purpose. In the classroom, language that a teacher uses can be categorized, or
structured systematically, in order to provide an understanding of the complexities
involved in language use, especially when one is analyzing spoken language. In contrast
to written discourse, the speaker can observe his or her audience and modify what is
being spoken, if so desired, in order to make the language more accessible to the hearer
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(Brown L^ Yule, I9S3). Brown and Yule (1983) have also been careful to establish
parameters around their explanation of discourse analysis in order to maintain a
pragmatic \ iew so as
to a\oid the dangerous extreme of advocating the individual (or
idiosNiicratic) approach to the interpretation of each discourse fragment
which appears to characterize the hcrmeneutic view. We have adopted a
compromise position w hich suggests that discourse analysis on the one
hand includes the study of linguistic forms and the regularities of their
distribution and, on the other hand, involves a consideration of the general
principles of interpretation by which people normally make sense of what
they hear and read. (p. x)
Perspectives regarding the role of discourse analysis in linguisfic studies,
particularly in regard to language teaching and language learning, vary to reflect the
history of second language acquisition approaches and methods (Peregoy & Boyle,
2001). The focus on form over funcfion seemed to be a recent development in secondlanguage acquisition studies (Crawford, 1995). In general, the methods are a reflection of
the period in history in which that they were introduced. Nunan (1988) outlined these
methodologies of second language acquisition in terms of a psychological tradifion, a
humanistic tradition, and a second-language (L2) tradition.
The psychological tradifion refers to a time in language acquisition studies in
which the teaching and learning of a second or foreign language reflected principles of
psychology and not necessarily of linguistics. The mind was strengthened through the
grammar-translation method; Greek and Latin texts were translated in order to develop
reading skills, rather than speaking. Language learners studied prestigious grammars
with lists of rules and tenses in the 19'^ century. Later, in the 1940s and during World
War II, audiolingualism (ALM), also known as the "Army Method," was designed in an
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attempt to provide a way for U.S. soldiers to acquire a second or foreign language. After
the war, ALM became the most widely used method for second language acquisition
purposes. How ever, inasmuch as situations used for teaching the Army Method could not
be replicated in the classroom, students did not experience much success (Crawford,
1995).
The work done by Skinner provided the framework for the principles on which
beha\ iorism is based: all that is known is from the environment by experience, people are
bom "tabula rasa," learning is the result of stimulus/response and reinforcement from the
environment. These ideas have been applied to the teaching and learning of languages in
the theory underlying ALM such as: language is acquired through imitation and
repetition, errors in speech production, and notions of the human mind are rejected. But,
in the 1950s, Chomsky revolutionized the world of second language acquisifion with his
notions of the innate language acquisition device and universal grammar. He proposed
that language is a quality of the mind and that people are especially equipped to learn and
acquire language. This revolution began what Nunan called the humanistic tradition. No
longer were learners passive, but they were now part of the learning process. This
eventually gave way to what Nunan calls the L2 tradifion. Krashen (1985) and Terrell
(1981) built on the studies regarding first-language (LI) learning and developed methods
that were more natural. The idea of comprehensible input (Krashen, 1985) suggests that a
speaker's language must be comprehensible in order for an intended listener to receive a
message. This language hypothesis has led the way to current communicative approaches
in second language acquisition that focus more on probable language rather than possible
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language (Lewis, 1993), suggesting that there are phrases in the English language that
occur w ith more probability than possibility.
Educators confess that they have heard about the research into second language
acquisition and the development of new methodologies. "They have confirmed its
importance in their classrooms in seeing their students' failure to respond to tradifional
practices. Although they learn about research, many teachers admit to having only vague
notions about how they can make their practice a research-based endeavor" (Solis, 1994,
p. 5).
As a continued part of the research tradition, early researchers such as Flanders
(1960) used direct observafion; apart from later conclusions, the "findings of such
research did not survive many years of scrutiny by an increasing number of researchers
who found classroom behavior altogether too complex to be reduced to a few categories"
(Flanders, as cited in AUwright, 1967, p. 194).
Chaudron (1977) exemplified this reductionist type of linguistic research in his
development of a descriptive model of discourse in the corrective treatment of errors in
the language classroom. As framed in Figure 1, discourse analysis can be seen as a
complex and involved investigation resulting from various levels and applicafions of
language in a given situation.
As a viable form of linguistic research, discourse analysis has been a way to
communicate findings related to the categorization of language and language use.
Moreover, discourse analysis has been a means to explore language in given situations to
describe the situations, such as in formal classroom settings, where the language that the
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teacher uses is outlined in a structured manner so as to provide formal analyses of
language and language use.

Descriptions of Discourse Analysis
To continue the discussion of the historical context of discourse analysis, in
addition to providing a working definition for discourse analysis, providing descriptions
of discourse analysis is necessary. Studies have found that discourse analyses "give
attention not only to the function of individual utterances but also to how these utterances
combine to form larger discoursal units. They aim to account for the joint contributions
of teacher and student and to describe all the data, avoiding the kind of'rag bag' category
found in many interacfion analysis schedules" (Ellis, 1994, p. 568. See also Bellack,
Herbert, Kliebard, Hyman, & Smith, 1966; Coulthard & Montgomery, 1981; Sinclair &
Brazil, 1982; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975).
Researchers such as McTear (1975) drew on the framework of the Birmingham
school to show the organization of discourse in nafive language lessons. Others have
made use of discourse analysis to show how natural discourse is changed in the language
classroom due to the presence of the teacher. Yet, in examining the studies of discourse
analysis, researchers have continued to focus on developing categories in specific areas
of discourse. For example, Chaudron (1977) has provided specific studies on teacher
feedback, while others such as Long and Sato (1983) offer discourse-based analysis of
the questions that teachers ask as part of the lesson.
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Figure 1: A Flow Chart Model of Correcfive Discourse
(Chaudron, 1977, p. 37)
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In daily life, spoken language is used primarily for two purposes: interaction and
transaction. Interactional use of language in speech is for maintaining relationships,
whereas transactional use of language in speech is for transmitting information (Brown &
^'ule, 1983). As part of discourse analysis, it has been noted that "discourse categories
ha\e ser\ed as a basis for quantitative research. Nevertheless, much of the research
w ithin the discourse analysis tradition has been descriptive in nature, concentrating on the
development of comprehensive analytical systems" (Ellis, 1994, p. 568; See also
Chaudron, 1988). Such an observation about discourse analysis has revealed qualitative
characteristics that require detailed and descripfive explanations of the language use(s) in
a particular situation of the phenomenon known as teacher talk as part of curriculum and
instruction for language learners.

Teacher Talk and Curriculum: The Current Problems
A Voice in the Classroom
Many of the studies of language learning and language teaching focus on
interactions that take place. The voices that are heard in the classroom provide the
discourse that is analyzed and categorized as part of a research tradition. What is
commonly known as teacher talk, the adjustments to "both language form and language
funcfion in order to facilitate communication" (Ellis, 1994, p. 726), have been
documented as the teachers' interactions with the learners in formal classroom settings.
Several studies have been published outlining features associated with the interactions
that teachers have with learners.
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Beginning with the amount of talk (Amidon, & Flanders, 1967; Bialystok,
Frohlich, & Howard, 1978; Legarreta, 1977; Ramirez, Yuen, Ramey, & Merino, 1986),
studies ha\c found that teachers talk about two-thirds of the time during a class when
someone is talking. Other studies have focused on what has been caWed functional
distribution. There is much Nariability among teachers, but teachers are dominant in the
classroom in that they are likely to explain, question, and command, and learners are
likely to respond (Shapiro, 1979; Bialystok et al., 1978; Ramirez et al., 1986). In
addition, research has found that teachers tend to slow down their rate of speech, which is
another feature of teacher talk that has been documented (Dahl, 1981; Griffiths, 1990,
1991; Henzl, 1973; Wesehe & Ready 1985). Teachers also tend to use pauses when
interacting with non-native speakers (Downes, 1981; Hakansson, 1986; Wesehe &
Ready, 1985). On the other hand, teachers have been found to speak more loudly and to
make their speech more distinct when addressing non-native speakers; very few
quantifiable studies exist that discuss the phonology, intonation, articulation, and stress of
teacher talk (Downes, 1981; Henzl, 1973, 1979; Mannon, 1986).
Modifications in vocabulary (Henzl, 1979; Mizon, 1981), syntax (Early, 1985;
Gaies, 1977; Kleifgen, 1985; Pica & Long, 1986; Wesehe & Ready, 1985), and discourse
(Ellis, 1985; Hamayan & Tucker, 1980) have also been features of teacher talk that have
been analyzed through research. The modifications identified have provided evidence
that teachers make adjustments to the vocabulary that they use in relation to the
proficiency level of the learners. In relation to syntax, teachers have been found to speak
in shorter utterances while making more declarative statements than questions;
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ungrammatical teacher talk is rare. Finally, teachers have been found to make more selfrepetitions for their non-native speakers, particularly when the learners are at lower levels
of proficiency.
A study conducted by McTear (1975) found discourse structures in language
lessons, which were categorized as mechanical, meaningful, pseudocommunicative, and
real communication. AUwright (1979) identified the types of language used in a
classroom as samples, guidance, and management activities. Chaudron (1977) looked at
teacher feedback and analyzed that particular type of teacher talk, which included a flowchart model of corrective discourse.
Other research studies on discourse analysis in the classroom have found that
among the hundreds of utterances delivered daily. "Teachers impart content and learning
procedures, as well as attitudes and perspectives" (Barker, 1982; Cazden, 1995; Flanders,
1970). Such studies indicate that not enough attention has been given to the language that
teachers use in instructional settings, particularly when investigating students'
perceptions of learning and their achievement (Brophy & Good, 1974; Nussbaum, 1992;
Rubin & Feezel, 1986). Ball (2000) has suggested a continuum of language use
identifiable by the levels of interactions that teachers have with their students. She notes
that the "analyses of the discourse pracfices that occur within classrooms can assist us in
locating where teachers lie along this continuum" (p. 1007) and are part of what she has
found to be "generated and lived out within political contexts, within structures and
relations of power inherited by humans inhabiting a given cultural and social time and
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space . . . The discourse practices in classrooms are no exception to this reality" (p.
1009).
Shaw and Jamieson (1997) have added to the research on discourse analysis to
include examples of how hearing children act and react to the discourse of the classroom
that facilitates their social and academic growth. Studies have also looked at how
discourse analysis focuses on the questions that teachers ask in terms of modifications of
questions to assess student learning (Chappell & Thompson, 1999). Language researchers
have also chosen to look at the classroom as a setting for language acquisition and
learning in terms of what the teachers say (AUwright, 1983). Gaies (1977) and Krashen
(1981) have suggested that teachers are able to adjust their classroom language to the
level of their students.
Nonetheless, research reflects that what teachers say in the classroom does indeed
make a difference. A review by Mohr (1998) considered the research done over the 25
previous years and pointed out that:
Effective schools research delineates teacher behaviours that are deemed
productive. However, many of these behaviours are management and
procedural functions. Classroom discourse and communicafion research
helps to clarify specific teacher-talk behaviours that may enhance student
achievement. Integrating these disciplines with an understanding of
motivational research serves to provide a nexus for specific study of
motivational factors in effective teachers' talk during literacy instruction,
(p. 16)
A Discussion of Curriculum Theory
Curriculum theorists have written diverse definitions of the different schools of
thought concerning curriculum. Eisner and Vallanee (1973) hypothesize five conflicting
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conceptions of curriculum: technological, cognitive, self-actualizing, socialreconstructionst, and academic-rationalist. Three other commentaries on curriculum have
been suggested by Schubert (1986): intellectual/traditionalist, social/behaviorist, and
experimentalist. Miller and Seller (1985) categorized curriculum in terms of transmission,
transaction, and transformation. Pratt (1994) added to the discussion four orientations of
cun-iculum: cultural transmission, social transformation, individual fulfillment, and
feminist pedagogy.
Curriculum refers to plans for instructional acts for the specific purpose of
enhancing human well-being according to Pratt. Curriculum research is related to "a
cluster of practical activifies focusing on conceiving, expressing, jusfifying and enacting
educafional programs" (Short, 1991, p. 1. See also Barrow, 1985; Pratt, 1994). Schwab
(1970), focuses on three areas in an attempt to address a pracfical language for
curriculum:
1. The Practical: the outcome is a decision; problems "arise from states of affairs
in relation to ourselves" (p. 3).
2. The Quasi-Pracfical: extension of the practical, with variations; deliberation is
key; integrative in nature (pp. 5-6, 9).
3. The Eclecfic: "recognizes the usefulness of theory to curriculum decisions,
and provides some degree of repair of these weaknesses"; "eclectic operations
bring into clear view the particular truncation of subject charaeterisfie of a
given theory and bring to light the partiality of its view" (pp. 10-12).
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Schwab is offering educators the opportunity to consider curriculum as part of a larger,
more practical, educational scheme. I Ic suggests that "the stuff of theory is abstract or
idealized representations of real things. But curriculum in action treats real things: real
acts, real teachers, real children, things richer than and different from their theoretical
representations" (pp. 26-27).
In re\ iew ing the literature on curriculum and instruction, John Dewey emerges to
add insight to the discussion. Dewey has written that "all human experience is uhimately
social: that it involves contact and communication" (Dewey, 1938/1997, p. 38). As such,
educators who recei\ed training in second language methods are faced with the
responsibility of teaching LEP students because of the communicative nature of their
teaching field. Educators must continue to move away from traditional, or foundational
attitudes (Duemer, 1999) that have perpetuated myths about language learning and
language teaching.
In the past, educators could systematically dodge this responsibility. The school
environment of desks, blackboards, and a small schoolyard was supposed to suffice.
Educators have the responsibility, as Dewey suggests, to become "intimately acquainted
with the conditions of the local community, physical, historical, economic, occupafional,
etc., in order to ufilize them as educafional resources" (Dewey, 1938/1997, p. 40).
Teaching requires rigor and investigation into the role of the professional educator (Solis,
1994), which makes the educator an integral part of the curriculum and instruction.
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English as a Second Language in the Content Areas:
Future Implications
Needs Assessment for the Limited English Proficient Students
Special populations of students exist that require needs assessments as part of
effecti\c educational practice. Identifying the purpose of programs designed and
implemented to meet their needs is one area that has been addressed, and will continue
being addressed by educators and researchers in the fields of language learning, language
teaching, and cuiTiculum and instruction.
In the case of Limited English Proficient (LEP) students, the use of language as
part of curriculum and instruction in the content areas requires consideration of the
language of the educafional system. Buckingham (1981) has noted the following
regarding the type of language used to teach LEP students:
It appears that we must consider the use of language for educational
purposes on at least two levels: (1) the ordinary verbal code that American
educational institutions use to carry on instruction, i.e., everyday English,
and (2) that particular kind of English that is used for instructional
purposes within the school setting as opposed to the kind of English used
outside the school, (p. 3)

Buckingham's suggestion holds implications not only for understanding the use of the
English language for instrucfion, but also for understanding its role in curriculum,
particularly in programs where teachers teach LEP students.
Within a school setting in terms of teaching LEP students, English as a second
language programs exist. As a component of Bilingual Education programs, which
implies an approach to provide native language support as called for by Title VII
mandates, English as a second language programs are parts of schools "like elementary
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algebra, home economics, or world history (Buckingham, 1976) and a viable subject in
the curriculum of any school that has students with limited English proficiency"
(Buckingham, 1981, p. 4).
Teaching LEP students, in addition to identifying the purpose of English as a
Second Language programs, requires determining the nature of the problem, as stated in
Chapter I of this study and related to an analysis of language used to teach LEP students,
not only as part of cuiTicular and instructional objecfives, but also as a framework for
understanding needs assessment of the LEP student. Buckingham (1981) noted that:
Too many times the non-English-speaking schoolchild, particularly where
there are tew such children, is turned over to the speech therapist, the
remedial reading teacher, or, in the past, to the teacher of the slow learner.
The unfortunate result can be that normal children are treated as though
they had some physical or mental incapacity. A child learning English as a
second language needs a trained and experienced teacher to help with the
special problems associated with this learning situation, (p. 5)
Buckingham also goes on to mention the importance of a well-trained staff in
addition to a well-developed curriculum in teaching LEP students, which reinforces the
idea that curriculum and instruction have an effect on LEP students (p. 7). The
connection that curriculum has with teaching LEP students, therefore, is an area that
merits investigafion because of the relationship that language learning and language
teaching have with curriculum and instruction in a formal classroom setting for LEP
students.
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Curriculum Inquiry
Implications for research on teaching LEP students also necessitates a look at
lines of curriculum inquiry. By providing lenses through which issues or problems in
curriculum and instruction can be seen, curriculum inquiry not only helps us determine
theoretical facets of curriculum as proposed by Eisner and Vallanee (1973), Pratt (1994),
or Tyler (1949), but curriculum inquiry also gives us a way to connect language or
teacher talk to curriculum and instruction. Particularly when discussing the implicafions
that this type of connection has for LEP students, opportunities arise for the examination
of the scientific and phenomenological lines of curriculum inquiry as viable means of
describing frameworks for presenting the connection between language and curriculum
and instruction.
Short (1991) concured expressed the idea that types of curricular activities
"invohe making choices on a variety of issues which, when taken together, form both
substantive and practical guidelines for governing these programs" (p. 1). Both the
scienfific and phenomenological lines of curriculum inquiry can provide guidelines for
teaching LEP students through the language that is used for curriculum and instruction.
Foshay (1987, 1988) wrote that curriculum should be the starting place for the
investigation into the "purpose, substance, and pracfice . . . that is, we intend to
accomplish something (a purpose), by offering some experiences (the substance), and by
fitfing the learning method to actual students (educafional practice)" (Foshay, 1991, p. 89
as cited in Short, 1991). Connecfing language to curriculum and instrucfion is possible
when using the scienfific line of curriculum inquiry as a means of making the connection.
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Therefore, researchers have a way to acknowledge that "all facts about the curriculum
derive their meanings from their contexts. 'Scientific' curriculum studies therefore
consist of facts-in-context. The broader the context, the more profound the meanings"
(Foshay, 1991, p. 90 as cited in Short, 1991). Language, as such, in curriculum and
instruction provides the context.
Another line of cun-iculum inquiry that can be extrapolated from the scienfific line
and the call for contextualization of meanings is the phenomenological line of curriculum
inquiry. Willis (1991) finds that "phenomenological inquiry invesfigates the distincfively
human perceptions of individual people and results in descriptions of such perceptions
which appeal directly to the percepfions of other people (Willis, 1991, p. 174 as cited in
Short, 1991).
Through language, the descriptions can be made, especially of the teacher talk
that is found in classrooms where LEP students are taught, can be coded to frame the
purpose, substance, and practice that are called for in the scienfific line of curriculum
inquiry. The implications for teaching LEP students derive from these descriptions and
codifications of language used.

Summary
After considering the literature, it is known that the areas of linguistics and
curriculum and instruction are well-documented, primarily as independent mutually
exclusive fields, with little or no direct and deliberate reference to one another. In
linguistics, in the area of teacher talk especially, the research shows second language
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acquisition occurs with the applications of methods that have been developed for LEP
students. Frameworks ha\c been presented that consider the complexity of the multiple
capacities of language. Winograd (1983) focused on research questions into viewing
language as a knowledge-based process. "The unconsciousness with which we use
language gi\ es the illusion that language communication is basically a simple process,
not involving much knowledge" (p. 3). In communication, the underlying assumpfion is
that there is a distinction between a:
hearer's knowledge of her language and her knowledge of the world...This
implies that the mind does not develop as a whole, but with specific
capacities developing in their own ways and in their own time. In other
words, know ledge of language cannot be regarded as the result of general
intelligence. It also implies that actual linguistic performance—that is, the
way we use language—is the result of the interaction of a number of
different systems. (Blakemore, 1992, pp. 39-40)

Accordingly, when considering the complex nature of language comprehension in
second language acquisition, a representation can be given that turns attention toward the
organization of stored knowledge, processes, and assigned structures in linguistics
(Blakemore, 1992, p. 17). Young (1999) reiterated a common point in that texts have
been intentionally "simplified, modified, adapted, edited, adjusted, or revised in order to
make material more comprehensible and, simultaneously, to prepare learners to read
simplified original works" (p. 350). On the other hand, the literature concerning
curriculum and instruction has been found to focus on theoretical perspectives that are
not easily translated into practice (Pratt, 1994).
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Through language use, communication ultimately occurs as a result of
collaborative experiences within a community (i.e., educators and learners), which
connect language to curriculum and instruction within the classroom setting. Dewey has
also suggested:
Collateral learning in the way of formation of enduring attitudes, of likes
and dislikes . . . for these attitudes are fundamentally what count in the
future. The most important attitude that can be formed is that of desire to
go on learning. If impetus in this direction is weakened instead of being
intensified, something much more than mere lack of preparation takes
place. The pupil is actually robbed of native capacities which otherwise
would enable him to cope with the circumstances that he meets in the
course of his life. (1938/1997, p. 48)
In light of the literature reviewed, I found no integration of research on both
linguistics and curriculum and instruction to teach LEP students at the middle school
level. Marsh (1991) found that "one of the valuable contributions that integrative inquiry
makes is to point up the gaps in available knowledge which researchers still need to fill"
(p. 276, as cited in Short, 1991). During instruction, the language used by teachers is the
tool for teaching LEP students as part of curricular applications and instructional
modifications. Failing to analyze the language used during and as part of curriculum and
instruction is failing to teach LEP students. As a result, the learners' atfitudes and
perceptions of the learning experience are negatively affected.
A review of the literature and the connections—along both scientific and
phenomenological lines of curriculum inquiry—that exist between linguistics and
curriculum and instruction in teaching LEP students is why this study is different from
studies that have been reviewed. It was the purpose of this study to analyze a group of in-
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service, content-area teachers in a middle school in terms of what they were saying to
their Limited English Proficient students as a part of the provided curriculum and
instruction and to categorize the comments as part of an analysis, thus contribufing to the
knowledge bases of linguistic analysis and classroom instruction.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents an overview of the research methodology and design used in
this study. The purpose of this study was to analyze what a group of in-service, content
area teachers in a middle school were saying to their Limited English Proficient students
as part of the cun-iculum and instruction, and to categorize the comments as part of an
analysis along the lines of phenomenological curriculum inquiry. Descripfions of the
participants, the research site, and the research methods are presented. Qualitative
research methods and reasons for the appropriateness of such methods, phenomenology
specifically, are also discussed in this chapter. Additionally, descripfions of and
procedures for collecting and analyzing the data collection methods are discussed. In
addition, a discussion of the steps taken to meet the criteria for qualitative research is
included. In the final section, a summary of the limitations of the study is described.
Participants
The participants in this study were specifically limited to content-area teachers in
a middle school who were assigned to teach students identified as Limited English
Proficient (LEP) as part of a program in a school in a West Texas community with a
population of approximately 90,000. These teachers have also had access, through Title
VII support at the local university, to university-level courses in Bilingual
Education/English as a Second Language (ESL) educafion courses. The courses cover
such topics as second language acquisition methodologies and approaches to facilitate the
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learning and acquisition of the English language of language minority students who are
attending schools in the United States and are expected to follow the curriculum and
instruction outlined by the school district or stale education agency.
Sampling
For the purpose of this study, participants were selected using a sampling strategy
known as purposeful sampling in which case the objective is "to select informafion-rich
cases whose study will illuminate the questions under study" (Patton, 1990, p. 169).
Because the purpose of this study was to analyze what a group of in-service, content area
teachers in a middle school said to their LEP students as part of the curriculum and
instruction, the participants were purposefully identified as such. The participants were
identified as a result of meetings with university faculty members in the teacher
education program who have had the opportunity to teach content area teachers working
with LEP students whose primary language was Spanish. Through this informal approach
to identify participants for this study, the possibilities for locating a purposeful sample
were increased.
The sample size, as implied in purposeful sampling, was limited due to four
reasons. The first reason was accessibility. In order to successfully complete this study, a
middle school in which the environment was conducive to fulfilling the requirements of
the research was necessary; therefore, the study was conducted in a location where the
teachers were assigned to one middle school located within a public school district that
was known for its special population of LEP students.
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The second reason was availability. The research was conducted during a spring
semester, and as such, the teachers were available to participate in the research study
since the emphasis for the data collection was classroom observation. The schedule
permitted the teachers to volunteer as participants in the study and allowed for interviews
and tape recordings of class sessions. The third reason was the teachers' educational
backgrounds. Since the middle school was also located within a city where a local
uni\ ersity pro\ ided the teachers with educational courses geared toward teaching LEP
students, the teachers in this purposeful sample all had the opportunity to receive
preparation in second language learning and second language teaching. The local
unixersity, a recipient of various Title VII grants, is well-known throughout the school
district as providing funding for pre-service and in-service teachers to enroll in university
level courses specifically for the purpose of meeting the curricular and instructional needs
of LEP students.
The final reason was the teachers' willingness to participate in this study. After an
initial phone solicitation, the teachers were recruited using a uniform recruiting script.
Consent forms were also part of the efforts to make sure that the teachers were willing to
participate in the study. As a result, the participants for this study were four female
teachers assigned to content areas in a public middle school in West Texas whose classes
were composed of LEP students. In addition, the need to maintain the anonymity of the
participants was a limitation that was addressed in the study, therefore, in coding the data,
the teachers were identified as Teachers 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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Gi\en a small data set places the burden on the researcher to demonstrate the
validity, reliability, and generalizability of the study. Nonetheless, in qualitative research
the tbcus is on the analysis of the data to the point of theoretical saturation in identifying
the emergent themes rather than on the size of the data (Glaser 8L Strauss, 1967; Lincoln
& Guba, 1885). Chapters IV and V of this study also provide more discussion on these
issues.

Participants
Teacher 1 was a first-year teacher with a background in Speech and
Communications. Her teaching field was English and she was assigned to teach English
as a Second Language for grades 7, 8, and 9. For the purposes of this study. Teacher 1
w as observed and recorded teaching a ninth grade class. Teacher 2 was also a first-year
teacher with an educational background in history and was assigned to teach seventh
grade social studies and English as a Second Language. She was observed and recorded
teaching a seventh grade Texas History class. Teacher 3 was a second-year teacher with
an educational background in English and was assigned to teach eighth grade Language
Arts. She was observed and recorded teaching an 8"^ grade Language Arts/ English as a
Second Language class. Teacher 4 was a third-year teacher with a background in
English/English as a Second Language assigned to teach 7"^ grade. She was observed
teaching Language Arts/English as a Second Language. Each teacher was assigned to
teach in a unique middle-school program especially implemented to meet the needs of
recent immigrant students identified as LEP. As such, the study was concerned with an
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analysis of the comments made by that group of in-service, content area teachers in a
middle school. The likelihood that the participants have known each other was great.
A schedule w as set up in which each teacher was observed and recorded while
instructing a particular group of students in effort to maintain the phenomenological
focus of the study. Teachers 1 and 2 were observed weekly over a period of five weeks
for 45-minute sessions totaling 450 minutes. Teachers 3 and 4 were observed over a
period of seven weeks due to conflicts that arose because of the Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills (TAAS) testing. The TAAS is the statewide tesfing program in reading,
writing, and mathematics. In 2003, it changed to the Texas Assessment of knowledge and
Skills (TAKS) and added social studies and science content. Accommodations to
continue the observations and recordings were easily made. As is characteristic of
qualitati\e research, rapport with the participants had been established, and that allowed
for the study to be carried out. Teachers 3 and 4 were also observed teaching a particular
group of students in 45-minute sessions totaling 450 minutes. Overall, 900 minutes of
observations (including fieldnotes) and recordings were made. Once the observations and
recordings were completed, transcriptions were prepared to facilitate the data analysis by
having the comments readily available for inspection on paper.

Research Site
This study was conducted in a West Texas public school in a district with a
population of approximately 90,000. This research site was selected based on the
availability of participants who were content area, in-service middle school teachers who
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had been trained to implement second language methodologies in their classrooms to
teach LEP students. In addition, the district was where a teacher education program at a
regional university provided opportunities for teachers to receive financial aid through
Title VII grants to support their education in the area of Bilingual Education and English
as a Second Language. In selected courses, basic research into second language
acquisition w as presented to provide the teacher candidates insight into teaching LEP
students.
Finally, other characteristics of the setting that were important to the study
included the demographics of the middle school itself The student body was made up of
1,410 students in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. The Bilingual Education/English
as a Second Language program in the school district is the largest in terms of student
enrollment found in that part of West Texas. It serves students in PK-12''' grade, and the
majority of the students in the programs are Hispanic.

Research Methods
Research methodologies vary in approaches, data collection procedures, and data
analysis techniques. The following is a description of the design and treatment of the
data.

Design: Qualitative Research
The rationale behind the research design selected for this study was based on
qualitative research methodologies. An analysis of the comments made by teachers was a
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situation, or phenomenon, wherein a qualitative research method was appropriate. Due to
the naturalistic, or qualitative, approach to focus on the complexities of the situation
(Berg, 2001; Lincoln & Guba, 1985, Strauss & Corbin, 1990), qualitafive research
provided the most suitable research design for this study of complexities related to the
nature of language use as an integral part of curriculum and instrucfion. Through thick
descriptions outlining the themes that emerged, the language was categorized according
to what language w as used, how the language was used, and why the language was used
by the participants in this study. Thick descriptions refer to the inclusion of details of the
data collection that help to contextualize the text for the reader (Berg, 2001) by including
comments from the fieldnotes such as the logistics of the research site. Moreover, the
theoretical basis for the qualitative research design lies in terms of a scientific line of
curriculum inquiry (Foshay, 1991, as cited in Short, 1991) that looks at the substance,
purpose, and practice of an educational experience or phenomenon.
In order to understand the appropriateness of this design, it is important to note
that qualitative researchers do not begin with a hypothesis; qualitative researchers
participate in an attempt to discover, uncover, apprehend, and comprehend the
meaning(s) of the situation from the perspective of the participants as the meanings
present themselves in interviews and observations. The researcher is the primary research
instrument in a qualitative study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patton, 1990). In terms of this
study, the implementation of qualitafive research methodologies provided the most
meaningful opportunities for gathering the informafion (teacher talk) and analyzing the
information to make the connections between linguistics and curriculum and instruction.
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By assuming the responsibility for data-collection methods and data-analysis strategies,
the qualitatix e researcher establishes the parameters for the investigation in an attempt to
frame the participants' perspectives accurately (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). Whether the
data are collected on \ideo, audio, or as part of an extensive set of fieldnotes, the
researcher is responsible for attending to and being consciously aware of the questions
being asked and the perceptions being documented. Therefore, in qualitafive research, the
researcher addresses the issues of subjectivity and credibility.
By using a qualitative research design, this study provided useful information for
generating hypotheses about teaching LEP students at the middle school level. The
findings of this study provided a description (an analysis) to contribute a more in-depth
explanation of the phenomena being studied. Specifically, the comments made by inservice, content-area middle school teachers and the curricular applications and
instructional modifications made after taking university-level coursework were identified
and analyzed through this qualitative study using the language documented to illustrate
the phenomena. This study will conceivably affect teacher education programs and
professional development programs. In addition, the curriculum and instruction may be
re-visited for teaching LEP students, especially at the school where the research took
place. Moreover, as a result of conducting this proposed qualitative study, a gap in the
literature may be bridged and the literature on linguistics and curriculum and instruction
may be integrated. Therefore, through the use of the qualitative research approach known
as phenomenology this study was undertaken.
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Phenomenology
Phenomenology is the study of phenomena, including the meanings found
through a specific experience. In a given situation, or phenomenon, there are unique
essential structures. As with this study, the language that content area, in-service teachers
in a middle school used, a phenomenon was uncovered that opened an area of study that
engaged the research efforts in an examination of a unique experience. Traditional
attitudes toward the way that teachers talk and the relationship that this type of language
has with curriculum and instruction were set aside. In this study, the language itself that
the teachers used provided a description of the experience, or gave information on the
situation (i.e. phenomena) where we have to "pay attention to the context of such
statements before we can decide upon their use" (Wilson, 1956, p. 57). These experiences
were where "cognition of the domain of actual phenomena . . . has been turned into
scientific experience, in virtue of the application of pure cognition about corresponding
possibilities" (Marbach, 1988, p. 257). Therefore, the language that was analyzed in this
study was only that of the classroom teachers as they each delivered the curriculum and
instruction to their respective classes as a large group, rather than the one-on-one
tutoring/teaching.
Underlying structures in language, which in this sense is the phenomenon in
speech or syntax that was studied, were some of the corresponding possibilities included
in this study. "Language has been considered a prototype of a complex, well-learned,
multi-tiered intellectual activity that reflects the fundamental architecture of cognition"
(Carpenter, Miyake, & Just, 1995). Brown and Yule (1983) suggested that one way of
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representing the schemata that are used in the production and understanding of spoken
language (that is, discourse) can be found in Minsky's frame-theory. This theory states
that according to a given situation (phenomenon), one selects frames (structures) from
memory and adapts these frames to fit a new situation by making necessary changes
(Minsky, 1975). Minsky's discussion is not "primarily an investigation of linguisfic
phenomena . . . but is directed toward a way of representing knowledge. If one kind of
knowledge is knowledge of a language, then there are frames for linguistic 'facts'"
(Brown & Yule, 1983, p. 238).
Currently, much of the literature on classroom interaction and second language
acquisition recognizes the significance of what is known as teacher talk. The research
indicates that teachers modify their speech when addressing second language learners in
the classroom in a variety of ways and that teachers are sensitive to the language
proficiency levels of their second language learners (Early 1985; Ellis, 1985; 1994;
Gaies, 1977; Hamayan & Tucker, 1980; Kleifgen, 1985; Pica & Long, 1986; Wesehe &
Ready, 1985). As a type of language that occurs in a specific educational context, teacher
talk reflects specific classroom characteristics, "namely maintaining orderly
communication" (Ellis, 1994, p. 583). Modificafions in syntax are found in the literature;
teachers have been found to use "fewer marked structures such as past tense. More
declarafives and statements than questions are used in comparison to natural discourse.
Ungrammafical teacher talk is rare" (Ellis, 1994, p. 582; also see Early 1985; Gaies,
1977; Kleifgen, 1985; Pica & Long, 1986; Wesehe & Ready, 1985). In addition,
modifications in discourse have also been found. Teachers use "more self-repetitions with
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L2 learners, in particular when they are of low level proficiency" (Ellis, 1985, 1994, p.
582; see also Hamayan & Tucker, 1980).
Although not referred to as such, this type of language and language function hold
implications for curricular applications and instructional modifications in content area
classrooms. Ellis (1994, p. 583) notes:
Teacher talk has attracted attention because of its potential effect on
learners' comprehension, which has been hypothesized to be important for
L2 acquisition . . . However, little is known about what constitutes
optimal teacher talk. It is not even clear on what basis teachers make their
modifications . . . Flanigan hypothesizes that it may provide "an optimum
environment for successful language learning in the elementary school'.
(Flanigan, 1991, p. 153)
Treatment of the Data: Data Collection, Data Analysis, and Achieving
Validity, Reliability, and Generalizability
Inasmuch as qualitative research is dependent on the phenomena of the situation
and location (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992), observations, tape recordings, and interviews
were the primary methods of data collection for this study. Detailed fieldnotes also
provided informafion to help in analyzing the phenomena that were studied. The
consciousness of the comments came through the thick descripfions as they emerged in
the interviews and from the observations. The data collection was structured
chronologically in terms of four major phases of data-coUecfion strategies.
Securing the Site. The first phase of data collection for the study involved
securing the site where the research was conducted. Through direct contact with
university and district-level administrators, rapport and collaboration were established.
During this phase, the availability of the teachers and the scheduling of interviews and
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observations were tentatively set. In addition, meetings with participants, or the in-service
content area teachers themselves, took place in order lo discuss the study and to complete
the required consent forms indicating voluntary participation.
Entering the Site. The second phase of data collection for the study involved
entering the site. In this phase, interviews with the participants were conducted in attempt
to pose the research questions and to gather responses from which the study began to take
shape. Gi\en the phenomenological focus of this study, the phenomenological interviews
centered on open-ended questions that were revisited. The interview process resembled a
conversation in which the participants were relaying—in their own words, which is
central to a qualitative study—their perceptions of curriculum and instruction. Parameters
were established in the wording of the questions; however, additional questions arose, as
is the qualitative nature of the study. During this phase of the study, the participants were
made aware of the validity of their comments in terms of the linguistic analysis
component of the study.
Documentation of Observations: Input of the Teachers. The third phase of data
collection for the study was the focus of the research. This phase was centered on the
observations. During this phase, the comments made by the teachers were recorded and
documented in writing and in audio form. The observations were key components of the
study given the purpose of the study. The language used to teach LEP students in contrast
to what was said to non-LEP students was captured in is purest form, straight from the
teachers themselves as they delivered the curriculum and instruction. As input and data,
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the comments from the teachers contained the forms of curricular applications and
instructional modifications upon which the linguistic analysis was based.
Exiting the Site. The fourth phase of data collection for the study was exiting the
site. This phase invoK ed on interviews once again. The teachers were given the
opportunity to respond to a set of open-ended questions relating to the underlying
stmctures of their spoken discourse, which was part of the intended research agenda for
the study. The teachers were asked to relay what they themselves perceived to be
important in teaching LEP students. The teachers' responses were recorded and added to
the data. The responses were not part of the linguistic analysis; the responses gathered
during the fourth phase were related to the teachers' perceptions and the integration of
linguistics and curriculum and instruction. Through this phenomenological inquiry, the
teachers were given the opportunity to add to the knowledge of and literature about
teaching LEP students by providing real language to their perspectives in the form of
elicited data. The teachers were also given opportunities to provide individual feedback
and comments as part of a conclusion to the data collection. These types of data were
essential for learning the meaning of applying linguistics to the curriculum and
instruction in a middle school.
Analysis. Once the four phases of data collection were completed, an analysis was
made of what the teachers said to communicate curricular applications and instructional
modifications to teach Limited English Proficient students. The language that this group
of teachers used was coded phenomenologieally to describe the originality of the types of
statements made by the teachers. Underlying premises in phenomenology allowed for
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data analysis that included re-examinations of the responses and of the documented
comments.
Bracketing. Bracketing the comments in order to identify underlying structures
w as necessary in reporting what the teachers said. Bracketing, or "putting thoughts aside
not relevant to the task at hand" (Marzano & Arredondo, 1987), allowed for recursive
data analysis, rather than linear data analysis. After reviewing the transcriptions of the
interviews and of the observations, the data were analyzed to structure the responses in
order to reinforce the meaning(s) of the qualitative research that is summarized and
presented in Chapter IV. The analysis provided opportunities for re-examination of biases
and assumptions held so that they may be disclosed and bracketed. The advantages for
using these techniques lay in the descriptions of the underlying structures that were found
in the comments made by the teachers.
Categorizing. The comments were analyzed according to the themes that emerged
from the data, which was part of a qualitative research design. Whether the language was
identified as morphological or phonological occurrences was determined by the data
collected in order to describe the smallest units of meaning and sound. The language was
coded along the lines of scientific inquiry in order to "accomplish something (a purpose),
by offering some experiences (the substance), and by fitting the learning method to actual
students (educational practice)" (Foshay, 1991, p. 89). Here began the integration of
linguistics and curriculum and instruction. By framing the analysis in terms of linguistics,
I emphasized gaining an understanding of the source of the comments, which made the
techniques of the data analysis appropriate for the study. Qualitative researchers in
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education provided mentoring for how to code the underlying structures of the spoken
discourse. The qualitative researchers had earned Doctor of Philosophy degrees and had
published extensively.
Researcher's Biases and Assumptions. The influence of the researcher's biases
w as addressed before initiating a qualitative study as well as during the data collecfion
and data analysis (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patton, 1990). Patton
(1990) goes on to comment that the researcher's "commitment is to understand the world
as it is, to be true to the complexities and multiple perspectives as they emerge, and to be
balanced in reporting both confirming and disconfirming evidence" (p. 55). Therefore,
qualitati\e researchers have the responsibility of documenting their assumptions and
implementing different approaches to address the issues of reliability, validity, and
generalizability.
Achieving Validity, Reliability, and Generalizability. Different approaches are
required for different situations, depending on the data collection and data analysis. Some
qualitative researchers have begun to question the term validity and suggest other terms
to frame the study including credibility, dependability, confirmability, verification, and
transferability (Creswell, 1998; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Triangulation, or comparing
multiple data sources to look for recurring themes, is used to achieve validity, Leedy and
Ormrod (2001, p. 106) suggested the following strategies as well:

Extensive time in the field. The researcher may spend several months . . . studying
a particular phenomenon, forming tentative hypotheses, and continually looking
for evidence that either supports or disconfirms those hypotheses.
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•

Thick description. The situation is described in sufficiently rich, thick detail that
readers can draw their own conclusions from the data presented.

•

Feedback from others. The researcher seeks the opinion of colleagues in the field
to determine whether they agree or disagree that the researcher has made
appropriate interpretations and drawn valid conclusions from Ihe data.
As part of my data collection and data analysis, I planned to follow through with

the strategies listed by Leedy and Ormrod. As a result, I took four months of a spring
semester to establish the research site, meet with and interview the participants, conduct
the classroom observations and tape-recordings, and take extensive fieldnotes that
contributed to the thick descriptions found in the study, and analyze the data. In the
following five months, 1 received feedback from other educational researchers
concerning my interpretations and conclusions of the data.
Validity and Reliability. Other specific measures were taken to address the
issues of validity and reliability. One of the strategies was to disclose personal
biases and assumptions regarding language learning and language teaching as part
of curriculum and instruction before the study began and re-examine them during
the study. This disclosure and the bracketing strategy helped to keep
phenomenological focus.
Generalizability. It should be noted that one distinguishable drawback of
the case study method is the results can be difficult to generalize to other similar
populations. Although other similar populations may exist, the findings of this
study may not generalize to another group of content area, in-service teachers
who are charged with teaching LEP students. However, Berg (2001) has added to
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this discussion that "few human behaviors are unique, idiosyncratic, and
spontaneous" (p. 232), w hich implies that it is not totally impossible to generalize
the findings. In any case, it cannot be presumed that the phenomena described in
the linguistic analysis of the four content area, in-service teachers who are
charged with teaching LEP students in this study can be extrapolated to fit the
experiences of all content area, in-service teachers charged with teaching LEP
students.
Furthermore, the qualitative research methodologies chosen for this study
themselves are limitations. In examining and describing the experiences of the four
teachers in this study as a set of phenomena (for which no specific cause is outlined in
this study), it would be difficult to replicate the study in a different setting with different
participants. In addition, as is characteristic of the phenomenological approach, the
participants' views of and methods for delivering curriculum and instruction may change
in the future as they each grow and develop as professional educators; as a result, the
findings in this study may not be the same in several semesters. In comparison, the
examinafions of the data using various lenses or perspectives by one researcher is a
limitation due to realistic limitations in ability to consider all possible perspectives.
In conclusion, this chapter focused on the research methodology and design. As
part of the discussion, characteristics of qualitative research—phenomenology, in
particular—were outlined as appropriate for the completion of this study. Moreover,
discussions of the research participants, research site, research methods, the treatment of
the data, and limitafions were also included.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The purpose of this chapter is lo report the analysis of data pertaining to an
analysis of cumcular and instructional comments made by in-service, content area
teachers in a middle school in attempt to meet the needs of Limited English Proficient
(LEP) students. Four in-service, content area middle school teachers were the participants
in this study and were interviewed, observed, and tape-recorded as part of the research
design of this study. The comments were analyzed using a scientific line of curriculum
inquiry (Foshay, 1991, as cited in Short, 1991) to determine the substance (what),
purpose (why), and educational practice (how) of the language that the teachers used.
Connecting language to curriculum and instruction is possible when using the scientific
line of curriculum inquiry as a means of making the connection. Therefore, researchers
have a way to acknowledge that ".. .all facts about the curriculum derive their meanings
from their contexts. 'Scientific' curriculum studies therefore consist of facts-in-context.
The broader the context, the more profound the meanings" (Foshay, 1991, p. 90 as cited
in Short, 1991). Language, as such, in curriculum and instrucfion provides the context.
Only the comments made by teachers were analyzed. No verbal interactions with the
students were examined in order to keep with the phenomenological approach in
qualitative research as related to this study.
Because this study was concerned with the phenomenon of the comments made
by the four participants, the results emerged from the collected data and the themes
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uncovered through analysis rather than as a result of a preset hypothesis. As characteristic
of the phenomenological approach, the comments made were the basis for the analysis
that could have been possible only after the observations and tape recordings were made.
Polkinghoi-ne( 19S3) has noted that the data analysis in qualitative research incorporates
different strategies:
Research strategies are based in the nature of the subject matter under
investigation. The subject matter of human science is the human realm, and
the special characteristics of this realm inform the researcher which of the
\'arious approaches to gathering data, which data types, and which kinds of
data analysis are appropriate, (p. 259)

He also has noted, as was relevant to the analysis of the data in this study:
Data of the linguistic type are not susceptible to statistical analysis unless
they are first translated into the numerical type. Thus, the processes used
in analyzing or examining the data to be used in presenting the knowledge
claims should be related to the data type and to data-gathering practices
. . . In working with linguistic data, the researcher is primarily seeking to
identify patterns which appear across the examples, (p. 279)

Organized in four distinct phases, this study analyzed the comments, or teacher
talk, as a phenomenon in teaching LEP students as part of the curriculum and instruction.
Phase 1 involved securing the research site; Phase 2 involved entering the site, recruiting
the participants, and interviewing them as to their academic and professional experiences
and their perceptions of the role of language in the classroom; Phase 3 involved the
observations and tape-recordings and was the focus of this study; and Phase 4 involved
exiting the site and interviewing the participants as to their perceptions of curriculum and
instruction. As such, the data analysis for this study was outlined and structured
according to the information gathered in each of the four phases. Any direct quotations
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from the interviews or the observations were documented according to the number of the
teacher being cited.

Number of Participating Middle Schools and In-Service,
Content-Area Middle School Teachers
During Phase 1 of the study, the focus was securing a site with a known
population of LEP students and a known population of teachers who had taken
university-level courses designed for teaching LEP students. After initial meefings with
university faculty members, identification of a middle school was made. Once the school
was selected, recruitment of participants began using a uniform recruiting script. The
total number of teachers recruited for this study was four. The teachers were all assigned
to one middle school in a West Texas community with a population of about 90,000. All
of the participating teachers received their educational preparation from the local regional
university. In order to maintain their anonymity, the teachers were coded as Teacher 1,
Teacher 2, Teacher 3, and Teacher 4.
Once the participants were recruited. Phase 2 of this study began. Entering the site
involved interviewing the participants so as to gather information that allowed for further
insight into the individual experiences, academic backgrounds, and professional
qualifications of the participants; more importantly, rapport was established that
facilitated the entry and transition into the observational phase of this study.
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Description of Students in Classes Observed
The population of LEP students in the middle school Ihat was the site for this
study was such that made it appropriate for this study. Other than the identification of the
students as LEP in the classes observed, which was relevant to this study and the problem
being in\ estigated, there was no further attempt to involve the students in the research.
In each of the four classrooms observed in this study, 100 of the students had been
identified as LEP due to their recent immigrant status. The students in Teacher 1 's class
were second-year Mexican immigrant students whose native language was Spanish. The
students in Teacher 2's class were first-year Mexican immigrant students. The students in
Teacher 3's classroom were second-year students from Mexico. Finally, the students in
Teacher 4"s classroom were also second-year students from Mexico.

Classroom Facilities
Each of the classrooms visited as part of the study was set up to facilitate the
curriculum and instruction of the LEP students in cooperative groups. The classroom
where Teacher 1 taught was set up to allow the students to sit next to each other in
individual desks. Separate desks were also arranged in such a way as to serve as places
where the teacher could redirect a student with off-task behavior. The classroom where
Teacher 2 taught was also set up in a similar manner; however, there were no individual
desks set aside for students who were disruptive. Teachers 3 and 4 were in classrooms
with round tables. Groups of students were assigned a table where they were given
opportunities to work together, given the curriculum and instruction.
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As such, the set-ups of the classroom contributed to the logistics of the data
collection. The tape recorder was placed near each teacher and at the front of the
classroom near the teacher's desk. Three of the four teachers involved with this study
w ere stationary during their lectures; the other teacher did engage in one-on-one teaching
with her students. It should be clarified that the recordings were of the teachers
addressing the classes as a whole rather than of the teachers involved in individual and
guided instruction.

Academic Backgrounds of Participating In-Service,
Content-Area Middle School Teachers
As listed in Table 1, Teacher 1 was a first-year teacher with a background in
Speech and Communications. With a bachelor's degree in communicafions, she reported
having added to her academic record education courses totaling more than 30 semester
hours. She also expressed an interest in pursuing a master's degree in counseling. When
asked specifically about her recollections of the university-level courses she had taken.
Teacher 1 noted:
1 think that the ones that are the most memorable for me are the ones that
like relate to class; I think the theory behind it helps you understand
exactly why you have students that don't talk. Like I have a student and
maybe they won't talk at first, or some of the theory classes help you
understand the production stages that you get to of speech and stuff like
that; there are certain levels; and I think if you have those classes— 'cause
1 know that some of the other ESL teachers haven't had those classes, so
they might not understand the production stages. For me it was helpful to
understand why they don't talk at first, it's OK if they work in groups,
instead of each student to produce their own because "it's an English
class, and by golly, you're going to speak English in this country."
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It takes time to go through this process; it helps me a lot as a
teacher. In the other classes, we actually went through different activities
that you could use with the students; it was helpful, very, very helpful.
Now, honestly planning them and using them every single day, and having
those activities has been difficult; but having the knowledge and having it
when I can get to it—it's real helpful. 1 know I'll get better at that as time
goes by.

When asked about specific methods for teaching LEP students, no specific course
names were given; however. Total Physical Response (Ascher, 1977) was cited as a
method learned. Another strategy noted was "a lot of partner work where they can
explain it to them and it helps both of them" (Teacher 1, 2002).
As far as teaching assignments. Teacher 1 's area was English, and she was
assigned to teach English as a Second Language and Language Arts for grades 7, 8, and 9
to classes made up of students who were recent Mexican immigrants. Her students, on the
average, had been in the United States for two years. For the purposes of this study.
Teacher 1 was observed and recorded as teaching a 9' grade Language Arts class.
Teacher 2 was also a first-year teacher with a background in history and was
assigned to teach 7"^ grade social studies and English as a second language. She was
observed and recorded as teaching a 7"^ grade Texas history class. With a degree in
humanities with areas of study in Spanish, history, English, and art, most of her
coursework was geared toward history. In addition to the coursework in history. Teacher
2 had earned more than 30 semester hours in education courses designed to teach LEP
students of which Teacher 2 reported that TPR "was real importanf (Teacher 2, 2002).
Another method mentioned was the audiolingual method.
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Teacher 3 was a second-year teacher with a background in English and was
assigned to teach 8" grade language arts. She was observed and recorded teaching an 8""
grade Language Arts/ English as a second language class. Teacher 4 was a third-year
teacher w ith a background in English and English as a second language assigned to teach
7' grade. She was observed teaching language arts/English as a second language. In
addition. Teacher 3 reported a desire to seek certification to teach reading. With a degree
in Fine Arts and English, Teacher 3 reported taking an additional 12 hours of education
courses designed to teach LEP students. No specific methods were mentioned.
Teacher 4, a second-year teacher, was assigned to work as an ESL teacher. With a
bachelor's degree specializing in working with LEP students, Teacher 4 reported, "I
remember a course. 1 can't remember the exact name—it was like something for ESL and
it just focused on different strategies for the kids and projects that we got to use in class"
(Teacher 4, 2002). She reported earning a total of 24 hours. The method she mentioned
having studied was also TPR.
Each teacher was assigned at the time of this study to teach in a unique middleschool program especially implemented to meet the needs of recent immigrant students
identified as LEP. As such, the study was concerned with an analysis of the comments
made by a group of in-service, content area teachers in a middle school, and the
likelihood that the participants knew each other was great.
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Table I
Number of Participating Middle Schools and In-Service, Content-Area Teachers and
Description of Classes Observed

Teacher

Professional
Status

1

First-year

Educational
Background
Speech &
Communication

-)

First-year

History

3

Second-year

4

Third-year

English
English and English
as a Second
Language

Observed Class
Content Area

Observed
Class Grade
Level

Language Arts
Social
Studies/Texas
History

9

Language Arts

8

Language Arts

7

7

Each of the teachers in this study had received training, or preparafion, at a local
regional university. In terms of this study, the teachers all had taken courses specializing
in the modifying curriculum and instruction for LEP students. Each teacher reported
during the initial interviews that she had studied methods and strategies as part of
university-level courses. Regardless of the degree earned, each teacher reported having
had at least one course designed to teach methods to meet the needs of linguisfically and
culturally diverse student populafions.
The methods of teaching LEP students that participants studied, recognized, and
reported were Total Physical Response (TPR) and audiolingualism (ALM). TPR (Asher,
1977) is a " method based mainly on the use of oral commands that students have to
listen to and cany out" (Ellis, 1994, p. 552). ALM, on the other hand, "emphasized
induefive rule learning through listening and extensive oral practice" (Ellis, 1994, p. 569).
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Professional Qualifications of ParticiDaling In-Service.
Content-Area Middle School Teachers
In addition to rc\ icwing the academic backgrounds of the participating teachers,
questions were asked to determine the professional status of each participant in order to
further clarify and explain the phenomena studied. Teacher 1 was certified to teach
speech; she also reported ha\ing recently taken the certification tests for teaching English
and English as a Second Language. She also reported having taken the necessary
university-le\ el coursew ork to support the certification for teaching English as a Second
Language. In addition to taking the certification tests. Teacher 1 also reiterated her
compl_efion of "all the classes to support the ESL" (Teacher 1, 2002). Teacher 2 reported
being certified to teach Social Studies for grades Kindergarten through S"' grade. In
addition. Teacher 2 reported earning an endorsement for teaching English as a Second
Language. However, Teacher 2 described her current professional status in terms of an
internship, which entailed her having to take a professional development course at the
university in conjunction with her current teaching assignment.
Teacher 3 reported holding certification in English and English as a Second
Language as a result of her recent completion of the certification examination. Her
certifieation(s) have allowed her to thus far teach at the middle school level. Moreover,
Teacher 3 reported being "on permit for reading," which supports her efforts to gain
certification to teach reading.
Teacher 4, on the other hand, specifically reported being certified to teach in a
Bilingual/English as a Second Language classroom. With her recent 2001 completion of
her certification examination. Teacher 4 reported her professional qualifications that are
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directly related to her current teaching assignment that involves teaching LEP students.
Of the four participants. Teacher 4 reported being the teacher at the research site with the
most experience with the special populations program in charge of teaching recent
immigrant students.

Experiences of Working with Limited English Proficient Students of
Participating In-Service, Content-Area Middle School Teachers
As part of this study, it was also helpful to explore the experience of the
participants in working with LEP students, which added to the description of the
phenomena of the participants' meeting the needs of the LEP students that they were
teaching. Teacher 1 commented:
Well, it kind of depends. I've been on several trips and one of the trips
was a mission trip to Odessa, Ukraine, and I would probably be considered
the LEP student over there; but, if I were to consider this, then that was for
two weeks. It was different but language is all the same. If it was just a
language thing . . . I think that I might have been going through the steps
of producfion. (Teacher 1, 2002)
Teacher 1 also reported an experience of teaching a business communications class to a
group of students as part of a summer, grant-sponsored work initiative program.
On the other hand. Teacher 2 reported:
This is my first year in working with LEP students. I used to be an aide for
content mastery and special education where I worked with a couple of
bilingual students, so I had a little bit of experience, but is wasn't like a
constant everyday thing. I might have seen that student maybe twice a
week instead of three or four times a week. So, altogether, this will be a
fiall year and the two years with those students; so, a little over two years.
(Teacher 2, 2002)
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When asked about her experience. Teacher 3 gave a distinct response related to
her personal history. She slated:
This has been my fourth year experience; my history goes back to my
mother. She has been a Bilingual teacher for 30 years, so I can relate and I
can understand. But, yet the more that 1 get into it, the more they test me
here; it's a new challenge every year . . . it's their first year being here as
an immigrant. I have been working with the ESL students. They have
conquered the English, but they still have problems with the
comprehending. Every year is a challenge because I learn something new
each year; but, as far as being understanding to the student, I am because I
know where they are coming from. (Teacher 3, 2002)
Teacher 4 made comments that highlighted her personal sentiments in working with LEP
students. She reflected:
I really enjoy working with them. I work with the recent immigrant kids
. . . 1 really enjoy them because they're just so willing and wanting to learn
the language [English]. They're respectful; they're just great students.
They just have the language barrier. (Teacher 4, 2002)

Perceptions of the Role of Language in the Classroom by the
Participating In-Service, Content-Area Middle School Teachers
Considering the emphasis on the role of language on curriculum and instruction in
this study, questions were asked to gain further understanding of the perspectives that the
participants had concerning the role of language in the classroom. In keeping with a
phenomenological tradition, such questions give needed depth to a study. When asked
about their percepfions of the role of language in the classroom, each of the four
participants readily offered statements relating the importance of the role of language in
the classroom. Not only were reflections given on the effectiveness of language on
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classroom management as part of the curriculum, but also on the relationship that
language has on instruction as it pertains to LEP students.
Among the comments made by the participants that reflected their perceptions of
the role of language in the classroom was the perception held by Teacher 1 that:
It [language] sets the tone for how the students are going to respect you
[teacher], for one, or how the students perceive each other. Their language
is based on their understanding on the words that they're actually using.
Because they're ESL, they could misperceive pronunciafions and stuff like
that. But, it's . . . going to build their self-esteem based on their usage. If
they use it really well, then they're gonna feel better on their usage if they
use it really well then they're gonna feel better than the other ESL students
in the other classes. (Teacher 1, 2002)

In addition. Teacher 2 described her perception of the role of language in the
classroom in terms of making sure that the curriculum and instruction were equitable for
all students. She stated that "it's important that everyone is on the same level as far as
what we're trying to understand as far as the language barrier, as far as them learning
English, I feel it's important to understand more vocabulary with the English language
because my kids are bilingual..." (Teacher 2, 2002). Teacher 3, also, gave her
perception as it related to the students' prior knowledge so that her students can "then
proceed in their second language, which is English here [the United States]" (Teacher 3,
2002). Finally, Teacher 4 summed up her perception succinctly by stating the following:
"It's [language is] very important. It's the basis for the whole program" (Teacher 4,
2002).
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On another note, the teachers, through their silence and brief answers, expressed a
lack of reflection as they indicated that they had not been given the opportunity to
respond to such questions concerning their perceptions of language in the classroom.

An Analysis of the Data Along a Scientific Line of Curriculum
Inquiry: Substance, Purpose, and Educational Practice
During Phase 3 of this study, a schedule was set up in which each teacher was
observed and recorded while teaching in content area classrooms. Each teacher was
observed deli\'ering curriculum and instruction to a particular group of students in an
effort to maintain the phenomenological focus of the study.
Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 were observed weekly over a period of five weeks for
45-minute sessions totaling 450 minutes. Teachers 3 and 4 were observed over a period
of seven weeks due to conflicts that arose because of the Texas Assessment of Academic
Skills (TAAS) testing, which was the state-mandated testing program at the fime this
study was conducted. TAAS was a major part of the state's accountability system.
Nevertheless, accommodations to continue the observations and recordings were easily
made. Teacher 3 was observed four times totaling 180 minutes due teacher absences. As
is characteristic of qualitative research, rapport with the participants had been established
that allowed for the study to be carried out. During Phase I and Phase II of the study,
chatting (Berg & Glasser, 1979; Douglas, 1985) was a rapport-building tool that was
used. By briefly talking about "non-study-related issues, such as the weather, sports,
family, ears, television, the movies, and so forth, the interviewer develops rapport with
the interviewee . . . (Berg, p. 94, 2001). In this case, a topic for these chats was my
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pregnancy. Overall, 855 minutes of observations (including fieldnotes) and recordings
w ere made.
Once the observations and recordings were completed, transcriptions were
prepared to facilitate the data analysis by having the comments readily available for
inspection on paper. In keeping with the focus of this study, only the teacher comments
were transcribed and analyzed. In addition, only the comments made in English by the
teachers w ere transcribed and analyzed. As the comments were reviewed, themes
emerged from the data that led to categorization along a line of cuniculum inquiry. Such
a line of inquiry allowed for a structuring of the comments to reinforce the meaning(s) of
w hat was contained in the language, and how and why the language was used. Berg
(2001) has noted that:
the theme is a more useful unit to count. In its simplest form, a theme is a
simple sentence, a string of words with a subject and a predicate. Because
themes may be located in a variety of places in most written documents, it
becomes necessary to specify (in advance) which places will be searched,
(p. 246)
As for the categorization of themes. Berg (2001) has found that:
there are no easy ways to describe specific tactics for developing
categories or to suggest how to go about defining (operationalizing) these
tactics. To paraphrase Schatzman and Strauss's (1973, p, 12) remark about
methodological choices in general, the categorizing tactics worked out—
some in advance, some developed later—should be consistent not only
with the questions asked and the methodological requirements of science
but also with a relation to the properties of the phenomena under
investigation . . . Stated succinctly, categories must be grounded in the
data from which they emerge (Denzin, 1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The
development of categories in any content analysis must derive from
inductive reference . . . concerning patterns that emerge from the data. (p.
249)
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Foshay (1991) wrote:
When we consider a scientific approach to the curriculum, therefore, we
must begin, not w ith science, but with curriculum. The curriculum as a
field for study and action, consists of three main dimensions: purpose,
substance, and practice (Foshay 1987, 1988). That is, we intend to
accomplish something (a purpose), by offering some experiences (the
substance), and by fitting the learning method to actual students
(educational practice). Study of the curriculum consists of dealing with the
manifold interactions among these three dimensions, as well as studying
the nature of each part. However, it is in the interaction, not in the parts
separately, that the curriculum exists. (Foshay, as cited in Short 1991, p.
89)

Substance: What Language Was Used As Part of the Curriculum
and Insti-uction to Teach LEP Students
The language that the participants used was the focus of this study, particularly in
terms of curricular applications and instructional modifications to teach LEP students in
content areas. As suggested by a scientific line of curriculum inquiry, the substance of the
documented language was to be found in the actual tape-recordings. Appendix B contains
the transcriptions of the classroom observations, limited only to the comments made by
the participants in English. Three of the four participants were English/Spanish bilingual,
but the comments made in Spanish were not included due to the focus of teaching LEP
students through second-language-acquisition methods (the second language being
English). The student responses were not included in the transcriptions due to the
phenomenological nature of the study that would emphasize the language used by the
teachers.
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Purpose: Why the Language Was Used As Part of the Curriculum
and Instruction to Teach LEP Students -Curricular Applications
In rc\ icwing the transcriptions of the teachers' language in their respective
classrooms and in relation to curriculum inquiry, it was significant to identify language
that exemplified "why" the participants said what they said. Knowing that the teachers
were all attempting to teach LEP students, curricular applications were made. For the
puiposes of this study, the curricular applications were coded according to any example
of language used to manage the following: the classroom, the lesson, and the fime.
The language used to manage the classroom included comments to redirect offtask behavior, w hile the language used to manage the lesson included language that
directly related to the content that was being taught—both in relation to the curriculum.
Moreover, the language used to manage the time reflected the teacher's conscious efforts
to maintain a schedule that was conducive to learning and efficient.
As part of curriculum, or "a field for study and acfion" (Foshay 1991, p. 89, as
cited in Short, 1991), each of these areas of adaptations emerged as a category that was
labeled on the transcriptions. Table 2 lists several examples that each participant gave of
curricular applications made through the language that each used.

Educational Practice: How the Language Was Used As Part
of the Curriculum and Instruction to Teach LEP Students—
Instructional Modifications
As part of the analysis of the language, the tape recordings were used to identify
instructional modifications. Within the transcriptions were examples of language that
exemplified modifications in the following areas: speech and syntax. As stated in Chapter
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II of this study, the literature reviewed provided frameworks for the analysis of the
teachers' comments, namely that repetitions are modifications of speech and restating
requests by changing questions into statements are modifications of syntax.
The language used to modify the instruction included making comments such as
repetitions (i.e., modifying speech) and asking questions for clarification (i.e., modifying
syntax), both in relation to the instruction. As part of the instruction, both types of
modifications emerged as categories in the transcriptions found in Appendix B, where
examples of implementation of methods such as Total Physical Response and
audiolingualism can also be found. Again, Table 2 lists several examples that each
participant made reflective of respective instructional modificafions.
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Table 2
An Analysis of the Data Along a Scientific Line of Curriculum Inquiry: Examples of
Language Used—Substance, Purpose, and Educational Practice

Teacher
1

Substance
Xiinihcr your paper.
You luivc ihnc more
iiiinuics.
So. you 're going lo
write ci paragraph
about one of these
words, okay? On the
same paper...on the
same paper.
Remember what is a
paragraph? .About
four to five sentences,
right?
Up here they have
correctly written
sentences, but they
should be combined.
If I had two really
short, short
sentences...[cjould I
combine them? How
could I put them
together?
I want your 15
sentences by 12:47,
12:47. You have all
of 15 minutes.. 12:47
you need to have
your 15 sentences.

Purpose
(curricular
application)
Time
management

Educational Practice
(instructional
modification)
Syntax
modification

Lesson
management

Speech
modification

Lesson
management

Syntax
modification

The teacher
changed the word
order of her
instruction.

Speech
modification

The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

Time
management
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•

Criteria for Examples
The teacher stated
the instruction as a
command.
The teacher
repeated her
instructions.

Table 2 Continued

Teacher
T

•

•

•

!

•

3

•

•

•

•

Substance
So. ereiyboiiy, iiuici.
This word, this word
means to c/o.vc'. lo
close.
This is a person, this
is a person. Who
won? What is won?
Who won a great
victory for the
confederacy, for the
confederacy? What is
confederacy?
How long, how long.
did the Civil War
last? How long did it
last? How long did
the war last?
Okay, boys. Go finish
the drawings. Go
finish the drawings.
You 're fixing lo go to
ISS. I sent two
students
yesterday... [student],
turn around, and
[student] turn
around.
Okay, number one—
do you have one?
Number one, you are
going to write the
word and tell me
what it means.
Okay, we are going
to go Star-Tech; we
are going to go to
Star-Tech...and I
need you to be quiet.
Think about what
you 're going to write.
Are you going to talk
about fighting? Are
you going to talk
about cheating?
Fighting? What are
you talking about?

•

Purpose
(curricular
application)
Classroom
management

Educational Practice
(instructional
modification)
•
Speech
modification

•

Criteria for Examples
The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

•

Lesson
management

•

Speech
modification

•

The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

•

Lesson
management

•

Speech
modification

•

The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

•

Classroom
management

•

Speech
modification

•

•

Classroom
management

•

Speech
modification

•

The teacher
repeated her
instruction.
The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

•

Lesson
management

•

Speech
modification

•

The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

•

Classroom
management

•

Speech
modification

•

The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

•

Lesson
management

•

Syntax
modification

•

The teacher
changed the word
order of her
instruction.
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Table 2 Continued

Teacher
4

•

•

•

•

Substance
She has never heard
of the word travel.
Travel is the second
word... Travel. Wc
wilt travel to Midland
to the museum.
Travel. How many oj
you arc going out of
town this weekend?
.4rc we having a
problem? Do we need
to slay after class?
Okay. Because the
whole class will stay
today, and today we
are leaving at 4:00.
Huny guys, we need
lo hurry because
class is almost over.
So we know what
hurrv means.
Oh, guys...listen, this
is very important.
ve/T important.

Purpose
(curricular
ajiplication)
•
Lesson
management

Educational Practice
(instructional
modification)
•
Speech
modification

•

Classroom
management

•

Syntax
modification

•

The teacher
changed the word
order of her
instruction.

•

Time
management

•

Speech
modification

•

The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

•

Classroom
management

•

Speech
modification

•

The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

Criteria for Examples
•
The teacher
repeated her
instruction.

Current Perceptions of Curriculum and Instruction by the Participating
In-Service, Content-Area Middle School Teachers
Phase 4 of this study entailed interviewing the participants as part of exifing the
research site. In keeping with the phenomenological approach as part of the qualitative
research tradition, the interview questions during this last phase of the study focused on
gathering information regarding the participants' perceptions of curriculum and
instruction. (Curtis, 1978; Mitchell, 1990; Patton, 1990). In addition, the participants
were asked to comment on (1) their perceptions of the significance of curriculum and
instruction, (2) their perceptions and experiences with curriculum development and
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design, (3) methods of determining the curricular and instructional needs of LEP
students, and (4) methods of meeting the curricular and instructional needs of LEP
students. By asking for their perceptions of curriculum and instruction, added insight into
the w a> (s) the participants used language to teach LEP students emerged.
Each of the participants commented that her perceptions of curriculum entailed
ha\ ing a map, of sorts. For example, Teacher 1 found curriculum to be a "set pattern of
material that you put together of the concepts that you want the students to understand,
what you want them to learn at the end of a lesson. Curriculum isn't one lesson; it's an
entire plan or maybe an entire year" (Teacher 1, 2002). When asked about her percepfion
of instruction. Teacher 1 noted that it "has a lot to do with how you related to the students
and the ideas and message you want" (Teacher 1, 2002). When given the chance to
respond to a question regarding the significance of curriculum and instruction. Teacher 1
went on to say that "it's very important. . . it's very important to have a curriculum sef
(Teacher 1, 2002). In discussing curriculum development and design. Teacher 1 indicated
that she had no real preparation or training in this area:
We've had pass-by meetings saying "this is what we kind of need to get
across," but as far as being a first-year teacher, it would have helped me to
have a mentor teacher to sit down and say, "This is what a curriculum is;
this is how we get these ideas across. Instead, every once in a while
someone would check in on me but never to discuss how you really plan.
To me it's all foreign. 1 took education courses, but implementing it and
knowing what to do and how you're going to do it. (Teacher 1, 2002)
When asked to discuss the curricular and instructional needs of her LEP students.
Teacher 1 responded in such a way as to suggest ambiguity concerning her perceptions of
determining and meeting the needs of her LEP students. For instance. Teacher 1 noted:
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I think they need a very strong base in practical word application; this is
something that I'm learning at the end of the year. My concept of how to
teach this stuff to these students was a little bit backward . . . I think
because of my inexperience the most part of my determining their needs is
the result of a lot of observation. At the beginning of the year, it was very
difficult for me to tell what level these students were a t . . . so it was very
difficult for me to tell w hat to teach and when lo teach and what was the
best way to get it across.
1 would partner the more skilled ones that just got here to try to
c\ en things out. This is the idea, the theory. It didn't always work out that
way.

To add to the descriptions that are characteristic of this study in terms of the
perceptions held by the participants regarding curriculum and instruction. Teacher 2
made the following comments:
I define curriculum as part of what they have to learn and the coursework
and how you're gonna lead off to the next unit and what you're teaching
. . . Instruction, I think, is when the one who is teaching actually goes up
and explains the lesson to the students, not as far as handing out a paper
and saying "read the paper and answer the questions." I don't think of that
as instruction . . . you're gonna have to get them [students] to understand .
. . curriculum, you have a plan; instruction can be done differently.
(Teacher 2, 2002)
As far as her perceptions and experiences with curriculum development and
design. Teacher 2 indicated that she only recently had been given some guidance:
1 think it [curriculum development and design] would be very helpful
because you're the one who's in the classroom assigning what you want
them to learn . . . our district is doing the curriculum mapping . . . we're
doing an electronic curriculum map. I have to go and do my own as far as
the dates and stuff Now, all the 7"" grade teachers can share curriculum,
but mine is different; we might not cover all that material, just the key
events. (Teacher 2, 2002)
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In her discussion of leaching LEP students. Teacher 2 expressed concerns in that
"they [students] need more focus on one-on-one instruction . . . it's impossible to teach
them all at once. If classes were smaller, you could get more information across. Some of
them are gonna be lost whether you do the TPR or the audiolingual" (Teacher 2, 2002).
Teacher 3, in addition, gave similar responses and offered similar concerns when
asked about her perceptions of curriculum and instruction:
Curriculum, to me, is just a map of what we're supposed to be doing; but
sometimes it's hard to follow that map when you have gaps . . . Instruction
is a variety of things. I could be one on one; it could be lecture; it could be
straight our of the book. But, to me it has to be a variety because you have
to find different ways to instruct them to know something or try to
understand what you're trying to teach them. (Teacher 3, 2002)
When discussing teaching LEP students. Teacher 3 also commented on the
curriculum mapping efforts that the district had recently implemented. She also reported
that "other than curriculum mapping, there have been lesson plans shared by our team, or
staff development" (Teacher 3, 2002). In addition. Teacher 3 mentioned that her
percepfions of the curricular and instructional needs of LEP students also involved using
technology. Given her second-year professional status. Teacher 3 noted that benchmark
tesfing, such as the TAAS, would be used to determine the needs of LEP students;
however, Teacher 3 indicated that she used manipulatives and one-on-one grouping as
methods to teach LEP students.
Finally, Teacher 4, when asked about her perceptions of curriculum, openly
admitted the following: "Curriculum to me is what the district wants you to teach—like
the objectives and everything. Really, 1 don't know what my curriculum is; we don't have
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one; they haven't told us, "This is what you're supposed to teach . . . " When asked about
instruction. Teacher 4 made the analogy of when "the light bulb turns on."
As for her experiences and perceptions of curriculum development and design,
Teacher 4 explained that she had written her own and had reflected on her university
experiences:
1 w as glad that like at school they taught us all these units and so that's
what I thought "what am I gonna use this for," but then I came over here
and they didn't have all that. (Teacher 4, 2002)

Focusing on oral language development, specifically. Teacher 4 described her
perceptions of the curricular and instructional needs of LEP students. In terms of
determining and teaching LEP students, she also noted:
Whenever the kids come here, they come fresh from Mexico. So, they
don't know any English; so 1 teach them what they need to be able to
survive when they get out of here in case they get out of here and they go
to the store or somebody's hurt. So, basically, I do survival... we do just
a lot of oral. We play a lot of games like Simon Says. I want to get to
know the students, so 1 talk to them. I ask them in English, 'What's going
on?' to get to know them. I want them to speak to me." (Teacher 4, 2002)
After having conducted the first interviews as part of entering the research site
during Phase 2 of this study and after having tape-recorded the participants during Phase
3 of this study as they taught, these interviews as part of Phase 4 of this study allowed for
each teacher to express views related to how, what, and why they were teaching. In terms
of curriculum and instruction, the responses gave more information to begin to recognize
the participants' understanding of how language teaching relates to curriculum and
instruction.
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Perceptions of Future Implications of Curriculum and Instruction by
Participating In-Service, Content-Area Middle School Teachers
During Phase 4 of this study, the participants were also asked to respond to
questions concerning their perceptions regarding future implications of curriculum and
instruction to teach LEP students. Each of the participants gave responses reflective of
her cuiTcnt experiences as a content-area teacher in a middle school. Teacher 1 noted:
From this \ ear to next year, it's a whole different ball game. I already
created a curriculum map for this year . . . This year I was just going in the
dark—hit and missing the concepts that 1 needed to get across, 'cause I
knew the expectations from the department or the administration, but we
ne\ er sat dow n and actually covered i t . . . so as an English teacher here
next year, I feel like I know where I stand in the scheme of things and
know what 1 can ask for and what I can expect from administration, and
the support and what 1 have the right to ask for these students . . .just the
experience in time will help me out; and going to more workshops . . .
(Teacher 1,2002)
She went on to indicate that:
There has been a lack of curriculum planning . . . and 1 think [the]
administration is becoming more involved. I'm not going to say in the
teacher process, but they want more explanations; they want more
accountability as to what we're doing in the classroom; and, the
significance of having a plan is extremely high. It's going to get to get
even higher, at least with the administration. (Teacher 1, 2002)
As far as determining and teaching LEP students. Teacher 1 believed that
standardized efforts would be at the center. She stated:
In the state of Texas, TAAS is the detemiining factor for a lot of things
that's happening with the regular students; and administration wants the
ESL department, at least at our school, to produce better-performing
students in writing English; they've got to pass the TAAS . . . I think it has
a lot to do with how cun-iculum is going to change. I don't know about the
other teachers, but with me, I know I have to do something. (Teacher 1,
2002)
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Considering the future. Teacher 1 seemed to believe that teaching LEP students
would be directly related to financial issues. She commented that "in talking to other
teachers from other districts, they really don't have that money. But, I would hope that
this w ill be the direction that it will have

that they will make an emphasis on that and

gi\ e more funding to these programs to buy more resources, more materials, more
teacher training and workshops" (Teacher 1, 2002).
Teacher 2, on the other hand, gave more succinct answers. In thinking about the
future, she said:
Being a first-year teacher, I've learned a lot of different strategies to use.
As far as curriculum, the only thing I would change would be instead of
reading out loud maybe I'll use a game; to try to teach history to students
is hard . . . maybe I'll go to more workshops and get some more hands-on
activities. 1 need more. If the curriculum isn't working, then we'll change
what we're doing, maybe watch a video or something. (Teacher 2, 2002)
Teacher 2 indicated standardized testing and studying methods as ways of determining
and teaching LEP students. However, she indicated that she believed that other
procedures were needed.
Teacher 3, when asked about her beliefs regarding the future implications of
curriculum and instruction in teaching LEP students, pointed to the integration of
technology. "In the future, we'll be able to go onto the internet and look at other schools
through curriculum mapping and see where they're at, so we'll be able to go to the
computers to see where other campuses, or the whole district is af (Teacher 3, 2002). In
contrast. Teacher 3 indicated that an increase in class size was in store, regardless of the
implementation of technology and curriculum mapping, and "it will be harder to get the
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one-on-one and the grouping . . . otherwise they'll be lost because they won't
understand" (Teacher 3, 2002).
Teacher 4 also commented on the implementation of technology in the future in
spite of her personal experiences in using teaching methods to teach LEP students. But,
she was the one out of the four participants who explicitly expressed uncertainty about
the future of her students. She noted:
I just hope that 1 get material that I can utilize, because right now I'm
unsure . . I hope that with this study we'll get something out of it,
because in other ways, I don't know how it will change. I guess I could
bring to their [administration] attention. 1 don't know if I'll sound stupid if
I say something like that, 'I don't know what I'm doing.' They always say,
'Do what the English people are doing.' But, I can't do that. (Teacher 4,
2002)

Overall, the participants, given their individual experiences and perceptions,
offered candid responses enabling me to identify the themes and categories presented in
this chapter. From time, classroom, and lesson management to syntax and speech
modifications, I found that the data, namely the participants' language use, offer insight
into answering what, how, and why language is used to meet the curricular and
instructional needs of LEP students. Nevertheless, the future of curriculum and
instruction for LEP students in content-area classroom will require more research to
clarify the integration of second language teaching and curriculum and instruction.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The problem of this study was that the language of content-area, in-service
teachers used to teach Limited English Proficient students in a middle school setfing had
not been researched and categorized. Therefore, there was a lack of research to provide
insight into the way(s) that teachers talked to students with linguistically diverse
backgrounds. Additionally, no effort had been made to identify the second language
acquisition methods and approaches learned at the university-level with the aim of
identifying the categories of language, specifically, and their funcfion as part of
curriculum and instrucfion.
The purpose of this study was to analyze what a group of in-service, content area
teachers in a middle school were saying to their Limited English Proficient students as
part of the curriculum and instruction, and to categorize the comments as part of an
analysis along the lines of phenomenological curriculum inquiry, including the meanings
found through a specific experience. In this study, the language itself that the teachers
used provided a description of the experience, or giving infomiation on the situation (i.e.
phenomenon) where we have to "pay attention to the context of such statements before
we can decide upon their use" (Wilson, 1956, p. 57).
The scope of the study was limited to interviews, classroom observations, and
tape recordings of four in-service content area teachers in one middle school in West
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Texas. Given the qualitative research focus of this study, no hypotheses were outlined
before the research began. Rather, the categories emerged from the data as they were
analyzed.
The study involved four distinct phases: (1) securing the research site and
recruiting participants; (2) entering the research site and conducfing a preliminary
interview of the participants; (3) conducting classroom observations and recording the
participants; and (4) exiting the research site and conducting a final interview to gather
further insights into the perceptions of the participants regarding current and future
perceptions of cumculum and instruction.

Findings and Conclusions
A summary of the findings follows. First of all, this particular group of teachers,
who had taken university-level courses designed to teach LEP students, have been found
to have applied specific second-language-aequisition methods to their delivery of
curriculum and instruction. In addition, this group of in-service, content-area teachers at
the middle school level who have been assigned to teach LEP students use language to
manage time, lessons, and the classroom. As a result of fiirther analysis, as related to
cun-icular applications and instructional modifications, the language was found as being
of substance (what), purpose (why), and educational practice (how).
On the basis of the data collected from the four in-service content area middle
school teachers through interviews, observafions, and tape recordings, the following
conclusions were made. These conclusions are limited to the purposefiil sample studied.

is reflective of the phenomenon described in the study, and, therefore, may be difficult to
generalize to other populations beyond the scope of this study.
1. The academic backgrounds of the middle school in-service, content area
teachers w ho participated in this study have helped them make curricular
applications and instructional modifications to teach LEP students.
2. The professional qualifications of the middle school in-service, content area
teachers who participated in this study were enhanced by the methods studied
at the uni\ersity-level to teach LEP students.
3. The experiences of the middle school in-service, content area teachers who
participated in this study were inclusive of, and limited to, their cunent
content teaching assignments using language to make curricular applications
and instructional modifications to teach LEP students.
4. The perceptions of the role of language in the classroom by the middle school
in-service content area teachers who participated in this study are indicative of
its importance in teaching LEP students. However, not much elaboration or
articulation was given to why or how their language can be used to make
curricular applications and instructional modifications.
5. The analysis of the language used by the middle school in-service, content
area teachers who participated in this study can be categorized according to
substance, purpose, and educafional practice to teach LEP students.
6. The current perceptions held by the in-service, content area middle school
teachers who participated in this study of curriculum and instruction to teach
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LEP students were limited to prescriptive measures given to them by those in
administrati\c roles.
7. The perceptions of future implications held by the in-service, content area
middle school teachers who participated in this study of curriculum and
instruction to teach LEP students are reflective of their current perceptions of
cun-iculum and instruction. In addition, some uncertainty about the future was
expressed.

Recommendations
On the basis of the above findings and conclusions, the recommendations of the
qualitati\e research and the phenomenological approach taken to collect the data, the
following recommendations are made to teachers of LEP students in the content areas.

Academic Backgrounds of Participating In-Service.
Content-Area Middle School Teachers
Finding that the participants in this study have recognized their university-level
preparation and have put into educational practice the methods learned to teach LEP
students, I recommend that in-service, content area middle school teachers should
continue to receive preparation to teach Limited English Proficient students through
university-level coursework.
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Professional Qualifications of Parlicipafing In-Service. Content-Area Middle School
Teachers
Univei-sily-le\ el coursework where second language-teaching methods are taught
should continue to be offered to enhance teacher education and further qualify middle
school pre-ser\ ice and in-service content area teachers to teach Limited English
Proficient students.

Experiences of Working with Limited English Proficient Students of Participating
In-Service, Content-Area Middle School Teachers
Gi\en the data regarding to the length of time that the participants in this study have
spent w ith LEP students, and finding that the time has been limited, I recommend that
more experiences with working with Limited English Proficient students should be
provided to middle school pre-service and in-service content area teachers to enhance
curricular applications and instructional modifications. In particular, pre-service teachers
and in-service teachers should be given experiences in working also with classes as a
whole, rather than just on a mentor/mentee basis.

Perceptions of the Role of Language in the Classroom by the Participating
In-Service, Content-Area Middle School Teachers
Finding that the participants in this study were unclear and uncertain in their
responses to interview questions regarding their perception(s) of the role of language in
the classroom, pre-service and in-service, content area middle school teachers should be
required to articulate and elaborate—as part of their teaching philosophies and
portfolios—their perceptions of why and how the role of the language they use to make
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curricular applications and instructional modifications to teach Limited English Proficient
students is important.

Analysis of the Data Along a Scientific Line of Cuniculum Inquiry: Substance. Purpose,
and Educational Practice
Finding that the participants in this study have not been made aware of the impact
and roles of their language as part of the curriculum and instruction, I recommend that
pre-service and in-service, content area middle school teachers should be provided with
an analysis, such as the one outlined in this study, to help them determine what language
they use (i.e. substance), why they use that language (i.e. purpose), and how they use that
language (i.e. educational practice) as the curricular applications and the instructional
modifications to teach Limited English Proficient students.
In particular, pre-service and in-service, content area middle school teachers
should gain further understanding of and receive instrucfion on how to use language in
the implementation of curricular applications and instructional modifications for an entire
class rather than on a one-on-one basis (as learned at the university-level) in order to
maximize the teaching experience. To fulfill this recommendafion, further research into
the substance, purpose, and educational practice of the language used by teachers to teach
Limited English Proficient students is needed.
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Current Perceptions of Curriculum and instruction bv the Participating In-Service.
Content-Area Middle School Teachers
Finding that the participants in this study were unclear and uncertain in their
responses to inlcr\ iew questions regarding their perception(s) of the role of language in
the classroom, current perceptions of curriculum and instruction to teach Limited English
Proficient students held by pre-service and in-service, content area middle school
teachers should be clarified to also include descripfive measures that should be generated
by the teacher. As part of these cunicular and instructional generative efforts, the
teachers should also relate the significance of substance, purpose, and educational
practice contained within their teacher talk.

Perceptions of Future Implications of Curriculum and Instruction by the
Participating In-Service Content-Area Middle School Teachers
Perceptions of future implications of curriculum and instruction to teach Limited
English Proficient students held by in-service, content-area middle school teachers should
be indieafive of the importance and relationship of their teacher talk on the substance,
purpose, and educational practice and should be found in their curricular applicafions and
instructional modifications. Teacher education programs, in light of this study, should
become arenas for discussion of the curricular applications and instructional
modifications, communicated through teacher talk, should be made to teach LEP students
in content-area classrooms. Furthermore, professional development activifies for inservice teachers would also benefit from the findings, conclusions, and recommendations
made in this study. Presentations outlining the substance, educational practice, and the
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purpose of teacher talk as part of cuniculum and instruction to teach LEP students would
possibly gi\e way to reconstructing views of the role of language in the classroom. In
conclusion, it would seem advantageous to model types of speech and syntax
modifications, in terms of repetitions and word order, that in-service, content-area
teachers should use to manage their time, lessons, and classrooms.
In summary, the participants in this study were able to offer, in their own words,
insights into teaching LEP students in the content areas in a middle school. On the other
hand, the participants were unable to elaborate on the importance of their language in
teaching LEP students, suggesting a lack of reflecfion or lack of awareness on the
connection of theory studied at the university level to practice implemented in their
classrooms. Such a reflection and awareness might ultimately strengthen their curricular
applications and instructional modifications. More research is needed.

Recommendations for Further Study
Teaching LEP students is an area of study that merits further research. In addition
to an analysis of comments made by teachers of LEP students, like the analysis presented
in this study, research into the effects of length of service or experience would be an area
that would offer insight into teaching LEP students. Another possible area of study would
include a look at the role gender plays on an analysis of comments that are made to teach
LEP students. In addition, the effects of a teacher's language background, including
cultural implications inherent within language, would offer insights on teaching LEP
students. Finally, it should be noted that the teachers of LEP students could be given an
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opportunity to conduct action research in their classrooms to categorize their own
comments through recordings. This type of research would give teachers opportunities to
reflect and gain awareness of the importance of the role of language in making cunicular
applications and instructional modifications to teach LEP students, allowing the teachers
to connect theory to practice.
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CONSENT FORM
1 hereby give consent for my participation in the project cnlitlcd "Teaching Limited English
Proficient students: An analysis of Curricular and Instructional Comments Made by In-Service
Content .\rea Teachers in a Middle Sciiool."
1 understand that the person responsible for this project is:
Rachel Juarez-Torres, M.A.
Doctoral Candidate
Texas Tech Uni\ ersity
College of Education
Box 41071
Lubbock, TX 79409
rjuarez@ttacs.ttu.edu
She has explained the procedures to be followed and identified those which are experimental,
described the benefits to be expected, and informed me that I will not receive any payment for my
participation.
It has been explained to me that my participation is voluntary, I may withdraw from the study at
anN'time w ithout penalty, and that risks are negligible. Participation is voluntary, confidentiality is
guaranteed, and no identifying information will be reported.
It has been further explained to me that the total duration of the tape-recorded interviews will be
30 to 45 minutes. Interviews will be scheduled around regular teaching schedules, so as not to
disrupt classroom instruction. It has been also been explained to me that observations of
classroom activities will take place.
It has been explained to me that Rachel Juarez-Torrez will have access to the recordings and other
data (i.e. fieldnotes) collected for this study; and that all data associated with this study will
remain strictly confidential.
Rachel Juarez-Torrez has agreed to answer any inquiries I may have concerning the procedures.
If this project causes any physical injury to participants in this project treatment is not necessarily
available at Texas Tech University or the Student Health Center, nor is there necessarily any
insurance carried by the University or its personnel applicable to cover any such injury. Financial
compensation for any such injury must be provided through the participant's own insurance
program. Further information about these matters may be obtained from Dr. Robert M. Sweazy,
Senior Associate Vice President for Research, (806) 742-3884, Room 203 Holden Hall, Texas
Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409-1035.
I understand that I may not derive therapeutic treatment from participation in this sUidy. I
understand that I may discontinue this study at any time I choose without penalty.
Signature of Participant:
Signature of Project Coordinator

^

Date
^

Date
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lntcr\ icw Transcripts
Interview Protocol: Questions
{For participants who have volunteered for the study upon entering the site)
Teacher I
First, I'd like to ask you a few questions about your professional status:
•

•

•

•

•

How long ha\e you been an in-service, content area teacher at the middle school
level? What do you mean by in-service'.'' ...Since August; so that's six, almost
seven months.
What is your current area of teaching specialization? / teach English/ESL; so I
teach ~''. 8'', 9'' grade ESL students; I teach the new immigrant 9''^ grade
students: I have all of them; so I teach all-level 9''^ grade ESL; I teach Cluster I
and Cluster II; I teach regular ESL 9"' grade; I teach Cluster II8'^ grade which
means that they have been here 2-3 years; and then I teach 8' grade ESL—they
have been here more than 3 years; then I teach I teach 7' grade ESL—they have
been here more than 3 years
What are your areas of teaching certification? Right now I am certified in Speech,
which I have my Professional Development; and I recently took my certification
tests for my English and ESL
Do you hold any additional teaching endorsements? dust the ESL—if I pass the
test; but I have all the classes to support the ESL; so just right now I am certified
in Speech
When did you complete your teacher certification requirements, such as passing
the certification exams? Ifinished the Speech exams in like duly and they came in
like August that's when my certificate came through; I had to wait till February to
take the others and should have those scores any day now.

Now, I'd like to ask you a few questions regarding language:
•
•
•

What languages, if any, other than English do you speak? Well, I have some
experiences and schooling in Spanish and also Russian
What is your native language? English
What role do you perceive language playing in the classroom? Well, it's
important; it sets the tone for how the students are going to respect you, for one,
or how the students perceive each other—their language and based on their
understanding on the words that they 're actually using, because they 're ESL, they
could misperceive pronunciations and stuff like that; But it's, one, going to build
their self-esteem based on their usage if they use it really well then they 're gonna
feel better than the other ESL students in the other classes that I do teach; and I
think that the better that they use it, then the more proficient they'll become and
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the more they 'II feel like 'normal" students along with everybody else in the
school. Because, sometimes, depending on which students that you ask, you ask
the new immigrant students—they haven 7 picked up on the fact that they 're
different than the other students, as much; where as the other students that have
been here 5-6 years and have been placed in ESL classes becau.se they didn 7 do
so well on the TAAS, because they don 7 have a grasp of the language, then they
feel like somehow they 've been labeled, or it's like almost like a Special
Education class; they feel bad that they 're in ESL; so language plays a very
important part in the classroom, I think.

Next, I'd like to ask you a few questions about your educational background:
•

•

What degree(s) do you hold? / have a Bachelor of Arts degree from Angela State
University in Communications; then I have the teacher certifications classes
which was about 30 or 40 additional hours on top of my degree; then I have some
courses working toward a Master's degree in Counseling.
What are your recollections of the university-level courses that you have taken
that have addressed teaching Limited English Proficient (LEP) students?
Approximately, how many course hours total did you complete? I think that the
ones that are the most memorable for me are the ones that like relate to class; I
think the theory behind it helps you understand exactly why you have students that
don 7 talk. Like I have a student and maybe they won 7 talk at first, or some of the
theory classes help vou understand the production stages that you get to of speech
and stuff like that; there are certain levels; and I think if you have those classes—
'cause I know that some of the other ESL teachers haven 7 had those classes, so
they might not understand the production stages, for me it was helpful to
understand why they don't talk at first, it's OK if they work in groups, instead of
each student to produce their own because "it's an English class, and by golly,
you 're going to speak English in this country "—it takes time to go through this
process; it helps me a lot as a teacher.
In the other classes, we actually went through different activities that you could
use with the students; it was helpful, very, very helpful—now, honestly planning
them and using them every single day, and having those activities has been
difficult; but having the knowledge and having it when I can get to it—it's real
helpful; I know I'll get better at that as time goes by.
I had 12 course hours for the endorsement.

•

What methods for teaching LEP students have you studied? Are you talking about
like TPR; and also we had a class, but I can 7 think of the names off that top of my
head; and of course there was a course instituting knowing the production stage
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and getting the students to react to what you want them to do—TPR; other
methods, as far as strategies to working with the students and how they come to
understand language is a lot of partner work where they can explain it to them
and it helps both of them.

Finally, I'd like to ask you a question regarding working with Limited English
Proficient students:
•

What has been your history, or experience, with working with LEP students?
Well, it kind of depends; I 've been on several trips and one of the trips was a
mission trip to Odessa. Ukraine and I would probably be considered the LEP
student over there but if I were to consider them, then that was for 2 weeks; it was
different but language is all the same; if it was Just a language thing, it's kind of
funny, because no^y I think that I might have been going through the steps of
production; but the other students that I have worked with were the students in the
WI.4 (Work Initiative Act) summer program and that was this past students and
many of them would be considered LEP. I taught a Business Communications
class.
• What percentage of students currently in your classes have been identified as
LEP? All of them, because I am the ESL teacher.
• At what level of English language proficiency are your LEP students (i.e.
beginning, intermediate, advanced)? There all in different areas. Cluster I are in
the beginning...and they pick up on English. As far of the ESL students have been
here for 4 years, maybe longer. Then I have some students who can tell you
anything in English, but they have difficulty with writing and grammar.
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Interview Protocol: Questions
(For participants who have volunteered for the study upon exiting the site)
First, I'd like lo ask a few questions about your current perceptions of curriculum and
instruction:
•

What is your perception of "curriculum"? Speaking as a professional, how do
you define "curriculum"? Curriculum, from my understanding is a set pattern of
material that you put together of the concepts that you want the students to
understand, what vou want them to learn at the end of a lesson; curriculum isn 7
one lesson it's an entire plan or maybe an entire year, to sit down and say this is
what we 're gonna cover this month, these are the concepts we need to cover and
this is how we 're gonna get it done. Your curriculum is based on the tools that
you 're gonna use during that time period to better understand the concepts you
want them to understand.
• What is your perception of "instmction"? Speaking as a professional, how do you
define "instmction"? I think instruction has a lot to do with how you relate to the
students and the ideas and message you want...with instruction you have to
individualize, where vou can 'tjust stand up there with one set way because it
doesn 7 apply to everyone, so with instruction you have to tweak; you have to give
your lesson and then go around individually to each student and relate to them
remember the lesson and do a better job of helping them understand.
• What do you perceive the significance of "curriculum and instmction" in your
content area classroom? //'s very important...it's very important to have a
curriculum set. One thing I 've learned at the beginning of the year... we didn 7'
have many materials. As a matter of fact, this year we 've kind of built up our
materials in our department. And not having a curriculum, a set plan saying,
"you need to teach them English, they need to try to pass the TAAS, " has been
very difficult, so next year whenever I sit down I know that they need this concept
and this concept and this is a better way to teach it. So it's extremely important. If
you can have a mentor it would be excellent.
• What are your percepfions of curriculum development and design? Well
depending on the students that you teach, I suppose if you have been teaching
more than one year, your experience will allow you to know how to design your
curriculum, to have a set pattern and say "yes, we need to get these concepts
across, these are the goals, but because I have these students, I have to change it
just a little bit";
•

•
•

you still have to get certain ideas across but this year I have a different set of
students
What are your experiences in curriculum development and design? Well, I think if
you 're talking about experiences as far as sitting down with a mentor teacher and
saying "these are the goals that we need to achieve " I personally don 'tfeel like
I've had a lot of direction. We 've had pass-by meetings saying, "this is what we
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kind of need to get across "; but as a first-year teacher, it would have helped me
to have a mentor teacher to sit down and say, "this is what a curriculum is...this
is how we get these ideas across " instead, every once in a while someone would
check in on me but never to discu.ss how you really plan; to me it's all foreign; I
took education courses but...implementing it and knowing what to do and how
you 're going to do it.
Speaking as a professional, what are your perceptions of the curricular and
instructional needs of Limited English Proficient students? / don 7 know how it is
in other schools; I think they need a very strong base in practical word
application; a lot of kinesthetic type of instruction; they need to be able to use
vocabulary—common, practical, useful vocabulary...it's interesting to me—this is
something that I 'm learning at the end of the year—my concept of how to teach
this stuff to these students was a little bit backward, cause I knew that I was more
a part of the English department more than other in my team, and so I had to get
concepts across that were veiy difficult
Speaking as a professional, what are some methods that you use to determine
curricular and instmcfional needs of Limited English Proficient students! I think
because of my inexperience the most part of my determining their needs is the
result of a lot of observation; at the beginning of the year it was very difficult for
me to tell what level these students were at; I had students who had just come
from Mexico a week ago and they didn 7 know any English; and I had students
who have been here for 4-5 years and they can speak it really well, but they don 7
have a base for grammatical or technical information; so it was really difficult for
me to tell what to teach and when to teach and what was the best way to get it
across; they need a lot of physical, motions, games, that type of thing; the other
students—of course with all of them you need a lot of visual aids—dealing with
the age group here, they don 7 want to play games; they 're too old, they 're 15;
' 7 'm too old, I don 7 play games, I 'm too big for that''; it's a hard medium to try
to find the right balance
Speaking as a professional, what are some of the methods that you use to meet
curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students? We use
a lot of visual aids; every wall was covered with posters, things they created;
visual aids that they created to help them learn things; use a lot of games; games
up at the board, and use a lot of cooperative learning with the groups; we had
them work a lot of times with just a partner, and I would partner the more skilled
with the ones that just got here to try to even things out. This is the idea, the
theory, it didn 7 always work out that way.

Next, I'd like to ask you a few questions about future implications of cuniculum and
instmction:
•

Speaking as a professional, in what ways do you think your perceptions of
"curriculum" will change in the fiature? From this year to next year, it's a whole
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different ball game, I already created a curriculum map for this year; and to be
able to know that I covered these parts of speech and to know that this is what I
will need for the writing elements, getting across the idea that these are the basic
elements of a sentence, a capital letter at the beginning and a period at the end
and moving on to essays are basic ideas that I plan to get across next year. This
year I was just going in the dark; hit and mi.ssing the concepts that J needed to get
across, 'cause I knew the expectations from the department or the administration
but Mc never sat down and actually covered it; and now knowing the lesson plans
from different teachers as a guideline and knowing where my kids are in that
whole thing has helped me out a whole lot; next year, the curriculum should be
set; we should have new materials; we have already received some materials, we
have more coming in May; I guess this year also, the department here has only
been here less than 5 years, to the materials that they have here have not been
really established; so as an English teacher here next year, I feel like I know
where I stand in the scheme of things and know what I can ask for and what I can
expect from administration, and the support and what I have the rights to ask for
for these students.
Speaking as a professional, in what ways do you think your perceptions of
"instmction" will change in the future? Probably I'll become more adept at the—
just experience in time will help me out; and going to more workshops, especially
for Bilingual and ESL also
In what ways do you think your perception of the significance of curriculum and
instruction in your content area classroom? I think probably from other teachers
who liave been here a while ...curriculums ...there has been a lack of curriculum
planning... in smaller districts...and I think administration is becoming more
involved; I'm not going to say in the teacher process, but they want more
explanations, they want more accountability as to what we 're doing in the
classroom; and the significance of having a plan is extremely high; it's going to
get even higher, at least with the administration.
In what ways do you think curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English
students will be determined? In the state of Texas, TAAS is the determining factor
for a lot of things that's happening with the regular students; and administration
wants the ESL department, at least at our school, to produce better-performing
students in writing in English; they 've got to pass that TAAS; when they get in
high school they have to pass it or they won 7 graduate; and the same
expectations with these students are gonna be there; they 're only exempt for a
certain amount of time, but they have to be brought up to that level, and I think
that has a lot to do with how curriculum is going to change. I don't know about
the other teachers, but with me, I know I have to do something; even though they
may not pass the TAAS this year, we have to have a base in order to pass it; the
idea is not just to pass TAAS; but if those are the basic instructions, that's the
minimal level that the state wants; if we can supersede that and have the kids
learning; it 'sjust so hard to get those concepts across tlie limited English
proficient students when the language background is not there and you 're trying
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to gel those concepts acro.ss so we can have the base; it takes 5-7 years for
someone to become proficient in English and they have only had four years; so
they really have things slacked against them; so that really shapes the
curriculum; if we can get the build on the basic concepts early enough, then
maybe uc can we can help them to graduate
In what ways do you think curricular and instructional needs of Limited English
students will be met? For my understanding, there's a lot of funding going to
school districts not only to pay teacher stipends because there is a great need for
ESL teachers, but the population is increasing, but for our school is a magnet
school; but in talking to other teachers from other districts, they really don 7 have
that money; but I would hope that this will be the direction that it will have; that
thev will make an emphasis on that and give more funding to these programs to
buy more resources, more materials, more teacher training and workshops.
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Interview Protocol: Questions
(For participants who have volunteered for the study upon entering the site)
Teacher 2
First, I'd like to ask you a few questions about your professional status:

How long ha\ e you been an in-service, content area teacher at the middle school
level? First year
What is your current area of teaching specialization? I'm not endorsed yet; I'm
working on certification for ESL. but / am a History/ESL teacher with Cluster I/II
students
What are your areas of teaching certification? K-8''' grade, which makes me able
to teach middle school; and an endorsement in ESL
Do you hold any additional teaching endorsements? no
When did you complete your teacher certification requirements, such as passing
the certification exams? I graduated in 99 with my BA; and the only classes that I
needed was one ESL class and my student teaching; but since I got hired on an
emergency certification plan I did an internship—which this is kind of considered
an internship through UTPB—and so that's what I'm doing this year; that's the
only class that I'm actually taking; and then I'll be taking the ExCets this
Summer, or wfienever I get a chance to.

Now, I'd like to ask you a few questions regarding language:
•
•
•

What languages, if any, other than English do you speak? Spanish
What is your native language? English
What role do you perceive language playing in the classroom? As far as how
important it is? I think that it's important that everyone is on the same level as far
as what we 're trying to understand as far as tfie language barrier; as far as them
learning English, Ifeel it's important to understand more vocabulary with the
English language because my kids are bilingual; they're first year Cluster kids
which means they 're not understanding as much English and need to learn more
English in the classroom

Next, I'd like to ask you a few questions about your educational background:
•

What degree(s) do you hold? / have a degree in Humanities; and a humanities
degree is like a liberal arts degree where I have like 4 areas where I could take
coursework in which was like Englisfr, Spanish, Art and History; and so I've got
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most of my coursework in History; so that's how I'm able to leach History; but
Humanities gives you that leeway
What are your recollections of the university-level courses that you have taken
that ha\ c addressed teaching Limited English Proficient (LEP) students?
Approximately, how many course hours total did you complete? Some of the
classes that I can remember as far as the ESL would be a methods class which led
to approaches to teach LEP students; you know the TPR—that was real
important—just kind of a lot of strategy classes—was one that really helped me in
the classroom; the other one was pretty much research; things that might happen
in the classroom, but nothing that I could really take from the university and
bring it into my classroom; I know that it's 36 hours for a certification for ESL,
but the endorsement is like 20—it might be 18—I'm not sure. It's 36 +
What methods for teaching LEP students have you studied? The TPR, the
audiolingual methods—those are the 2 that I use the most; it's like repeating

Finally, I'd like to ask you a question regarding working with Limited English
Proficient students:
•

•
•

What has been your history, or experience, with working with LEP students? This
is my first year in working with LEP students; I used to be an aid for Content
Masteiy and Special Ed where I worked with a couple of bilingual students; so I
had a little bit of experience, but it wasn 7 like a constant everyday thing; I might
fiave seen that student maybe twice a week instead of 3,4 times a week; so
altogether tliis will be a full year and the 2 years with those students; so a little bit
over 2 years
What percentage of students currently in your classes have been identified as
LEP? All of them; my total number of students is 64.
At what level of English language proficiency are your LEP students (i.e.
beginning, intermediate, advanced)? Beginning; we might be able to classify the
second-year Cluster kids maybe just getting to the stage of intermediate because
at their third year they 'II be considered intermediate wfxen they take their Exit—
not the Exit part of the LAS test; but they 're gonna have to be moved up to ESL
class instead of Cluster; so we have some that we could consider intermediate but
the majority of our students are gonna be beginning
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Interview Protocol: Questions
(For participants who have volunteered for the study upon exiting the site)
First, I'd like to ask a few questions about your current perceptions of curriculum and
instruction:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

What is your perception of "curriculum"? Speaking as a professional, how do
vou define "curriculum '"' I define curriculum as part of what they have to learn
and the coursework and how you 're gonna lead off to the next unit and what
you 're teaching
What is your perception of "instruction"? Speaking as a professional, how do you
define "instruction "? Instruction I think is the one who is teaching actually goes
up and explains the lesson to the students, not as far as handing out a paper and
saving "read the paper and answer the questions "; I don 7 think of that as
instmction; instntction is where you have to show and let them know in what
thev 're getting; so it's hands-on, more concrete
What do you perceive the significance of "curriculum and instmction" in your
content area classroom? In order to get, as far as instruction, you gonna have to
get them to understand; curriculum you have a plan, instruction can be done
differently
What are your perceptions of curriculum development and design? / think it
would be very helpful because you 're the one whose in the classroom assigning
what vou want them to learn; I think it's good; our district is doing the
curriculum mapping; it's hard to keep up with another person's curriculum; it's
better at vour own pace; instruction happens in the classroom
What are your experiences in curriculum development and design? We 're doing
an electronic curriculum map; I have to go and do my own as far as the dates and
stuff what are the essential things that my students need to know; now, all the 7'
grade teachers can share curriculum, but mine is different, we might not cover all
that material, just the key events
Speaking as a professional, what are your perceptions of the cun-icular and
instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students? They need more focus
on one-on-one instruction; I have 17 kids; it's impossible to teach them all at
once; if classes were smaller, you could get more information across; some of
them are gonna be lost whether you do the TPR or the audiolingual; it's so big
you lose some
Speaking as a professional, what are some methods that you use to detennme
cun-icular and instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students? When
they first get here, and they don 7 respond to the audio, then there's the visual and
the repetition; when then come in, then he's at that first stage, the silent period;
they say it takes a year or to for them to respond
Speaking as a professional, what are some of the methods that you use to meet
cun-icular and instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students? TPR
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and audiolingual;
most.

I cannot remember the other one; those are the 2 I use the

Next, I'd like lo ask you a few questions about future implications of curriculum and
instruction:
•

Speaking as a professional, in what ways do you think your percepfions of
"cuiTiculum" w ill change in the future? Being a first-year teacher, I've learned a
lot of different strategics to use; as far as curriculum, the only thing I would
change would be instead of reading out loud maybe I'll use a game; to try to
leach Histon' to students is hard: and for LEP students in the Cluster program
vou have to use a lot of methods; I would come up with different and positive
ways
• Speaking as a professional, in what ways do you think your perceptions of
"instruction" will change in the future? We went to a workshop and it was really
helpful; mavbe I'll go to more workshops and get some more hands-on activities;
I need more
• In what ways do you think your perception of the significance of curriculum and
instmction in your content area classroom? If the curriculum isn 7 working, then
we 'II change what we 're doing, maybe watch a video or something.
• In what ways do you think curricular and instructional needs of Limited English
students will be determined? / don 7 know; we use the LAS test; I don 7 know if
that will change; I think we need some other procedures, maybe a more
challenging test
• In what ways do you think curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English
students will be met? As long as you 're getting to your kids and relating to them
in their language; I don 7 know; use simple things, use TPR and audiolingual and
focus on what they can use in the classroom
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Interview Protocol: Questions
(For participants who have yolunteeredfor the study upon entering the site)
Teacher 3
First, I'd like lo ask you a few questions about your professional status:
•
•
•
•
•

How long ha\ c you been an in-service, content area teacher at the middle school
lc\ cl? One year; at the middle school level this will be my second year
What is your current area of teaching specialization? English/ESL, I'm doing my
certification for Reading
What are your areas of teaching certification? English and ESL
Do you hold any additional teaching endorsements? no
When did you complete your teacher certification requirements, such as passing
the certification exams? / completed tliem last year in 2001, but right now I'm on
permit for reading

Now, I'd like to ask you a few questions regarding language:
•
•
•

What languages, if any, other than English do you speak? Spanish
What is your native language? English
What role do you perceive language playing in the classroom? As far as the
importance? I think it's very important because I have the Cluster students as
well; I think that they should learn in their first language because they should
have the prior knowledge, hopefully, and then proceed in their second language
which is English here. In some cases, their home language is English, but yet they
vet kind of slow; it just depends on their basis

Next, I'd like to ask you a few questions about your educational background:
•
•

What degree(s) do you hold? / have a degree in Arts and English
What are your recollections of the university-level courses that you have taken
that have addressed teaching Limited English Proficient (LEP) students?
Approximately, how many course hours total did you complete? / took 4 courses
because it was 12 hours, then I took 2 education courses that addressed the issue;
so I guess you could say that in all I had six courses; Like there was 4 methods
courses but I don't remember, that was back in 97; I took four classes.
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What methods for teaching LliP students have you studied? TPR

Finally, I'd like lo ask you a question regarding working with Limited English
Proficient students:
•

•
•

What has been your history, or experience, with working with LEP students? My
experience—this has been my f' year experience; my history goes back to my
mother, she has been a Bilingual teacher for 30 years, so I can relate and I can
understand, but vet the more that 1 get into it, the more they test me here; it's a
new challenge every year; this is my first year with the Cluster students; it's their
first year being here as an immigrant, I have been working with the ESL students;
they have conquered the English but they still have problems with
comprehending. Eveiy year is a challenge because 1 learn something new each
year, but as far as being understanding to the student, I am because I know where
they are coming from
What percentage of students currently in your classes have been idenfified as
LEP? // 's a hundred percent
At what level of English language proficiency are your LEP students (i.e.
beginning, intermediate, advanced)? Right now they 're at different levels; my
ESL are advanced; my Cluster I and II are at beginning. So it's a split.
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Interview Protocol: Questions
(For participants who have yolunteered for the study upon exiting the site)
First, I'd like lo ask a few questions about your current perceptions of curriculum and
instruction:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

What is your perception of "curriculum"? Speaking as a professional, how do
you define "curriculum"? Curriculum to me is just a map of what we 're supposed
to be doing; but sometimes it's hard to follow that map when you have gaps; so
curriculum to me is like a map you have to follow.
What is your perception of "instruction"? Speaking as a professional, how do you
define "instruction"? Instruction is a variety of things; it could be one on one, it
could be lecture, it could be straight out oftfie book; but to me it has to be a
variety because you have to find different ways to instruct them to know
something or tiy to understand what you 're trying to teach them; so to me
instruction can be a variety of tilings from one to one to modeling to grouping,
whatever.
What do you perceive the significance of "curriculum and instmction" in your
content area classroom? The importance of curriculum is to have an expectation
ofwliereyou want your students to be; and instruction is trying to get the students
to understand where you want them to be in that specific place in the curriculum.
What are your perceptions of curriculum development and design? What we 're
doing now is new; I like and don 7 like; there's pros and cons about it; but what
ue 're doing now is curriculum mapping in the sense of aligning every grade to
where you want every grade to be; so in a way it's good and in a way it's bad
because not everybody's at the same place.
What are your experiences in curriculum development and design? Other than
curriculum mapping, tfiere have been lesson plans shared by our team our
teachers, or staff development, going to the high schools or the high schools
going to the jr. highs trying to align the curriculum.
Speaking as a professional, what are your perceptions of the curricular and
instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students? Our needs are a lot;
but like I cannot use all the technology on my computers yet they want us to be on
all the programs, yet they only have licensing for so many numbers of students; so
not all my students are on the computers just a certain amount are on the
computers; so there's my need there. So as far as anything else...it would be more
one to one and a lot of visual.
Speaking as a professional, what are some methods that you use to determine
curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students?
Benchmark testing... and you can do a lot of oral. Like we 've been doing the LAS
testing.
Speaking as a professional, what are some of the methods that you use to meet
curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students? I've
already mentioned it...one on one , grouping, a lot of manipulatives.
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Next, I'd like to ask you a few questions about future implications of curriculum and
instruction:
•

Speaking as a professional, in what ways do you think your perceptions of
"curriculum" will change in the future? In the future we 'II be able to go onto the
internet and look at other schools, through curriculum mapping and see where
they 're at. so we 'II be able to the computers to see where other campuses, or the
whole district is at. That's the future right now.
• Speaking as a professional, in w hal ways do you think your perceptions of
"instruction" will change in the future? Realistically. I think my classes will get
larger and it will be harder to get the one on one and the grouping, how they want
us to be. But I still want us to be in the area where we 're in groups, especially
with these kids so they can be peer-mentoring, peer-teaching.
• In what w ays do you think your perception of the significance of cuniculum and
instmction in your content area classroom? / think it will be more important since
they 're now making us do the curriculum mapping, maybe they will want us to be
more as a team and tiy to be the same place as everybody else.
• In what ways do you think curricular and instructional needs of Limited English
students will be determined? It will be determined through the curriculum
mapping and through our modifications ...how we 're going to modify them, yet
keep them up with everybody else. That's the tricky thing. That 'II be more work on
us.
• In what ways do you think curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English
students will be met? It will met through our teaming; through our instruction as
far as what are our goals, and what our benchmark tells us where we need to
begin and where we need to end. And one-to-one contact with them, because with
them we have to be more oral, more visual... otherwise they'll be lost because they
won 7 understand, because they have the language, but they don 7 have it in our
first language which is English. They have the knowledge, I mean, not the
language.
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Interview Protocol: Questions
(For participants who have volunteered for the study upon entering the site)
Teacher 4
First, I'd like lo ask you a few questions about your professional status:
•
•
•
•
•

How long have you been an in-service, content area teacher at the middle school
lc\el? This is my second year.
What is your current area of teaching specialization? ESL/Cluster 1 and II.
What are your areas of teaching certification? Bilingual/ESL.
Do you hold any additional teaching endorsements? No.
When did you complete your teacher certification requirements, such as passing
the certification exams? April 2001.

Now, I'd like to ask you a few questions regarding language:
•
•
•

What languages, if any, other than English do you speak? Spanish.
What is your native language? Spanish.
What role do you perceive language playing in the classroom? It's very important.
It's the basis of the whole program.

Next, I'd like to ask you a few questions about your educational background:
•
•

What degree(s) do you hold? Bachelor's.
What are your recollections of the university-level courses that you have taken
that have addressed teaching Limited English Proficient (LEP) students?
Approximately, how many course hours total did you complete? / remember a
course; I can 7 remember the exact name—it was like something for ESL and it
just focused on different strategies for the kids and projects that we got to use in
class; ...Iguess maybe 24—whatever the requirement was.
• What methods for teaching LEP students have you studied? TPR.

Finally, I'd like to ask you a question regarding working with Limited English
Proficient students:
•

What has been your history, or experience, with working with LEP students? /
really enjoy working with them; I work with the recent immigrant kids, which is
Cluster I; Cluster II is their second year in the United States. I really enjoy them
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because they 're just so very willing and wanting to learn the language; they're
respectful; ihey 're just great students -they just have the language barrier.
What percentage of students currently in your classes have been idenfified as
LEP'? All of them.
At what IcNcl of English language proficiency are your LEP students (i.e.
beginning, intermediate, advanced)? Early production.
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Interview Protocol: Questions
(For participants who have volunteered for the study upon exiting the site)
First, I'd like lo ask a few questions about your current percepfions of cuniculum and
instruction:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

What is your perception of "curriculum"? Speaking as a professional, how do
you define "curriculum"? Curriculum to me is what the district wants you to
teach. Like the objectives and everything; really, I don 7 know what my
curriculum is. we don 7 have one; they haven 7 told us "this is what you 're
supposed to teach "; I know that you 're supposed to teach the TEKS, but I know
that we have a curriculum person in the building, but when I went to them that's
what they told me.
What is your perception of "instruction"? Speaking as a professional, how do you
define "instruction"? When the student learns something new; when the light bulb
turns on.
What do you perceive the significance of "curriculum and instmction" in your
content area classroom? They 're supposed to be parallel to each other because
the curriculum is what they 're supposed to be learning.
What are your perceptions of curriculum development and design? That's what
I've pretty much done; I don 7 know with the Cluster kids what exactly they want
me to do; I make up my own.
What are your experiences in curriculum development and design? / was glad that
like at school they taught us all these units and so that's what I thought "what am
I gonna use this for" but then I came over here and they didn 7 have all that.
Speaking as a professional, what are your perceptions of the cun-icular and
instmcfional needs of Limited English Proficient students? They need like more
oral, because it's real important to them because they can 7 speak it; and to me
that's real important; and the next thing would be to write it; they really need the
oral.
Speaking as a professional, what are some methods that you use to detemiine
curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students?
Whenever the kids come here they come fresh from Mexico, so they don 7 know
any English; so I teach them what they need to be able to survive when they get
out of here in case they get out of here and they go to the store or somebody's
hurt; so basically I do survival and the basics like the ABC's; there's things that
they'll need; to mean it's common sense things because they 're so limited; they 're
so much older; they 're in f^ grade and they 're expected to be at that level; well,
how can you get somebody up to that level in one year? or in 2 years?; If they go
to the nurse, they need to know what to say.
Speaking as a professional, what are some of the methods that you use to meet
cun-icular and instmctional needs of Limited English Proficient students? TPR;
we do just a lot of oral; we play a lot of games like Simon Says; I want to get to
know the students; so I talk to them; I ask them in English " What's going on ? to
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get to know them to get to know them; 1 want them to .speak to me; sometimes
they 'II speak to me in 2 words; to me that's something; if they speak to me in
Spanish, then I 'II repeat it in English and ask them to repeal it

Next, I'd like to ask you a few questions about future implications of curriculum and
instruction:
•

•

•

•

•

Speaking as a professional, in what ways do you think your percepfions of
"curriculum" w ill change in the future? I guess they 'II have them computerized to
where they 're listening more to the programs; because we have a program here
called English express; so 1 guess it will be more computerized; but they need
more of that oral.
Speaking as a professional, in what ways do you think your percepfions of
"instruction" will change in the future? I just hope that I get material that I can
utilize; because right now I'm unsure.
In what ways do you think your perception of the significance of curriculum and
instmction in your content area classroom? With this study, I hope that with this
study we 'II get something out of it; because in other ways, I don 7 know how it
will change; I guess I could bring it up to their attention; I don 7 know if I'll
sound stupid if I say something like that, "I don 7 know what I'm doing, "; they
always say do what the English people are doing, but I can 7 do that; do you think
it's possible?; hopefully with this study they 'II understand that I need something.
In what ways do you think curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English
students will be determined? They 're constantly do like testing; they have the
RPT; and I'm sure that one day they say, "We have to do this, or this "—statemandated tests.
In what ways do you think curricular and instmctional needs of Limited English
students will be met? To tell you the truth, nothing.
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Teacher I/Obseivation I
Where's that long word? It's not in here. Concentration camp?
[Music playing in the background]
Do you know w hat this is from? Actually that's the movie that we're having to today.
No, it's Schindler's list, remember, I was telling you all about that movie. Okay, you
know the book we arc reading, the number of the stars. The number of the stars is about
[inaudible]. The Nazis. From Germany, yes, from Germany, they came from Germany.
This is Schindler's List.
Number your paper, you have three more minutes. Okay, we should be just about
finished with the words. While you're finishing that we are going to talk about this.
Today something we are going to do next is we are going to talk about something that
we'\'e been reading. That we started to reading [inaudible]. It also has to do with what
we talked about before. Remember whenever we read the story about Roberta Wiseman,
and she was thirteen or fourteen and lead a march from this area to this to this
concentration camp down the road. Remember she was walking in the snow and they
didn't have any shoes or anything like that? Well, these words all have to do with what
we were talking about. The concentration camp, what is the basic definition of that?
[Teacher is helping student with pronunciation of words as student reads]
So the concentration camps, they have them in other places too, but in World War II what
they did is they had concentration camps and it was a prison, but they would put a whole
bunch of people in the concentration camps and they would make them work, and they
wouldn't let them go, and basically it was a prison. And so it said, to confine people, and
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were also for government use. So the government, the German government would put
them in there and they would have lo stay in there [inaudible] and a lot of them died there
too. A lot of them didn't go home, but in the story that we read, [inaudible].
Conspiracy, what is the definition of conspiracy? [Student reads] So it said act of
secretly planning together to perform an illegal act. So it's probably like if two or three
students all together at the same time got together and decided to do something, to do
something in class, it would be a conspiracy, right? If they planned to do something like
pass notes in class, they would have a conspiracy to pass notes in class, but in this
situation w hat they w ere doing was they had a whole bunch of people that were acting
secretly and they only told people that they knew that would agree with them. So in
Germany they had German people and Adolph Hitler and he had a conspiracy and ideas
to get rid of the Jewish people. So he planned to [inaudible].
[Student reading]
To cause somebody to seem worthless. One of the words we that had last time was
degradation. You all remember what degradation was, when you degrade a person.
Remember I told you the example, if I said that because I'm a teacher and you're a
student if 1 told you that you had to do something because I'm a teacher and you're a
student. Like if I did something like give you a toothbmsh and said to you mb this way,
just because I'm the teacher and you're the student, that would be degrading to have you
do that right? It would be humiliating, it would be humiliating the person and probably
make them feel worthless. This is humiliafing. Oppress. Would you read oppress?
[Student reads]
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If a person, if they were oppressive and they would make you do things that you didn't
understand or want to do, and Ihey would have power over you that isn't necessarily
right, and that w ould be oppressive. An oppressive situation. Okay, here's an oppressive
situation. Whenever you all ha\ c lo take a test al the same lime and you don't necessarily
want to take a test at the same time, right, and you have somebody who we'll say
oppressing you, making you take the test, "cause if you don't take the test then you don't
get the grade, right? [inaudible], but we're getting some things done, [inaudible] bringing
your grades up and stuff like that. That would be so nice. If I made you all do things
other than take your tests and follow the rules and things like that, if I made you do things
that were outside the norm of being a student then that would be oppressed. Read this.
[Student reads]
So if I had two or three students who were opposed [inaudible] or if you had ~ Have you
ever heard the term of resisting arrest? That somebody was resisting arrest, [inaudible].
Out of these words right here I want you to choose one word, okay, and 1 want you to
write one paragraph about that one word. So let's say you have concentrafion camp, you
can write a paragraph describing what you think would be in a concentration camp. You
can write one like what would you do if you were in a concentration camp, or you could
write one describing what you think might be in a concentration camp, or if you want to
write, (in audible, students talking too) Well, it's a little bit different than a concentrafion
camp. A concentration camp [inaudible]. What I want you to do is you can choose one
of these words, so if you talk about humiliate, if you choose humiliate you can talk about
maybe a situation to where you think humiliation, or maybe you experienced humiliation.
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or you can talk about resist. Resist, to oppose or resist. You're going to resist. So you
are going to write a paragraph about one of these words, okay? On the same paper, on
the same paper. Remember w hal is a paragraph? About four to five sentences, right,
describing [inaudible]?
Of resist? Okay. The only one I can think of right now is resisting anest, and the police
officer is going to resist somebody, I mean arrest somebody. That would be resisting
an-est. Like if you were trying to keep him from [inaudible] like if you were mnning or if
you didn't want to do what he wanted you to do, that would be resisting. If your parents
told you to do something and you didn't want to do what they wanted you to do that
would be resisting, you're resisting them.
[Teacher is helping students with spelling]. We'll finish this at 12:36, we have about
eleven minutes. Yes on the same paper, write it in the same paper.
[Teacher is working individually with students at this time.]
Okay, you all have about four more minutes. Okay, before you start coloring though,
I'm gong to give each group about two or three of these poems. After you start coloring,
1 want you to choose one, I want you to choose one poem for the rest until we finish
reading the book. And I'm going to need these back. Now there is something really
interesting about the poems. All of these poems guys, all of these were written by people
your age. They were written in World War II, and they were written in the concentration
camps. These were written in the concentration camps by teenagers who were there
during the war, and so all of these people were Jewish people, and this is what was left.
Some of the people lived and some of them died. Some of them are sfiU alive, if you
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think about it that was in 1941, 1939. How long ago was that? That was sixty-two,
sixty-three years ago. So even if they were your age when they were in a concentration
camp, how old are they now? ^'es, they're about eighty years, if they survived. So each
of these poems, guys, is from somebody who wrote them in a concentration camp and I
want you to choose one. I'm going to pick them up afterwards. What I'm going to do is
I w ant you to read through these poems. 1 want you to color the butterfly according to
what you think the colors in the poems are. It's okay.
[Teacher is instructing the students on the project]
1 dont want you to worry about details. Color in the butterfly and then rewrite the poem.
Now look up here for just a second. Whenever you all rewrite your poem, write it in a
space that is about this big. What we're going to do is, we're going to [inaudible]
We get out of here at 1:22 so let's finish coloring these and writing the poem on the piece
of paper. Here's the piece of paper right here, so if you want to color the butterfly first
and then write the poem, you can do that. Let's finish doing that by 1:06.
[Teacher is coloring with the students]
Yes, we'll watch the movie when we finish our book. Mainly what I want you to do is
put the person's name at the very bottom, it has a name. And I want you to put their
name on a piece of paper, and I want you to make it about this size. And you can put
either the whole poem or you can [inaudible]. You can make it about this size, okay?
You can trace it.
Tape ends
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Teacher I/Observation 2
Up here they have correctly written sentences, but they should be combined. If 1 had
two really short, short sentences like Manuel ate lunch, Manuel played soccer. Could I
combine the sentences? Could I combine them? How could I put them together? Manuel
ate lunch. Manuel played soccer The two sentences, Manuel ate lunch. Manuel played
soccer. How could 1 put them together? Manuel ate lunch. Manuel played soccer
There are two sentences. Okay, Manuel ate lunch, and played soccer. That's how I can
combine them. Okay, and then you have these correctly written sentences that do not
need to be rewritten. Okay, look at this. You have four things that could be wrong, one,
two, three, four, and out of these four how many of them, how many of them are
correctly w ritten, for choice? How many of them are correcfly written for choice? How
many? Good [inaudible].
Okay look, out of all these things that could be wrong, out of all these things that could
be wrong, usually only one out of four will be correct. Yes, we got one out of four,
[inaudible] so you might have one, you maybe might have one that's conect, the way it's
written, okay? Which one of you is going to read from the selection and then compare
the answers? Let's look at it. [inaudible] Melinda will be playing in the school orchestra
for the first time. She had polished her violin that morning. She had polished it
carefully. It was going to be a big night here. After supper her mom drove her to school
where the other violin players were waiting for her. They tuned up and played some
scales together. They knew the teacher gave the orchestra some last minute advice. Yes.
Last minute advice. When the auditorium began to fill with people, Melinda was
nervous. What if she made a mistake? When the teacher cleared her throat, she raised
her arms, Melinda began to play, enjoying the lively music [inaudible]. Okay, let's just
look at the very, very first for a second.
Okay, twenty-one, in the underlined portion, how many sentences do they have in the
underlined portion? How many sentences do they have in the underlined portion of
twenty-one? [inaudible] There's a period right there. So we have two sentences.
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Incorrect, [inaudible] It's not incomplete, because look, she had polished her violin that
morning. That's one complele sentence. Okay, so we know it's not that one, we know
it's not incomplete. Let's look at our choices. These arc four different choices
[inaudible]. She had polished her violin that morning, comma, and she had polished it
carefully. Does that sound okay? Okay, we'll put a check mark through there, so far that
sounds okay. She had polished her violin carefully that morning, [inaudible]. That one
sounds okay also. She had polished her violin carefully, and had polished it that
moming. Because [inaudible]. She had polished her violin that morning and it was
carefully. And what was carefiiUy? So mark that one out. What we have left is, she
polished her violin that moming, and she polished carefully. She had polished her violin
carefully that moming. Which one is the shortest and yet it puts every idea together. She
had polished her violin that moming, and she polished it carefully. She had polished her
violin carefully that moming. Okay? So what we did was this one right here,
[inaudible] That's the one.
Okay, number twenty-two. After supper her mom drove her to school. After supper her
mom drove her to school. The other violin players were waifing for her. How many
sentences are there? One, so we know it can't be, we know it can't be [inaudible] or a
correctly written sentence. So we know it's not number three. Is there something wrong
with this sentence? Sure? Look right there. After supper her mom drove her to school,
period. Where the other violin players were waiting for her. Look at this. Where the
other violin players were waiting for her. Is that a correct sentence? No, so we're going
to mark this out. That's an incomplete sentence. Off to the side you can put, you can
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put, incomplete sentences, run on sentences, correclly written, put one, two, three, four
Off to the side, okay? [inaudible] in a white sheet of paper just put incomplete sentences,
run on sentences, w rite this down, okay? And number it one, two, three, four, okay?
Twenly-tw o, w c're looking at three. After school her mom drove her to school, I mean
after supper her mom droxc her to school where the other violin players were waiting for
her. There's something a little bit [inaudible] about it. Take a look at H. After supper
her mom dro\ e her to school. The other violin players were waiting for her. Yes. Okay,
w ell let me show you right here. After supper her mom drove her to school. Okay?
There's something wrong with it. [inaudible] See H right here. It's not [inaudible]. You
have your punctuation messed up. In this one, it says after supper her mom drove her to
school, if 1 mark this out will the second half make a complete sentence? Where the other
violin players were waiting for her. Does that make a complete sentence? No, so we
know it's not G. The music teacher gave the orchestra some last minute advice. How
many sentences are in there? There is one sentences [inaudible] so we know it's not
three, [inaudible] Does it convey a thought? [inaudible] Does it make sense? The
music teacher gave the orchestra some last minute advice. Does that sound like a
complete sentence? Okay, the music teacher gave, period, the orchestra some last minute
advice. Okay, no. They split it up and made it incorrect. The music teacher, had been
given, had been given the orchestra some last minute advice, had been given. This
sentence is saying that the teacher was given advice, the teacher was given advice. Okay,
the music teacher gave the orchestra, period, that's one sentence, some last minute
advice, period. So they split it up and made [inaudible].
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And twenty-four, the music teacher cleared her throat, she raised her arms. Okay, let's
look at this. Cleared her throat, period. Is that a sentence? No, it's not a sentence, it's
incomplete, it has a period [inaudible]. G, the music teacher cleared her throat, period,
and raised her arms, [inaudible]. Okay, this is going to be inconect. So we have this
one, like that. And w hat about the music teacher cleared her throat and raised her arms?
Does that make sense? Does that one make sense? The music teacher cleared her throat
and raised her amis, [inaudible] See what it says. The music teacher cleared her throat,
comma, and raised her amis. Now, you wouldn't put a comma right here, you would put
some connecter. You would put a connecter. Out of all of these, how many of them are
correct as is? One, does that mean our saying [inaudible] is one out of four will probably
be correct as is? You have to look, there it is right there. There is one that is conect as
is, all the other ones are wrong. Okay? So out of all of them you'll have seventy-five
percent that you will probably have to conect. [inaudible] Seventy-five. Okay. On that
same sheet of paper, okay, on that same sheet of paper, what I want you to do, which
we've been working on, what I want you to do [inaudible] now I want you to create
sentences. Using commas correctly, okay. Now look at this. This is how [inaudible]
here is two examples. Because I am in demand, because 1 am in demand, I know how to
play music. Can I say this sentence like this? I know how to play music because I'm in
demand. Yes, it's just inverted, backwards. This part is normally in the second half
What we did is we took the second half and [inaudible]. So you can write sentences like
this. Here's another example of using commas con-ectly. How many commas does this
sentence have? Got two, okay. So what we said was that Adriana, comma, the president
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of defy it, comma, is nice. Can I say Adriana is nice? It will be a complete sentence,
right? I can delete this whole part if I want. I don't even have to have that. What does
this do? This gi\cs us more infoi-mation about Adriana, right? This just lets us know a
little bit about her So what 1 want you lo do is I want you to write fifteen sentences.
Here's another example, I can say Manuel, comma, the soccer player at OHS, comma,
goes to school at Ector, period. Okay, or 1 can say this; I can do one like this. Although I
am tall, comma, I do not play basketball well, period. 1 want you to go back to your
groups, and 1 want you all to write fifteen sentences. Every single paper needs to have
fifteen sentences written on there, but you all can work together in a group. I want your
fifteen sentences by twelve forty-seven, twelve forty-seven. You have all of fifteen
minutes. Twelve forty-seven you need to have your fifteen sentences. No, go ahead and
write it on the paper, you can write it on the back.
1 had a class that was doing them this morning, and they were writing them like this.
Okay, look, this is how some people were writing them. They were wrifing regular
sentences, they were writing regular sentences and then they were just put a comma in it.
You can't just t throw a comma in any sentence, you got to know where to put it. So like
this, this just gave us a little more information. I can say Adriana is nice, but I also threw
in there the president of defy it. How can 1fixthis sentence, to make it con-ect? Watch
this, I'm going to take this sentence and I'm going to write, [inaudible] Daniel, comma,
my friend, is [inaudible] [students talking] Okay look, I just con-ected the sentence. I
added a little bit more infomiafion, but look, did I still give the infomiation about Daniel
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my friend? You know he's my ftiend because it said, Daniel, comma, my friend, comma,
is wearing a black jacket.
[inaudible] That's about fifteen minutes you all work on your sentences and you can [in
audible, students talking]
Probably the last two weeks, the last two weeks is when there will be the last day for all
of us, but right now [inaudible] second period is on first place. They're number twentynine, you all are in fifth place, you have three hundred and seven. Which I had a student
get thirty points, 1 had a get student thirty points, 1 had a student get thirty points last
week, in one week. So if everybody in here does their points, you all can bring it up very
quickly. You all have four absences, which [inaudible] you all could still do it just by
that, [inaudible] And your class average, you all are in second place right now. You are
in second place. And for error points, for error points, 1 want to remind you that you all
have to get five error points a week. So it doesn't matter, it doesn't matter, it's how
many points you have over all you have to get five points per week, and last week there
was only one person in the class that did that. Crystal, crystal is the only person that did
that last week. So we have [inaudible].
Five more minutes, five more minutes.
I've got about two more minutes.
On the sentences that you all wrote, on the sentences that you all wrote, [class is noisy;
Teacher inaudible]
Out of all the sentences that you all wrote, 1 want you to choose one sentence. Choose
one of your sentences.
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[Students talking]
Now I'm going to show you all something, you all don't have [inaudible]
[Students talking]
While she's finishing up, while she finishes writing this, 1 want you to look over these
and i-e\iew them to see if you think that they're correct, okay? Don't say anything; just
look at them, alright? [inaudible] capitalization and all of that stuff Let's look at this
right here. On your paper, guys, 1 want you all to look, you are supposed to write fifteen
sentences of your own. If you did not complete all fifteen sentences, after we correct
some of these [inaudible]. Let's look at number one. It says, Daniel, comma, my friend,
comma, is wearing a black jacket at Ector Junior High School. Is that correct? Yes, it's
correct, see, it just lets us know a little more about Daniel. This is correct. What about
number two? Daniel, comma, a good student at Ector, well it says student, comma, at
Ector is friendly. There's one thing wrong with it right here. That's an extra comma; we
don't need that extra comma. How are we going to make it correct? [inaudible]. Okay,
number three, number three. Anna is a mean person when she gets mad. Remember we
were supposed to use commas. That was our main objective was to use commas.
Tape ends.
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Teacher I/Observation 3
This one, this one, whenever you all [inaudible] You are having trouble with parts of a
sentence, this is just another punctuation part, okay? The first thing that you want to do
is look at this first. Watch, your spelling error, capitalization enor, punctuation enor and
[inaudible] error. How many of those are there? There's four And how many out of
them are no error One. So look, 25% one out of 4 questions might be no en-or So how
many questions do we have? Okay, we have 6 questions, so how many out of these
quesfions will be no error? 1.5. Maybe one or two, but we don't have 1.5 so we might
ha\e one with no error. We might have one or two. What we are going to do is go like
that. What I'm going to do is read this and we'll go through it one question at a time. In
August the campers from Camp Fennel took a bus from Montoff, New York to Pismo
Beach. The campers came from many countries such as Israel and Sweden, [inaudible]
[students talking]
Daniel and Lenny, change seats. Daniel and Lenny, change seats.
Both of you have your papers out, what's this word right here?
You need this paper, [students talking]
The campers came from many different countries, such as Israel and Sweden. When the
bus arrived at the beach, everyone got out and found a place on the sand. Nancy Jacobs
was the first camper to go into the water. Soon the water was filled with kids swimming
and splashing each other. Meanwhile the councilors set up a volleyball net. When they
were finished, they called to the campers. Nancy and her friends dried off with their
towels and started a game of volleyball. All in all the day was a great success, and
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everyone looked forward lo doing it again next summer. Okay, all you have to do is go
through and look at the underlined parts. All you have lo do is go through and look at the
underlined parts.
The first underlined parts. Here's something to look at every single one. When you look
at it if it does lia\c punctuation. Look and see if it doesn't have punctuation first. If it
doesn't, it is probably a punctuation error. Probably, not all the time, but probably.
Okay, the first one, a bus from Montoff, New York. Was there any punctuation in there?
Was there any periods or commas in there? Okay, if I were to write Odessa, Texas,
would I put, what would I put between Odessa and Texas? A comma, [inaudible] For
the first H. Look down at 21. Different countries, comma, such as Israel and Sweden, is
there punctuation in that? Is there punctuation in it? There's a comma, there's a thing, so
watch yourself What about Capitalization? Do we capitalize a country? What about
Sweden? Isn't Sweden a country also? So it's a capitalization error. Next.
[students talking]
Number 22. Nancy Jacobs was the first camper. Okay, is there punctuation there? There
is a period. So it's probably not punctuation. Nancy Jacobs was the first camper,
[students talking]
We need to capitalize Jacobs, that's right, that's her last name. So, so far we've had, so
far we've had a punctuation, and we've had two capitalizafion errors. We haven't had
no error, no spelling error. We have three more questions left. So more than likely these
three questions, we might have a spelling error, we might have an error. So 23. Please
read that.
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(Student reading)
Okay, w as filled w ith kids swimming and splashing. Was there any punctuation? Well,
there's no punctuation, 1 w ill say that it's a spelling error.
[Student reading]
We ha\ e a spelling error. Now we have all three, except a no enor, and we have two
questions left. Number 24. Meanwhile, the counselors set up a volleyball net. Is there
punctuation there'.' Does it have punctuation? There's a comma there and a period there,
so we ha\e punctuation there. Meanwhile, comma, the councilors set up a volleyball net.
Is there any capitalization enors? No? [inaudible]
Okay, no error. There is no enor. Okay, nothing is wrong. So we have punctuation,
capitalization, one spelling and one no enor. So the next one we don't know what it will
be. All in all the day was a great success. Okay, does it have punctuation? Okay so it's
probably not a punctuation error. Okay there is a capital over there. We have no enor,
there is no error. How do you spell it?
[students talking]
More than likely if it comes down to the book. We already have no error. How many did
we say that we would probably have out of all of these? One, maybe one. We already
had our one. It doesn't mean there can't be another one, but there probably won't be.
Okay? Get out that same sheet of paper.
[students talking]
There is another type that you will be looking at right here. We have already looked at
this one time. We have looked at this same one, but we looked at the same type. What I
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want you to do is 1 want you to lake the reading selection of paragraph one, the reading
selection of paragraph one. I want you all to go through and look al this and answer this
on your own, of 12 / 27. Okay, 12/27. You all go through here. You will have
incomplete sentences, mn on sentences, sentences that are conectly written but should be
combined. And con-ectly wntten sentences that do not need anything done. So out all of
these there is only one that is done without error It's one out of four again. So those of
you who have reached this, will read which one that it is, the correct one, okay?
[inaudible]
[students talking]
You've got four minutes. Four more minutes.
[Students talking loudly]
Okay, in this reading selection, you have four different choices, of course, that you can
look at, four different ways that the sentence can be wrong, well, one that is correct and
the other three, there is something wrong with it, okay? We are going to do the same
thing that we did in the last one, we will read it first and then we will take it one at a time.
The waters of the ocean, period. The waters are always moving. Ocean currents move
through the sea in much of the same way as large rivers past through the Atlanfic. The
Gulf Stream is a major ocean current in the North Atlantic. It forms in the Western
Caribbean Sea, and goes through the Gulf of Mexico and the Florida Keys into the
Atlantic Ocean. From there it flows to the Northeast. It moves along the east coast of the
United States the cape and [inaudible] in North Carolina where it turns northeast. The
Gulf Stream is supported because of its effect on weather pattems. The warm water of
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the Gulf Stream and warming affect on the weather around the earth. We would find it
would be much colder if not for the warm flow of the Gulf Stream. It would be much
cooler in places like [inaudible]. Okay, what I want to go through and look at the
underlined parts. Okay?
[students talking]
Alright, if you all continue to talk, then I'm going to take time away from your lunch.
Because you all are slowing us down. I'm waifing for you all to be quiet and I'll
continue to talk.
The water in the ocean, period. The waters are always moving. The water in the ocean,
is that a complete sentence, does it tell us a whole idea? What about the water in the
ocean? We don't know, so we know that there is something wrong with it. So lets go
down to 13 and we'll check the correct answer. The waters in the ocean are always
moving. Does that convey a thought? The waters in the ocean, the waters are always
moving. Okay. This one sounds about right so we'll put it over here. The waters of the
ocean which are always moving. What about which are always moving? The waters
which are always moving. The waters in the ocean which are always moving, what's
wrong with it? The waters in the ocean always moving. The verb tense is wrong, the
wrong verb tense. It sounds wrong. You don't talk like that, do you? When you talk you
don't say the waters in the ocean always moving. The waters in the ocean always
moving. Not this one because we have a comma right in the middle, remember the
commas are short pauses. The waters in the ocean are always moving, that conveys a
con-ect thought. Fourteen: ft moves along the east coast of the United States and along
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Cape Cod into North Carolina, where it turns northeast. Look at this, let's look at this. Is
there any particular thing that stands out that lets you know that there's something wrong
with this sentence?
[Student talking]
Let me ask you this. Where it turns northeast, is that complete sentence? If 1 walked up
to you and said "where it turns northeast" would you know what I'm talking about?
Where what turns northeast? \'ou would go, "Where what tums northeast? What are you
talking about? Who are you?" Okay, so this is an incomplete sentence,
[students talking]
Okay. Along the east coast of the United States, to Cape Cod into North Carolina,
period. Where it tums northeast. It still has the same thing, look. Where it tums
northeast. Okay. It moves along the east coast of the United States where it takes
[inaudible] in North Carolina, where it tums northeast. Remember a comma is there to
put in a small break, [inaudible] the same thing. Eight: It moves along the east coast of
the United States, period. It moves to Cape Cod into North Carolina where it tums
northeast. Well it split our sentences in half There's a comma right there. It really
made it quite shorter, so we will probably move to this one and it says correct as is. So
what you say is wrong with it? [inaudible] It's not a correct sentence, right?
[Student talking]
Okay, Number 15: The climate would be much colder if not for the warmth of move
back there, in that desk, move the desk closer. In that desk. So this says "the climate
would be much colder if not for the wami flow of the Gulf Stream, period. It would be
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much colder in places like Denmark. Is there anything wrong with this sentence that
stands out to you right off the bat? Does it sound correct? The climate would be much
colder if not for the warm flow of the Gulf Stream. It would be much colder So it
sounds correct, but look, you don't have any choices that say correct as is. So there must
be something wrong. The climate there would be much colder if not for the warm flow
of the Gulf Stream in places like Denmark. Does that sound about right? [inaudible] The
climate would be much colder in places like Denmark if not for the warm flow of the
Gulf Stream. If I walked up to you and I said, "If not for the warm flow of the Gulf
Stream", would that make sense? [inaudible]
See, the climate would be much colder in places like Denmark if not for the warm flow of
the Gulf Stream. It's shorter [inaudible]. What's the difference between A and C? The
climate there would be much colder if not for the warm flow of the Gulf Stream in places
like Denmark. The climate would be much colder in places like Denmark, if not for the
warm flow of the Gulf Stream. It doesn't sound right D: The climate would be much
colder, period. If not for the warm flow of the Gulf Stream in places like Denmark,
[inaudible] It's a short sentence, it's not even a complete sentence. Move back in to your
seat.
30 seconds till lunch, guys, [inaudible] The climate would be much a colder in places
like Denmark if not for the Gulf Stream. Actually it would be C. Look at these, they are
almost the same, they're almost the same. But this one conveys the thought a whole lot
clearer. What I want you to do now is I want you to write five sentences inconectly.
Write them incorrectly on your paper.
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[students talking]
What did you just get finished doing in the last one? You had capitalization, right? 1
mean correct? \'ou had misspelling, you had punctuation en-ors, capitalization errors,
and that's w hat this would be. And these you had yours because they were incomplete
sentences, and just slay here five minutes. Like I would say, the boy running down,
period. That would be an incomplete sentence. Okay? What I want you to do is write
five sentences incompletely on your paper and make the con-ections legible. Five
sentences incompletely,
[inaudible]
[students talking]
You can use capitalization errors, you can use spelling errors, you can not punctuate,
don't use periods. Just five sentences incorrectly, five sentences incorrectly,
[students talking]
1 have three more minutes, three more minutes.
What 1 want you to do, there should be something wrong with each of them. Trade your
paper with somebody. Trade your paper with another person. When you trade your
paper with that person you need to go through and you need to correct what is wrong
with that sentence. More than likely people did a spelling error, or a capitalizafion error,
or a punctuation error. So be sure and look at the end of each sentence for any kind of
errors, for any kind of punctuafion. Okay, you all need to have these corrected. It is
12:48, you have three minutes.
Went? Right. That is went. No H, w e n t Went.
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Whenever you are, something 1 need lo tell you. When you are writing your sentences,
which this is kind of a [inaudible] when you are writing somebody's name, okay, a lot of
people spell their names different, unlike my first name is not spelled like a lot of people
spell their names. So normally you don't know if their spelling a name correctly or not
w hcnc\ cr you're reading through it, so you don't want to make a mistake like that when
your spelling their name, and they probably won't either whenever you're taking your
test. They probably [inaudible]
[Inaudible, too much classroom activity]
We are going to review this information that you all are going over in class. There are
eleven students in the class, so each one of you is going to get one of these, but at the end
of the period 1 need you to put it back in that box. You should have an objective, an
objecfive sheet like this, ft goes over the four objecfives, you should have one of these
and you should have one of these. If you don't, let me know. These are going to go in
your life honors. We'll be doing these for the next few weeks.
And if you'll notice on your objective sheet, that goes through the different objectives,
[inaudible]. You have four different objectives that you all are going to be looking at in
the work that you do. The reading selections, okay. You all have been working on the
reading selections. There's four different objectives. You have objecfive one which you
all need to color your papers the same as this. The exact same colors. The first one is
orange or pink, the second one is blue, the third one is yellow and the forth one is green.
The very first objective it goes through, there is four different keys whenever you're
reading for the selection, and I think you guys know this. Did you copy some of this
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infomiation before? Okay, then you all should be professional with this. The very first
objective that is on this, talks about words. When it asks a question, it asks a quesfion
about a particular word. If you'll look there while you're coloring it on the right hand
side, it says identify w ords, bring meaning to words, multiple meaning words, and
analogies, meaning of root words like pay or happy or dis or pre. Okay, we're talking
about meanings of words, and main ideas. Paraphrase, summarize, recall, informed, and
reorganize. This all goes underneath objective one. Lets say you work up objective one,
word meaning. What you want to do is you want to write word meaning off to the side.
I'm going to do it right here also. Word meaning. So the key word for objective one is
w hat? Word meaning.
Tape ends.
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Teacher 1 /Observation 4
[Students talking]
Actually you can say hello to their heads, which are carved into the side of Mount
Rushmore. George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, and Theodore
Roosevelt are the four who are carved into the side of the mountain. The Mount
Rushmore National Memorial was created by Gutzon Borglum and his son. Since there
are only two of them, and they performed the sculpting [inaudible], the undertaking took
some, quite some time. The Mount Rushmore National Memorial, begun in 1927 was
finally finished n 1941. Tourists and residents alike [inaudible] but stared in wonderment
at Borglum's gigantic masterpieces. Okay, we already read through it once. The next
thing that we are going to do is we are going to look at each section one at a time. Thirtyfour, the end of our section says, from Sioux Falls, comma, South Dakota, comma, to
Rapid City, comma. South Dakota. Is there punctuation in this? Yes. We have a lot of
punctuation, right? So, look first, look at our punctuation, and we know that we have a
lot of punctuation. We are not sure [inaudible]. Let's look at our spelling en-ors. Is any
of those have been misspelled. If they give you a word like Sioux, which has i-o-u-x, it's
kind of a hard word to spell. So, if you look at it they probably won't misspell a word
like this. Cause that's hard to spell anyway. They'll misspell a common word, a word
that you will probably notice very easily. So there's no spelling en-or. What about
capitalization en-ors? Okay, they capitalized everything.
[Students talking]
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Here it is right here. At the end, at the end right here you have a comma here because
this is in between a city and a state. You have a comma here because this is a [inaudible],
but you don't need a comma here. Look, look this is a punctuation error. Thirty-five,
[Students talking]
Does that sentence c\ en ha\'c a complete thought? It does, it completes a thought, right?
It's one complete thought. It says, whenever you get there you can see the four
presidents, right? Does it have punctuation? You sure? Its a period right there. So it has
punctuation so it's probably not a punctuation enor. Okay? Let's look at our
capitalization. The first letter is capitalized, the city is capitalized, and United States is
capitalized, right? So we know it's not a capitalization error. So what else, the spelling
is no error. Let's see, Lawrence, you look at each word and see if they're spelled.
Within, within is not misspelled. Thirty? Rapid City. Rapid City is spelled the same
right here and here. So what is wrong? Look, Rapid City is spelled correctly right here
and it's the same right here, so it's okay. You can say hello, where? Ah, there it is, okay,
say hello to four presidents. Presidents is actually spelled correctly. Thirty-six, it says, in
the sentence it says, on the side of the mountain, period, the Mount Rushmore National
Memorial what created by Gutzon Borglum. Okay, was there any punctuation in it? So
they ended that sentence [inaudible], punctuation? Now what about capitalizafion? Look
at the beginning of the sentence. Okay, which word is misspelled? Mountain, they just
said montain.. Mountain, I think it's a spelling error. Thirty-seven, this is a confinuance
of your sentence. Mount Rushmore National Memorial and [inaudible] once created by
Gutzon Borglum and his son, period. You could say there were only, okay, does it have
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any punctuation in it? But is there punctuation in that? There is a period, so it's probably
not a punctuation en-or. Which part needs to be capitalized?
[Student talking]
Capitalization. Okay, you ha\ e three more, how many no errors have we had already?
Okay, one right there, so that might be the only one with no errors that we have. Maybe,
maybe not. Okay, thirty-eight, thirty-nine, and forty. We've already had punctuation,
one no en-or, one spelling, and one capitalization, so we've had one of each. So the next
three should be, so thirty-eight. This is a continuance of the sentence. The sculpting
[inaudible], and they perfomied the sculpting [inaudible]; the undertaking took quite
some time. Does it have punctuation? Yes, it has a comma. Let me ask you this, do you
see anything of capitalizafion? You know it's not capitalization. Oh wait.
Capitalization, [inaudible]. What about the other words? We don't know about stencils,
what about the other word, [inaudible] 1 left punctuation open because, listen, because
watch this. Since there were only two of them, comma, and they performed the sculpting
[inaudible]. Okay, this is a complete sentence up here. They performed a sculpting
[inaudible]. Whenever you do that you connect it with this. Whenever they're so close,
[inaudible] when your sentences are really, really close, closely related, but they are two
ideas, closely related but with two ideas you need punctuafion there. You know what,
you're right. This is a spelling error. You know why, because look, when they
performed the sculpting themselves, you're right, look, themselves. I was thinking, look
right there, a spelling error. (Computer refused to let me leave the word the way it was on
the tape.) Thirty-nine, the Mount Rushmore, the National Memorial begun in 1927,
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comma, which finally finished in 1941. Begun, is that a real word? Begun is a real word.
It IS a real word. Wait, wail, let's look at this right here, capitalization, is everything
capitalized that needs to be? Spelling, is memorial spelled correctly? Okay, begun is a
w ord and is used in the right sense. It's not a spelling error; there was no enor,
punctuation error. Okay. How come this word is capitalized right here? Because it's the
beginning of a sentence, and so can you end a sentence with a comma? No, it's got to be
a period for punctuation. You need the period right here at the end.
And forty. Tourists and residents alike cannot help but stare in wonder at Borglum's
gigantic masterpiece. Okay, are there any capitalization errors? No, what about spelling
errors? [Students talking] Okay, there is not any spelling errors, so we're left with
punctuation and no errors. Remember we said that we had already had one or two no
errors. We have one no error here so we may have already filled everything, okay? Well
look at this. Borglum is a person, right? Are they trying to say that Borglum owns the
masterpiece?
[Student talking]
Tourist and residents alike cannot help but stare in wonder at Borglum's gigantic
masterpiece. Does Borglum own the masterpiece, remember, do you remember this? Do
you remember? I want you to write two sentences incorrectly, okay? Two sentences
incorrectly. Using a punctuation error, two sentences, two sentences incorrectly, using a
punctuation error, or a spelling error or a capitalization error, okay? Two sentences.
[Students talking]
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Okay, as soon as you finish writing your two sentences incorrectly, you can trade it with
another person and ha\'c them correct it. Be sure and write your name on your paper, on
the person's paper that you're correcting, write your name on there down by the
sentences.
No, \ ou traded w ith another person. Did they correct it? Did they write their name on it?
Be sure to have them w rite their name down at the bottom. Okay? [inaudible] Two
sentences inconectly. spelling error, capitalization error or something, okay? Yes, you
ha\ e to correct it. [inaudible] As soon as you trade and you all finish conecfing it, you
need to do it this w ay.
[Students talking]
This will be the last reading selection that we will do for today, and then we'll send you
to the library to do your error books, [inaudible] [Students talking] You like the light on
or off? Sorry you need to [inaudible] You all go through and [inaudible] you know how
to go through [inaudible].
[Students talking]
Three papers, okay? You should have three papers.
[Teacher giving instmctions, but hard to hear with everyone moving around and talking]
Guys, you all may need to get your paper from your black folder. It'll help you all out
help you remember, unless you can just leave this one here.
[Students talking]
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You all arc getting really good al this. Do you think you have them all covered yet? It
looks like most of you all arc on the very last page; you all have four more questions left.
You all got fi\ c more minutes.
[Students talking]
What's the first thing you all did on this? If you guess on the real test then you're not
going to pass it. First think you do, go through and you underline your title, this is the
title, right? [inaudible] labeled it title. Where are your subtitles? How many subtitles do
you have? One, two, three. There's a subtitle, I'm just going to put s-u-b for subfifle.
Right, the next step, what's your next step? It said underline the person and number your
paragraphs, right? One, two, three, four, five, this paragraph goes all the way down to
here, six goes to here, seven, and eight, and the little bitty tiny section right here, nine,
[inaudible]. Most generally, you know how when it says main idea and it says range,
most generally the person of every paragraph is what the entire paragraph is going to talk
about. So, when you're looking for something really quickly when you read the first
sentence, then you can figure out if it's in this paragraph or this might be the first
sentence. You don't have to read the whole paragraph. Now you want to read the whole
think at least one time, but once you do that, this helps you find the information quickly.
Once sentence will do that. Okay, next step, read through your questions right? I'm not
sure [inaudible] There should be a [inaudible].
Most of you all look like you all are getting these quickly, I mean the colors con-ecfiy.
You look like you're getting the [inaudible]. You have your [inaudible] colors. Look at
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the questions right quick. Question number one, would you read that number one,
question number one.
[Student reads]
Oka>, in this passage the word Ncncrablc [inaudible] so what's your key words in that
question? There are tw o key w ords. [Student reads] Okay is related to the colors.
Word means. Okay, so what color is this going to be? Orange, I'm going to put an "O"
for orange. Okay, and by the way, what paragraph is venerable in? Which paragraph?
[Students talking]
The same one? There it is. Number one, look right here. I'm gong to circle it on my
thing, so that w ay we can find it easier. Venerable is in paragraph one, right here. Okay,
number two. Read number two, would you read number two?

[Student reads]
Hold on just a second. Go back to your desk, you do not have your papers. Go back to
your desk. You're not working on the computer. Go back to your desk; go back to your
desk, back to your desk. Sit in your desk. Thank you.
Okay, number two, student read it, according to the passage in a three part graduated life
[inaudible] program, which occurs first? Where's your key word? Occurs first. Okay, it
lets us know that they're looking for a what? A sequence, so there's a sequence, it should
be yellow. Sequence and it's yellow. Okay? Number three. Student, would you read
umber three? Okay, what's the main idea of the passage? Where is your key word?
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The main idea. It's gong to be orange, because the main idea is orange. Number four,
read number four please?
[Student reads]
Okay, are there any, are there any key words that sound out right there? That just
[inaudible] key words that just stand out quickly that maybe this one, because. The word
because is going to let you know right here, new drivers are more venerable in a car
because. In the green section, what does it ask you? It says fact and opinion. So it's
asking you a fact and it's asking you to make a conclusion. Okay, it's asking you for a
fact, to recall a fact, and then it's asking you to make a conclusion. So it's going to be
green. Green, and my key word is going to be fact, conclusion. Number five, would you
read number fi\e?
[Student reads]
Okay, in this passage complex means, what's your key word? Word means, and it's
orange. By the way what paragraph is complex in? One, there it is right here. Okay,
number six, student read number six please, read number six please. Read number six
please.
[Student reads]
In this passage the word supervision means - - okay, what's your key word? What's the
key word? Word means, orange, what paragraph is that in? Supervision, [inaudible]
Okay, number seven. Student read that please.
[Student reads]
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Okay, arc there any key words that stand out? No, it's not just a, there's no key words
like because, or word meaning, or main idea, right? So, what's it asking? The leading
cause of debt for people fifty through seventy, it's asking you to recall information, to
recall w hat? Recall the fact [inaudible]. Okay, that will be green. Number eight.
Tape ends
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Teacher 1/Observation 5
Remember the preposition wc are talking about is where something is. Where it is, okay?
[students talking]
[inaudible]
Then you'\ e finished it - - when you finished [inaudible]
Write it in your sentence too. Write it in your sentence.
[Student singing]
When you all finish I'll put your books upon the shelf
When you are finished with your sentences [inaudible]
Will you all put your books up please?
If we don't have enough time then we just won't do it.
You remember whenever we were reading the book, it was talking about the holocaust,
right? The holocaust was during world war II, it was whenever they picked out a certain
group of people and Hitler didn't like them because they were Jewish. It would be the
same as saying he didn't like you because you were white, or you were Hispanic, or you
were catholic. Now, this movie is the story about Ann Frank. Ann Frank is a tme story.
This really happened in 1938 to about 1940 [inaudible] Right here. You can sit right
here. No, we are not starting unfil - - [students talking]. No we are not starting untU
everybody - - [students talking]. Stop talking. Okay, this is the tme story of Ann Frank,
okay?
Movie starts.
Can everyone see okay?
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\'ou need to get w here you can see.
Remember guys, when this took place they didn't have T.V. and what they mainly had
for entertainment w as radio and books.
This is part of the Jewish religion.
You notice that he has a little hat on his head? That is called a "yamika" The Jewish
people w car yamikas, the men do.
This was in June, 1930, look at the bathing suits they wore.
We didn't live then, did we.
Remember at this point. Hitler started [inaudible]
He's dressed up like Hitler.
Remember the 1940's when they [inaudible]
They always blew the sirens before they bombed the people to [inaudible]
They would try to bomb the factories and they bombed everything. They would just drop
them on them.
[inaudible]
See that flag? It's got that Nazi symbol on it? See that has a cross and has the X through
it? They started leaving it on the shop windows [inaudible]. Real sneaky too, because
they didn't say they were after the Jews. They first started making them register and if
they were Jewish and then started making them live other places and slowly started
making it worse for them.
[inaudible] And they're both Jewish.
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Hitler belie\cd that there was a certain race of people that was better than everybody else
[inaudible]
Ann Frank [inaudible] she was like 14.
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Teacher 2/Obsei-yalion I
[Students talking]
\'ou were already [inaudible]. You have lime; you can do yours because you were not
here yesterday. It's better lo know if you don't have time, I gave you yesterday, if you
didn't finish you get an incomplete. Okay, you need to start getting with your partner.
Who's going to be for and who's going to be against [inaudible]? Are you for or are you
against?
[Students talking]
One person is for slavery, and one person is against it. Are you for or are you against?
You need to get up there and talk about it. [inaudible] Are you for or are you against?
Are you for or are you against slavery? Slavery? What is slavery? Do they want slavery
or do they not want slavery? You need to be for or you need to be against [inaudible].
(Students talking, teacher is deciding who will be for or against in the debating class).
With your partner, with your partner make a chart, okay, [Spanish] for slavery. [Spanish]
for slavery, [Spanish] against slavery. The person that wants slavery, yes I want it. Put a
list, make a list [Spanish]. Why do you want slavery? [Spanish] who does not slavery,
against, put all your reasons why you do not want slavery. No I don't want, okay. When
you're finished [Spanish] you're going to talk, argue, argue. I don't want it, yes I want it,
I don't want it, okay? This will be here, go like this. [Spanish]
If you do not participate you will get a zero for participation.
[Students working together on project]
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You don't want to gel just five, you want to gel a lot, many, many, many [Spanish].
When you're presenting your debate, your argument you want to have [Spanish]. So you
need lots of reasons. Chapter eighteen, in your book [Spanish] this book will help you.
Page 366, so you use your chapter, your chapter 12, page 366.
[Students working together]
Your [inaudible] is due today before you leave and you don't have it you're not going to
get [inaudible] for your group. This is a group effort.
[Students working]
How are you doing? You done? Ten? Do you have more reasons or are you [inaudible]
Okay, you need to start, students get all the books, stack them neatly over there. Get all
the books please.
I am going to come by and pick up all of your papers.
Before you leave 1 need [inaudible]
Everybody needs to have a seat now please, go back to your desk. I am going to change
your chairs, [inaudible] These chairs need to go back to your group please. Okay, you
have two minutes.
Tape ends
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Teacher 2/Observation 2
Go over there. New question, I'm going lo ask you the same question from lunch
because somebody might have been thinking about it. I'll ask you later, okay. Ready?
Listen. What is a plantation? Plantation, what is a plantation? Your vocabulary, a big
fami, big fanii.
[Students noisy]
A large big farm, okay? Here we go, listen. Women, women used to make uniforms,
they used this thing to make uniforms for soldiers. What [inaudible]. People. [Students
are very loud]
[inaudible] So e\erybody quiet. This word, this word means to close, to close. Okay,
here we go. This is a person, what's a person? Person, this person surrendered, what is
surrendered? Okay, surrendered at Appomattox of the Civil War. [inaudible] It's in
your chapter twelve, chapter twelve. During the Civil War, person surrendered,
[inaudible] surrendered.
Chapter twelve. You need to write your answer, don't scream it. I already gave you the
mles.
[Students very loud]
You have about ten seconds. Okay, time, I am so sony. The correct answer was Robert
E. Lee. Robert E. Lee. Here we go, next quesfion. This is a person. This person led,
what's led? ft's a leader, what's a leader? He led Teny/'s Texas Rangers against, what is
against? The Union. You need to have that one answer anyway. This person led Teny's
Texas Rangers. They led Teny's Texas Rangers. Yes, John [inaudible, students very
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loud] Albert Johnson. Okay, this lime [inaudible] Three sixty-six, this is chapter
eighteen. Remember, I told you wc were going lo use this book now.
Here we go. Which \ocabulary word means to leave? To leave. The vocabulary word to
lea\ e, exit, lo go, to leave. It's your vocabulary [inaudible]. This is in your book,
chapter clc\ en, tw o places [inaudible] Here wc go, what year, what's a year? What year
did the Civil War start? Start. Okay, this is also chapter eighteen in your book. Chapter
eighteen. Okay, here w c go. Who opposed secession [inaudible] secession, decision to
lea\ e, right? This is also in your book, chapter eighteen. What is an exemption,
exemption, an exemption? It's in your book, in your book. You have to write the
definition.
[This is a very noisy class]
What year did the Civil War end? Start and end, start and end. Okay, here go, one
reason, one reason why there was a Civil War. One reason why there was a civil war.
Slave trading, slave trading. Chapter twelve. Okay, what is a site, what is a site? That's
a city, site. So tell me the site of the first battle in Texas of the Civil War. Fort Sumter,
yes. First [inaudible] chapter twelve, chapter twelve.
This is a person, this is a person. Who won, what is won? Who won a great victory for
the confederacy, for the confederacy? What is confederacy? The north and south. First
and last name. Okay, that's time. It was Dick Dally, Dick Dally, [inaudible]. This is a
place, okay? A place. Where were most battles, what's a battle? Where were most
battles fought? Where were most battles fought? It's time. It was in the confederate
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states, the confederate states. Here we go, in chapter twelve. Where, this is a place,
where the union tried to invade Texas. [Spanish]
How long, how long, did the civil war last? How long did it last, how long did the war
last? \'es. four years. Okay, this is still chapter twelve. 1 need the month and the year,
the month and the year of the battle of Galveston. The battle of Galveston, the month and
the year.
Tuni to page 85 [inaudible] it's going to be on your test. Turn to page 85 in your chapter
twelve and highlight the battle of Galveston was fought in October 1862, highlight it.
What is a port? Port. No, this is the same question before lunch, remember? The union
wanted to close what port? [Spanish] The union wanted to close a port. Where was the
port? [Spanish] Galveston, there you go. You're a team, you're a team.
Okay, this is either fact or opinion. You're going to write fact or opinion on [inaudible].
Right F, or O. Here we go, fact or opinion. I believe we live in the best State. Opinion.
But you have to write it out. Okay, this is a date, just the year, just the year. When was
the battle of Palomino Ranch? Okay, this is a place, okay? This is a place. This is the
place of a prison, what's a prison. Okay, a prison where clothes were made. [Spanish]
Huntsville. I gave you a clue. What is the name, what is the name of the southem states
that succeeded from the union, they left the union. The name of the southem states that
left the union. This is a fact or opinion, fact or opinion. You cannot write nothing, you
will not [inaudible]. You will now write nothing. Fact or opinion. We live in the largest
state. You can have nothing on your marker. Okay, this word a word [inaudible].
Listen.
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This word, vocabulary word, means to close a port, close a port. Blockade. Be quiet or
else you're getting [inaudible].
1 need the month, the day and the year, the month, the day and the year. The day for
freedom for the blacks. The day of freedom for the blacks in Texas. June the W\ 1865.
Chapter eighteen, chapter eighteen. What year did Sam Huston die, what is die? Yes,
1866. In this chapter, this is in your book, chapter eighteen. Vocabulary word, what
does soNcreign mean, sovereign.
[Teacher is disciplining students]
I need the month, the day and the year. In your book, in your book. The month, the day,
and the year. Here we go, when did Texas leave the union? When, the month, the day
and the year. Febmary 23, 1861. You need to write it on your book, on your notebook.
Yes, Febmary 2 3 ' , 1861. This is chapter eighteen, how many states were with the
confederacy? How many states were with the confederacy? [inaudible] Okay, how
many, this is a number, how many battles were in Texas? Okay, this is in your book.
Who killed Abraham Lincoln? The person, who killed Abraham Lincoln? In your
chapter, chapter eighteen, section three. Section three. Who killed Abraham Lincoln?
You only got ten more seconds. Section three. Okay, it's fime. Chapter ten, hurry and
let me see if you can write it. The answer is John Wilks Booth, John Wilks, Booth.
Chapter, section three, in your book, chapter twelve. I need the month, the day, and the
year, the month, day and the year. In your book, chapter twelve, chapter twelve, your
chapter, you got it. Okay, here we go, when, when, when did Texas join the
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confederacy? Join is [inaudible], right? When did they join the confederacy? Yes
purple, they joined in 1851.
This is a review, the questions from the chapter before. Chapter eleven, review. How
many, this is a number, how many presidents were there in Texas? [inaudible]. This is
fact and opinion. Fact [Spanish] Okay, with war there are guns and killing, guns.
[inaudible]
This is chapter twcl\e in your book. This person did not want Texas to leave the union.
Okay, this is a date, just the date. Here we go, the date, the year, just the year. When the
confederates forced Galveston out. Just a minute. Nobody's getfing points, nobody, I
told you, you do not scream, don't scream. Don't say that, nobody gets the points. And
now we're not going to have time to finish, so Thursday I will leave these points.
Thursday we will finish the game, so we have the purple team, ten points. The green
team, eleven. So we will finish, after we finish we will take the test. Okay, Daniel and
Edger, will you please get the books from the kids?
[Student reading]
[This was one really noisy class]
Tape ends
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Teacher 2/Observation 3
If you're finished with your corrections; you should be doing your vocabulary. Page 384
in your new book.
Okay, everybody should have their book.
[Students talking]
Okay, [Students talking]. You guys can read, okay. Section one and section two in
your \'ocabulary.
[Students talking]
Can you sharpen your pencil? Ask me, ask me, "May I sharpen my pencil?"
Okay, 1 have Gladys, Bemice, and Martez and Juan. You are going to go to the computer
for 10 minutes.
[inaudible]

Children singing
If you want Spanish dictionary, there is a Spanish glossary in the back of this book.
[inaudible] There is no excuse for you not to [inaudible] Write the definition in English
and you're going to draw a picture.
When I give you your chance to get on the computer, then you can get on the computer.
[Students talking]
You understand what that word means, endurance? In your imaginafion how do you see
the word?
You get your extra point back.
Person taping session: [inaudible] individual persons on computers, 4:07 p.m.
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[Students talking]
Okay, boys, [inaudible]
Go finish the drawings. Go finish the drawings.
[inaudible]
You need to turn in your vocabulary in the next period. He is going to come around and
pick up your vocabulaiy. You will get more time another day.
Don't forget tomorrow you have D-Hall in the cafeteria.
Class, you only have two minutes.
[inaudible]
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Teacher 2/Obseryalion 4
Lea\ c them. [Students talking]
She's just here \isitiiig, what is visiting? Class, to see how you behave. No, she's just
here [inaudible] what does that mean, that she's just here visiting.
[Students talking]
E\eiybody should ha\c already had this paper. I'm going to leave it out for another few
minutes. Get the answers [inaudible] There should be nobody talking, should not be
talking, what you should be doing is wrifing.
[Students talking]
I said read the directions please. (Student reading)
So e\erybody knows that you were not picking states, I mean, I'm sorry, cities, you were
picking states, right? What is a state? So you were not picking a city, what is a city?
You have that city, [inaudible] tell me the first state that you chose. The first state that
you picked right here. The state? You're telling me [inaudible]
You guys, be quiet, [inaudible]. You didn't do it? Just one state, give me the name of a
state that you put on your list, right here. Texas, okay, good, thank you. Texas is one.
What's another one? Oklahoma is another one. No can do it whatever, you can put
Texas at the bottom and Oklahoma, they don't have to be in any specific order.
Arkansas, can everybody say Arkansas please, not Ar Kansas. Arkansas. Okay, Kansas.
Everybody say Kansas. No what was the other one that you told me? How many were
there for the Chisim trail? Three. The westem trail. Just tell me one of the western
trail's. Texas. I didn't hear you right. Give me the other one. Oklahoma. How many
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w ere there for the[inaudible] Number one, read number one. (Student reading) Dodge
City, yes. Dodge City. [Students talking]
Number two, read number two. (Student reading) So give me an example. I didn't ask
for everybody, thank you. Give me another one. Tell me another one. Wichita, are you
sure? Okay. How about Dallas, you can put Dallas.
[Students talking]
1 don't know about Wichita, but we'll leave it there for now, okay? We'll check it again.
Wichita and Dallas. Does everybody have the answers? Who already started their
joumal entry? Raise your hand. [Students talking]. Listen up guys, once again - Okay,
first read the directions,[inaudible], listen guys, cause you're going to ask me what do I
do and I'm not going to tell you.
(Student reading directions, and teacher is helping with the words) Okay, so who
understood, did you understand? Since you understand, what do you have to do?
Okay, [inaudible] Okay, but what are you going to have to write about, what are you
going to write about? You have choices you don't have to write about a cowboy, right?
You can write about if you were a cowboy, if you were, what is a trail hand on a cattle
drive? [Spanish]
So you can be a cowboy, you can be a person who works with cattle, or you can be a
person living on a farm or a ranch. What's a ranch? The best three get a prize. [Spanish]
No, everybody. Everybody's doing it different. Imagine, [inaudible] [Spanish] you take
it with you. [Spanish] Be as real as you can be. You need to write it in Spanish, and you
need to write it again in English. Translate it. I live on a fann. In 1870,1 lived on a
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tarm. Here's my diary entry, dated January 23'^ 1870. I have been living, yes living on
a farm for three years. Every day 1 have to plant, plant what [inaudible; students talking]
on the farm. January 30"\ I have been living on a farm for three years. Every day I have
plant cash crops on the farm. What is cash crops? Tomatoes, corn, it's easy to
remember, next week we have a quiz over [inaudible]. If you need help you need a
dictionary.
[Students talking]
This is going to be homework if you don't finish.
Are you a cowboy, or are you the one that helps on the cattle drive? Then you need to
get w riling.
You can be a cowgirl; do you want to be a cowgirl?
If you guys do not have your paper finished, if you want to take it for homework
[inaudible] it's going to be a zero. These papers, take them home with you and do not do
the review for the test, you need this paper. (Teacher is calling out names of those that do
have homework.) You do need to do chapter thirteen in your notebook.
[Students talking]
Tape ends
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Teacher 2/Obsei-vation 5
Have you tui-ned in c\ crything you've done? You finished your brand name?
E\'erything? Where is it? \'ou w ere supposed to do a story about why you chose it,
remember? Oh you did? Now 1 need lo tell me the significance about why, the reason
why you chose this brand. Why I wrote about it, why 1 chose it. A paragraph is how
many sentences? Four, three or four, okay?
(Students are talking)
A paragraph has like what, two or three sentences?
1 need to know, do you understand the directions?
The open range, these ladies were far away, [inaudible]
This is the brand? The brand name, remember here, the picture. You have to write a
paragraph [inaudible]
If you guys don't finish, we have a couple more minutes [inaudible]. It doesn't have to
be perfect, you know, but you have to try to write it in English. If you put a little bit of
Spanish in it, it's ok but you [inaudible]. (Some Spanish)
A paragraph has two, I mean three or four sentences.
You guys need to take this home for homework if you do not finished it today, and it will
be due Thursday when you come to school. Thursday when you come to my room,
Thursday you need this. Homework, homework. And then you would have this for
homework too if you did not take it so if you do not finish it you have two things for
homework. You have to do it.
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Teacher 3/Obsei-valion 1
Cario, you're fixing to go to ISS. I sent two students yesterday. Freddy, turn around and
Fernando turn around. Five more minutes. If you boys would slop talking so much you
don't know w hat you're going to be doing today, [inaudible] [Spanish]
[Students talking]

Lets pick up all the \ ocabulary papers; you need one sheet of paper. Number your paper
one through ten, skip lines, please. Clear your table, I don't want to see notebooks, or
books, or anything except for a sheet of paper Hurry. All 1 want is one sheet of paper on
your desk, or on your table. Get ready. Library books and everything else are off your
table, [inaudible]
[Students talking, very noisy]
Oscar, clear your table, clear your table Oscar, clear your table.
Hurry, we got to go to library.
Okay, number one, do you have one? Number one, you are going to write the word and
tell me what it means. You've already had them in science. Number one, interpret. Be
quiet, whispering [inaudible] what you write on your paper, they can hear. Number two,
in trite. Number three, accent. Number four, reflex. Just try your best; you never know
what I am going to do. Number five, environment, environment. Number six, refina,
retina. It has to do with your eye, retina. I didn't say for you to speak. Number seven,
paralysis, paralysis, paralysis. Number eight, concave, concave, concave. Number nine,
convex, convex. Number ten, homeostasis, homeostasis, homeostasis. Justine, I'm
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fixing to give you a bonus word. Homeostasis. Your bonus word, [inaudible] it's one
word, [inaudible]

[Students talking]
If you're quiet we'll go to the library, of you're not we won't go. Do 1 have everybody's
paper?
[Students talking]
It doesn't look like you want to go to the library today.
We only have thirty minutes to go to the library, you're wasting your time right now. We
are fixing to go to the library [inaudible] Shhhhhhh. Jesse, sit up correctly. Get your
library books and line up.
You're not reading a book?
[Teacher is working with individual students, trying to get them checked out from the
library. The students are seated through out the library, reading magazines. Much of the
teacher talk is geared toward redirecting off-task behavior, reminding students to keep
their voices low, to select their library books for check out]
Okay, put your books up.
Okay you are to read the reading selection and answer the questions. All it is, is
objective one, and it has to do with word meaning, context clue, finding out what the
word is.
Tum it in, your paper.
Tape ends
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Teacher 3/Observation 2
You didn't turn in your vocabulary, if you have it you need to turn it in.
We started [inaudible]
Go ahead and pass out the next reading assignment. If you don't finish it's going to be
homework. We are going to do these reading papers [inaudible] we are going to go over
the [inaudible]
There's 4 papers. [Students talking]
Take out pages 1, 2, 3, and 4. (Coughing)
Who are finished? Anybody over here? You have two minutes before we start.
Okay, lets go ahead and get today's paper first. [Spanish]
Okay, you ready? [inaudible]
These are going to be worth 4 points. Question #1, J., read the question and the answer.
Mark incorrectly for them if they do not have the right answer. #2, Next Quesfion #3
- Next question A. #5 The answer is B on number 5. Number 6 C. A. Correct.
Scientist are using information they've discovered to create new [inaudible] from hair
like fibers. Number 7 M. A, con-ect. #8? #8 is not B, it's C. #9 D. con-ect.
[inaudible] 10 ? (Sttidents all talking at once.) If you go out the door, close the door
please. Read #10. No, B. Scientists have created a way to measure strong force from
fiber hairs. #11. Number 11 is B, correct. #12. A is the correct answer. Scienfist are
leaming about [inaudible] #13.No,B. #14? WeU what is the right answer? #14isB.
They have a tape like adhesive on their feet. #15, B. Use information gathered
[inaudible] #16. A. Adhesive that uses artificial [inaudible]. Bring your paper and come
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here.

Okay, #17 B as in boy. It is a part of a scientific study. #18 next? B as in boy,

great! A new scientific study. #19 The reader can tell from the package that A. it took
two [inaudible] #20 Which of the following in the [inaudible]? B Scienfific study show
that [inaudible] it could have been an aluminum wiring. #21 Which of the following
[inaudible] A. [inaudible] or of the lip of the [inaudible] #22. Which of the following is
an opinion. What is an opinion? [inaudible] 22 is B as in boy, geckos are incredible
animals that defy gravity. 23. Which of these [inaudible] B. geckos have developed an
amazing way of walking, and #24 The author's purpose in the passage is to A. inform us
how geckos [inaudible].
#17 is B as in boy. Okay, they are 4 points each so what are you going to do? Multiply 4
times what? The number they missed. And then you are going to subtract it from 100,
that number. Then what is your grade? So for example if they missed 2, 4 times 2 is
what? 8. 8 from 100, what? When I call that person's name, give me their grade please.
And if you've finished you're going to have to correct your paper, everybody that's
finished, and the answer.
[Students talking]
[Teacher is calling out the names of sttadents and recording grades of the papers]
Okay. Everybody but Evette and Jose is going to have to correct their paper by the
question and the answer.
[Students talking]
Okay, we are going to go star-tech, we are going to go star-tech in the computer lab, and
I need for you to be quiet, I need for you to walk down the hallway quietly. You do not
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need a pencil, paper, or anything. Now on the star-tech, for those of you who are
finishing star testing. If you do not answer the first three questions correctly it's going to
knock you off and it's not going to give you a chance, so you need to concentrate even
though they are practice questions you have lo answer them correctly or else it's not
going to gi\ e you an exam. Okay? So you need to answer them conectly and try your
best on this star testing it's telling you what you need to know or what you need to be
aware of whether it is w orking or [inaudible] or context clues, so you need to try your
best. If you don't finish [inaudible]
Log in with your names.
Students line up to leave room.
Okay, now you are going to go into star-tech. Okay, you are going to go all the way
down to the class.
[Students talking]
[Teacher shushing with no success]
Can you wait? Can't you see that I am helping somebody?
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Teacher 3/Obsei-valion 3
Students talking
No, these are your notes. These are your notes. You're [inaudible] come up with your
own idea. What about your three little pigs? No, your own idea, did you see how many
points your ow n idea is? Thirty points. Oh by the way, this is a part of your subjecfive
part, which is the first part of your exam. So this means that this is going to be due on the
sixteenth and scxenteenth. We have two weeks where we're going to have to work on
this, so don't w aste your time. This little paper that you tum in with notes is a grade. It's
a grade that you're going do and tum in. Each day tum in something it's a grade while
you're doing your book. You're book is going to be due here. That's the first part of
your exam [inaudible] it tells you at the very top the objective part of the exam.
There's a lot of books over there that you can look at [inaudible].
[Teacher is helping student] You are going to write me an outline of what story your
going to be writing about.
What is your lesson? Think about what you're going to write, why am I writing about a
bunny and a wolf? Are you going to talk about fighting, are you going to talk about
cheafing, fighting, what are you talking about?
[Students talking]
Lets see, look. Are you are talking about sports here, or are you talking about friends
here? You can't have two stories within one. I'm talking about friendship. My whole
theme of that paper is about friendship. Write that down right here. You didn't put that
there. You can't copy this; this is an example. This is an example of how to write here.
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\'ou are going to destroy the book there, and then you won't have an example.

[Students w orking and talking among themselves]
You all fix that book right now before I write you up. No, you fix it, you had it.
[Teacher is helping some students with their project] No this is writing a paragraph. I
want an outline. I showed you on the board what an outline was, didn't I? I did show
you. I did not get what was on the board. No, write an outline. Go sit down.
[Students working]
[Spanish]
Why, because you all were playing with the book. Bring me your paper and what ever
you're going to write with over here. Jesse, 1 want you to sit over here at the round table.
The half a table over here at the side, you know where I sit you. You're fixing to
[inaudible]. I want to have some ideas, not all but some ideas what you [inaudible].
You're writing a children's book you don't have time to [inaudible]. What I want you to
do today, on the back of the outline of your idea, what are you going to talk about
[inaudible]. Now, lets say you picked something, you're going to have to have three
ideas in order for you to write the story. Well, what are you going to, you write about
friendship, you have to have three ideas about friendship. I can't tell you what to write
about.
Well so far you have — don't say wolf say something else because you're copying out
of the book. How about leaming his leaming his lesson I don't know what you want to
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write about. Why don't you read some of the examples. There are a lot of examples that
you can be reading right now.
Jesse, what are you doing over there after I asked you to move by yourself so you can
work on your book? \'ou can take a book lo your table and work on it.
Well, tum it in and try to find something [inaudible].
Bring me your paper and let me see what you're working on. You had all this time and
you still haven't picked out something?
\'es sir? Do you need a disk or what?
\'ou w rite your book. I want everyone to write their book.
[Teacher is disciplining her students] Hurry, we've already got plenty of people that have
already turned in their work. You all have been playing, well, you've been playing.
Time to look at the example books, look at the board. Everybody else has brought up an
idea to me and tumed it in to me, except for you all. You have to teach me a lesson.
What am I going to leam about the raisins? Am I going to leara about [inaudible] what
are you going to teach, there has to be a lesson.
Jesse, get to work.
Tape ends
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Teacher 3/Obsei-vation 4
[Students talking]
Be quiet.
[inaudible]
1 don't want to see it.
Tuck in the shirt. Jamie, go lo the back and go tuck in that shirt. If 1 see it out one more
time [inaudible]
[Students talking]
No body should be sitting there, you either have your story or you have your review.
Hurry up. [Students talking] [Teacher disciplining students] Anybody have their two
dollars for the dictionary fine. You all need to pick before your exam which is next
week. You don't pay for the fine you don't take your final exam.
[Teacher disciplining students on seating arrangements]
[Students having a study period]
Tape ends
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Teacher 4/Obscrvation I
In 1 think their words for like the 7'" and 8"' grade, our words may be too easy for you but
1 need you to just - that's right, different verbs, okay? First I am going to say the words
and you to say it after me, that way you know how to say it, okay?
DiscoNcr. travel, jump, produce, move, compare, demonstrate, invent, appear, want,
settle, exchange, learn, adapt, measure, import, trade, talk, call, hurry, look, paste, stop,
w alk, and cook.
Okay, where do you think that you can use some of these words? Okay, listen, where do
you think, raise your hands when you think, whenever you know the answer. Where can
you use some of these words? What can you, 1 mean just, have you heard these words
before?
Some of you have and some of you have not. Student #1, where have you heard some of
these words?
Okay, you've heard like the word jump like maybe words like here or maybe at home?
Like when you're playing?
Where have you heard you heard these words, Sttadent #3, at your house? You have
heard some of these at your house? Like which words?
Oh when you jump on the trampoline? We have a trampoline too, my kids does.
What words have you never heard of before, Student #4? Have you never heard of
before and you are like, "I don't know what that word means, what is that word?"
Exchange? Okay, that's good. A lot of people have never heard of the word "exchange".
We'll look at the word exchange, okay. Whenever Miss S. says, when you come to my
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desk and you say, "Miss S., I don't have a pencil", and I say, "you got dollar?" And then
we exchange the dollar for the pencil, right? But then I give the dollar back, right, and if
you say wc arc going lo exchange, if you turn in your work, in exchange I give you a
grade, right?
Okay, you exchange papers, [Spanish] Okay, we exchange seats, chairs, what else? We
do this like once or tw ice a, once every two weeks. We go to the library and we
exchange books. What else, what else? We are exchanging one book and we get another
book, right?
What other word have you never never never heard or seen?
Appear? Okay, appear; it's a verb, right? Appear. You think you have any kind of
imagination or you think anything in your mind that word is appear. [Spanish]
Appear is like [Spanish] Mrs. G. appeared in the room.
What other word have you never ever heard of?
Paste?
And you do this when we've been doing these books. You have been pasfing your
papers. Yes. Paste. You have been pasting your papers, I know, but that's good because
now you know [Spanish], you know what I'm saying? That's why we are leaming it,
because you don't know what word to use. You are pasting the paper, and you probably
say "glue", right, you are gluing the paper. Then you can say paste, paste is the same
thing.
Settle? Settle, okay. When you came to the United States, you settled in Odessa.
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You settle in a place, okay? Like it's okay for you to be here, because also when two
people are fighting, you settle an argument. [Spanish] So, when you came from Mexico
you settled in Odessa. Maybe you went to Ft. Stockton, and then you came to Odessa,
maybe you went lo Midland, but you settled in Odessa.
Trade'? Okay, 1 will trade you, it's almost like an exchange, 1 will trade you the l.D. pass
and you give me a pencil, lets go trade books.
She has never heard of the word "travel". Travel is the second word, look up there at the
second word. Travel. We will travel to Midland to the museum. Travel. How many of
you are going out of town this weekend? You are going to Midland? Student #1, who
are you going with, your Mom or your Dad or what? Okay, Student #1 will Travel with
her sister to Midland. She is going to travel, but sometimes it's longer distance. You are
still ttaveling, you're still traveling (not legible). Okay? You're going to Dallas? Are
you going out of town? No? Are you going out of town?
Student #2's Mom and Dad, or your brother? Okay, Student #2's mother and brother
traveled to Dallas and then they came back to Odessa? Okay, they went to Juarez. So
Travel. A lot of you sometimes go to, okay, nine of you go to Mexico. Are you going
out of town, any of you? So you travel.
What about discover? Tell me in English. All of you tell me, discover a new what?
What can you discover? Land, you can discover a new City. How can we discover a
new city if we, if already most of them have been discovered? How do you discover?
Answer the question, guys. Listen, how can we can discover a new city if they've all
been discovered?
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Because what? Are they all discovered?
What about if okay, Odessa was discovered, lets say Odessa was discovered by — lets
say that Student #2 discovered Odessa. Lets say this happened in 1900, okay? Lets just
say, and then, what about, so you must have never come to Odessa. So, 1 was driving
from Mexico and then I discovered a place, but he had already discovered it, but I
discovered it. \'ou just discovered new things, right? It just happened that you found the
city. He founded it. That's what it's called. He discovered it, and I had never been
there.
Alright, what about if remember when all those papers were printed back there? So we
discovered that there was all these papers that somebody had printed, right? So discover
is, you discovered knowledge, something happened, right?
We are going to the word move. Everyone knows what move is, right? Can you use the
word "move" in a sentence? It can be small, a small sentence. Can you use the word
"move" in a sentence? Where did you move from, Norma? Where did you move from,
did you come from Oklahoma? Say "I moved from Oklahoma to Texas" k? So moved is
that you came from one place together. You moved. Right? Can you use the word move
in another sentence?
Use Student #4. Move. Are you moving? What are you moving right now? Okay,
you're moving your body; you're moving your eyes. So you see you can use it in a
sentence.
I move my body. Okay, she moves her body. Okay, Student #2 is desperate, come on.
Very good Sttident #2, that is a big sentence, that is a big sentence.
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Now lets go to the next word. The word is compare. Compare. Student #1 compares her
paper to what? Can we compare lunch? If Student #4 had a pizza, and if (not legible)
had some cheetoes, if Student #1 cats a hamburger and you eat another hamburger, you
can say which one of them taste belter, right? So you can say, "how does your
hamburger taste?" Right? Plus what if Student #1 puts jalapenos and (not legible) puts a
lot of ketchup? They're going to taste different, right?
Lets go to demonstrate. Demonstrate. This is a book that you are making. I demonstrate
how to use scissors to the whole class. That's good. So she's going to demonstrate how
to use scissors. Who will she demonstrate how to use scissors to? To what kind of kids?
Think in your mind, to what kind of kids? Does elementary kids know how to use
scissors? Okay, Abby, to pre-kinder and kindergarten kids, right, we demonstrate how to
use scissors. What about if you're doing a science experiment. What kind of things
could you demonstrate to me because I don't know. Student #1? Demonstrate what? An
invention? Okay, she said demonstrate an invention, what could you demonstrate?
You can demonstrate your house, yes very good, but we are talking about Mrs. A's class,
the science class, because I don't know anything about the science class. Mrs. A's going
to go and you are going to be the teacher and you are going to demonstrate to me. What
are you going to demonstrate? Names of bones in the, what kind of skeleton, the body, or
the dinosaur. The human body, very good the human body.
What else?
Okay, do you know how to say that? We could demonstrate the lab work, like what you
are doing in the lab.
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What else can you demonstrate in Mrs. A's class? What do you do because Miss S. does
not know anything about science class? What can you demonstrate to Miss S.?
How to use a science book? Okay, she can demonstrate how to use a science book. In
that class. ha\ c you cut animals, have you dissected animals? No, maybe next year. In
that class, have you talked about different the glass objects that you pour liquids in?
Okay, lets go on, lets go on. Lets go on to the next word. What's the next word? Invent.
What do you think that means? He invented a car. Okay, what about when we ever get
our houses? Exerybody get a different house, everybody invented their own dream
house, right?
What's the next word? After invent. Appear. Remember, that's the word you were
asking about? Tell me how you can use it in a sentence, or how would you know how to
use it? Okay, you met Brook at the restroom and when you come back she appeared in
the classroom. That's good. Is that a hard one? Appear. Liz appeared. What about if I
wasn't in here and all of a sudden a big rat comes into the classroom. So we would be
mnning because a big rat appeared in the classroom, right?
Lets go to the next word, what is the next word. Okay how would you use it? I want my
pencil back, who took it from you Sttident #5? You don't know who took it? Student #4
took it from you? Okay, she wants her pencil back because Student #4 took it. Why, I
thought you liked school, I thought this was your best class. She says she wants to go
home now. You don't want to go home yet. Lets go to the next word. Settte? Lets hira
around here and look at the words. Like if somebody says to you right now, what is that
word settle, how do I know what it means? Her family settled in Odessa. Listen what
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about if 1 lived in a trailer and then I moved to another house over there by Moss on the
Weslside and I moved to a house. Can I say, I settled in a house in the Westside? Can 1
say that? \-cs 1 can say that because you settle you just going to stay there that is the
place w here you are going to stay.
Lets go on to the next w ord. Exchange. She exchanged her homework for some more
homework. Student #6? She exchanged her books when she went to the library. That's
good.
Are we ha\ing a problem? Do we need to stay after class? Okay. Because the whole
class will stay today, and today we are leaving at 4. If you want to stay unfil 4:01 we will
stay too. What 1 am saying is do you want to stay to 4:01 or 4:02. We are doing
exchange. She is going to exchange her books, she is going to exchange her homework
for more homework. Can we exchange money for food? Yes? I am asking you a
question, I am just asking you.
Leam. The word is leam. Student #5. Very good, she wants to leam more English. Why
do you want to leam more English? Why? So you can cam more money? I can't hear
her because everybody's making little noises. Why do you want to leam more English?
So you can work. But you were saying something about more money when you work.
Okay. Very good. She wants to be bilingual so that she can earn more money when she
works. I want to be bilingual so that 1 can earn more money when I go looking for a job.
Don't we all want to make more money?
You're leaming to drive? Already? [Spanish]
Outside, today? [Spanish] So today in your golf class you were driving the golf cart?
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Okay, student #2 is learning to drive. What else are you learning to do? What are you
leaming'? To type? Okay, on the computer, but you can also say this right here, it's called
a keyboard? "I am learning to type on a keyboard."
Okay so, w here arc you learning to do that? In another class.
Okay, what else are you learning? (not legible) So are you learning how to deal with how
big this school is? It's a big school. Are you leaming the rooms to this big school? Yes
he does, he know s English. Is this a big school? Is the school big? Yes? Are you
leaming, oh room 143, oh room 206, oh, are you leaming the rooms? You are leaming
how big everything is. Are you, okay, leaming from Mr. F. and Mr. T. and all your
teachers, more English? Yes? Say Yes, I am leaming, why are we laughing? [Spanish] I
am leaming to speak English. Okay. Were you going to tell me what you're leaming?
You're leaming English, to speak English? I am leaming to speak English. And you
don't want to [inaudible] because I know that you can speak English.
Okay, listen. Now I am going to tell you something else. This word "adapf', adapt,
okay? No it's not adopt, it's adapt. Listen, listen, you are going to adapt to the cold and
hot weather. I am leaming to adapt to hot and cold weather. Very good, what else are we
leaming to do, to adapt. I am adapting to the school, I am adapting to what? To the new
students. Very good, she's adapting to speaking English. All of you know English, yes
you do.
'What are you adapting to? Leaming words? Okay, she's adapfing to leaming more
words? "I am adapting to leaming more words in English, right?"
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Okay, lets go with the next word. Is it getting any easier as we are talking about it?
Measure. Okay, what if I put this in here and I say "Oh, it's two ounces." Oh, it's one
cup? How can you, what do you know that you can measure, what can you measure?
Okay, she says that she can measure a cup of water, that's very good. Student #1? You
can measure clothes? Okay, I'm not saying "no" I'm just saying tell me how. Okay, she
can measure clothes, what she's saying is that if she's going to make something, not with
a ruler but with probably that tape, that measuring tape that they use there, remember? Oh
yes they do measure it, they measure the material at the store with a mler, remember,
with a yardstick, with a yardstick. Okay that's good. She's saying that when you go
have a dress made they measure you to see how big, right?
You measure what? She measures a square in her math class. You measure your body?
How do you measure your body?
Whenever you come to the wall and they (not legible) and you go "Oh okay, 3 feet, 4
feet." Something like that? Okay, that's measuring too.

Measure?

Import. Okay, that's not what the word means. Listen, shhhh, it's like, like you cannot,
cannot, it's illegal, okay, to bring bologna from Mexico. You cannot import, okay,
bologna, but you can, yes you can bring [Spanish] candy, all the candy you can bring
[Spanish]. That's importing, okay, you are bringing from one place and you are bringing
it to another place. What else can you import from Mexico? What else can you import?
A car? Yes you can. [Spanish] What else, what else? What else can you import? What
else? Why do a lot of people go to Mexico? My father goes to the Doctor, so what
would he be bringing. You can import medicine. Yes ma'am. If you have a prescripfion
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they will say okay. What else can you import and can you not import that you were (not
legible)? Tell me in English. Okay, lets not talk about it. [Spanish] Drugs? He's saying
that you cannot bring that dried beef that beef jerky. Beef jerky.
Lets go on, "trade, trade", lets talk about the word "trade." What can we trade? Don't
know? What about if I say, I will trade you my bracelet for your eanings. Take off your
earrings and then I give you my bracelet. That's trade; do you know what trade is? 1 will
trade him his l.D. for my I. D. When she goes to her locker she trades her science book,
so she has her science book and she puts it in there and she gets her math book. So she's
trading books.
Lets go to the next word, "talk". Everybody knows what talk is. He said that he talks to
the people. C. calls B. C. calls everyone on the phone at night, right? In the evening like
fi-om 5 to 7. She calls her mom on her birthday.
Hurry guys, we need to hurry because class is almost over. So we know what hurry
means. You paste your books. I walk to the next class, I walk to school. 'What do you
cook at your house? What do you and him eat? Okay, sandwich. What do you cook C?
Enchiladas? You like to cook enchiladas? What is your favorite food that your mother
cooks for you? What is your favorite food that your mother cooks for you? As ado?
When you go to the restrooms come back with your A R O's. We don't have books in
the room. Okay, you are going to go to the restroom now. Is everything okay? Why are
you laughing?
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Teacher 4/Obsei-vation 2
Very good. Who did you dedicate the book to? Okay, very good.
^'es. Okay, good, ^'ou need to tell us a little bit louder because I know that you have a
problem sometimes in that you speak very softly. And they will need to hear you and
everything.
You are going to have to speak a little more louder, let me show you something, no, I'm
just going to show you something, okay? This is something that everybody can
hopefully— You are speaking and you're speaking like this and you can't hear, but
maybe if you hold your book like this and you talk to the class then that will help your
voice (not legible) I'm just trying to help everybody because I know you speak very
softly. Maybe move a little bit more to the front. That will help you. Yes, more, more,
more, more. Yes.
Speak a little bit more louder, you're going to have to, I'm sorry.
You are okay, you are okay. That's how I asked you, when you give a presentation you
have to prepare, I give you a lot of time to prepare. But you're okay. [Sttident reads]
Very good. [Applause] I thought of something else that I asked this moming of the other
kids to do, and I forgot of the first people. When you read your story, after you finish
you can use one or two sentences to give me a brief summery, like this story was, - a
summery? You know what a summery is, what the whole story was about. You can say
this story was about the boy who did not want to go to school and he got in trouble.
That's it. Okay, one or two sentences to tell me everything about your story. Somefimes
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1 ha\ c a hard time listening and I want to make sure that we understand what you're
talking about. Okay?
Who's next? Students 4, go pick the name for the next person. Everybody is doing real
good, but I know sometimes you know, things happen when you go to the event, when
you go to the event things happen and you forget, you can't even talk. Sometimes we
forget, wc can't c\cn speak, sometimes you just say the wrong words, but that's okay,
everybody is doing real w ell. Yes sir, you may begin. Don't lean on the computer,
•cause what if it falls. You're nervous, things like that happen. [Student reads]
(Teacher encourages with "You're okay.")
"The end". And tell us who did you dedicate your book to? Okay, who did you dedicate
your book to, who to? Remember, I told you you had to say it. To your sister? Why did
you write it? Cause you don't like dinosaurs? Okay, can you tell, like if somebody
didn't understand, what was the summary of your story? A dinosaurs what? And what
happened? Okay, and who was then new king? Okay, so we started with the one King,
the dinosaur, and next the new King was the elephant. Okay. Everybody understood that
in his story? Yes, thank you. [Applause]
You did a good job; do you want to pick the next person? Hurry. Hurry we don't have
time. Thank you. Okay. [Student reads]
It happened to your friend? Who did you dedicate your book to? To your friend, oh,
okay. Can you say which friend, or you can't say. Oh, okay. 1 have one more question,
guys, did everybody understand the story? I understood that it was a giri, and she was
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going to her, right? Tell me, you tell me. And then she met somebody, okay, that's nice.
[Applause]
Do you want to pick our next person? You're not? I told you, you were supposed to be
finished by lunch. Pick somebody else because after - you are going to have to go today,
because there is no its, ands or buts about it. Okay, guys.
Yes I'll be (not legible) \'ou arc going to have to move a little bit more to the front, I
think, because if not wc won't be able lo hear you. A little bit more to the front. Yes sir,
they're not going to bite you. If they bite you, you bite back. Do you understand that? If
they bite you, you bite them back. No? Nobody understand that? 1 said get up to the
front if they bite you, then you bite them back. Because I told him to move up and not be
scared of you. Okay, and you need to speak a little bit louder too, because you speak a
little too soft. [Student reads].

[Applause]

I'm sorry, okay. Tell me the summary because I didn't even hear the story, I'm sorry.
[Student speaks]
Oh yes, I forgot about that one. That's good. Thank you. Who did you dedicate it to?
[Sttident answers] He likes bears? Okay, very good. Do you want to pick the next
person? Oh it's time to go to the restroom, but listen, you are going to get to go to the
restroom, when you come back we are going to continue on with reading these books.
Yes ma'am. No, well pick one. Okay, you may start. [Student reads].
[Applause] Thank you. Oh, you mom did not let you keep the puppy? I'm sony, that's
how it goes sometimes, huh. Mom and Dad don't want a dog. 'What, talk to me in
English. A puppy. He didn't like the puppy? Okay, thank you. Everybody understood
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the story? Okay, would you pick the next person? [Spanish] Okay the next person is, are
you ready? Well you have to do it today when the last person finishes; so you won't
think that you're gonna "okay, tomorrow," no sir, today.

Yes ma'am you're ready. Lets go. You may begin. [Student reads] Louder Wow.
Why did you write this book? This short story, why what happened? Because it came to
your mind? \'ou don't know somebody by that name, or what? Why did you put your
last name? Okay, who did you dedicate your book to? Oh, to all this class, wow, that's
nice, thank you. [Applause] Would you like to pick the next person? Oh, I know who
the next person is. You go. [Student reads]

[Applause]

Very good. Did everybody understand her story? Who did not understand the story?
Can you give us a summery? [Student speaks] There were three bad kings that did not
like cats. They were bad and would strangle them? And then? The animals left and then
the treasure was lost from the kings. And the police caught them, that's what happened.
One of the kings died and the two others were caught and imprisoned. That's what I saw
in the book. So that was basically three bad kings. Why did you write this book?
[Sttident speaks] You don't like bad kings? Okay, who did you dedicate the book to?
To your sister? Why? Just to be nice? Okay, thank you. [Applause] WiUyoupicka
person to go next?
What? Well, you need to stop talking like that. Okay, we don't need to be saying that.
We talked about that. A., what's wrong today? Pick your head up, that's mde.
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[Student reads] Why did you write the book? [Student answers] [Applause] And who
did you dedicate it to'? To your dog? Okay, thank you. Would you pick a person to
come up here?
You need to speak a little bit more louder, okay? [Student reads]

[Applause] Who

did you dedicate it to'? To your sister? This is like a two children's book, I think. Now
do you want to pick somebody out?
Ready? Thank you, sir [Student reads] [Applause] Who did you dedicate your book
to? [Student answers] Why? [Student answers] And why did you write the book?
Cause you like wrestling? 1 mean I'm just asking. Is it like-oh, it's a game? I don't
know, "cause I just don't know.
How many people have not done their story yet? Are you ready? Okay. [Student reads]
For the people on the street? Oh wow! [Applause] Did everybody understand the story?
Why did you write the book? You're thinking about the people in the street, the poor
people? Were the people in the streets? He's saying, I think he's saying the homeless.
Do you understand what that is, the homeless? People that do not have a house. He says
people in the street, but you know, he's talking about how they help and stuff like that, so
I'm thinking that what he's talking about.
Lets go. [Student reads] Who is your book dedicated to? To your brothers? Okay, and
tell me why did you write the book.

Let me tell you something, she changed the story,

instead of the three little pigs she put the three wolves. Okay, and she changed the story
and the house was made of grass and the house was made of steel. Do you know what
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steel is? No? It's made up of blocks, so the houses were different and the, but the story
was kind of that's w hat she based it on, but that's good. Thank you. [Applause]
J. you are the last person. Ready? You're drawing a from R. picture? Set down, while
we're waiting we ha\ c a few minutes. Ready? How many of you, okay? Listen to the
question. When w c did the fairytales, two months ago remember we did the fairytales we
had people say "no 1 don't want to work with a group, I want to do it by myself, okay.
Well, now you got to work by yourself on the story. How many of you, let me see your
hands, how many of you liked making up your own story? How many of you, oh my
gosh it w as so hard and I hate it, it was like ugggg I hate it, I hate it 1 did not like it.
That's okay, that's okay, you did not like it, it was so hard, you (not legible) this is what I
mean, you did not like it.
How many of you had so much fun and you like making up your own stories? [Spanish]
If you like it it's ok, I'm just asking. I want to know.
Let's go, the last person to go.
Tape ends
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Teacher 4/Observalion 3
Thank you, you can [inaudible] Okay, listen please, listen please. Remember last week
wc were writing about the verbs and all of that stuff We didn't write the verbs,
remember wc just talked about it, because I found something out. I was sharing the verbs
with Mrs. F. and she told me that you should already know some of these like cells and
that you had already talk about stuff like that. And like discover, you already know some
like that. No? So you don't think that's true?
[Students talking]
She told me that she was going to have a review for you, because you should have
already known this.
[Students talking]
Okay, well, we have already gone over it. We went over the words, and you said okay
we know the words and we went over it and we talked about the words, remember? Last
week we talked about every single word. I said okay, lets go over every single word.
Yes.
Why do you think that - - Okay, let me ask you something. Why do you think that Mrs.
O. do you think that I'm going to waste my time showing you these words, why?
[Student talking]
Okay, we have [inaudible] in the TAAS test, but why else do you think? No, you know
what, because actually this class, this class is not going to take the TAAS test. But, listen
please. Why do you think Mrs. O. wants to show you these words?
[Students talking]
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To learn new words, because whenever you go on to the 8"" grade, I don't know, maybe
you will. Let me IcU you something, when you go on to the lO"" grade you will be having
to pass the TAAS to graduate from high school, but that's not why I am showing you
these words. 1 am showing you these words, why J? Why? [inaudible]
[Students talking]
[inaudible] you can use the vocabulary orally, when you talk about it, maybe you can use
it in the other classrooms, when you go home, when you go to the store. You don't want
to sound like, oh no, you already know some English. If your mom needs you to help
her, you already know some English. Ironing. You don't know that word yet? I want
my clothes lets say ironed and 1 think starched. Okay, so I put two words in here for you,
two verbs. 'What else? What other word can you really use, what other words. We're
going to add them to the list, I'm going to add them. Everyday whenever you're in class I
mean when you go home, Daisy. Right? I think that one was on here, no it's not. ft's
because we talked about it before.
That you can use, you can use it daily. You tell me in Spanish and I'm going to tell you
in English. What? Okay, that's okay, colors. That one word we talked about, numbers,
colors, months, letters, food, house, body. We talked about all that, right?
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Teacher 4/Obsei-yation 4
Jasmine, come up here and write us a word with the letter C. I'll let somebody go next.
I'll let somebody go next. Let's write five and then Daisy can write five more and stuff
like that. But I want four of you at each table so two of you need to move.
[Students talking]
Okay, w hat are the w ords? Look up there please. Angel, what are the words? And what
else? Okay, and the last one is what? Cancel, cancel. Daisy, go up there and write five
more please.

Shhhhhhh okay.

Color. Is that fi\ e right there?
Okay, I know there's not that many people in here Abby, but we still need to do our
work, okay? (Teacher is calling on students to write words on the board.) What other
words can we think of with the letter C that she can write up there? Cup? Coke. C-O-KE. "What about a food. Have we heard of a food? Cookie? Cake? C-A-K, what is that?
C-A? R-O-T-S, R-R-0-T-S. C-A-K-E. A-K-E. That's an I, we need an-E. Very good,
okay. That's all we'll write for the letter C, now we'll move on to the letter E. Can you
please say the words. Angel? (Teacher is helping with pronunciafion of the words).
What did you say, "No cap?" Cap is, it goes on your head like that. So now you need to
write down in your little book the letters with a C that may be new to you and you have
never seen them before. You've never seen them? Okay, go ahead.
[Students talking]
Yes. You have to write at least five, but you can write more than five because I'm sure
you know more than that. You know them all? And you know how to say them too?
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Then 1 hope that you pass that RPTE test because I'm have not gotten the words yet,
[inaudible] and they haxcn't given you the scores yet. That's the one that I'm talking
about because they haven't given you the scores yet. We ready?
1 know because I [inaudible]. [Students talking]
Now we're going lo go on w ith the letter what? Because of your spelling, listen, when
you go home this summer you can look through this list and it'll be different letters.
When the other kids come back we're going to be doing something else, but it's going to
go with this. Okay, now we're going with the D. Donut. Now you're going to come up
here and write fi\e. Tells the words that you can write. Dog, what else? How 'bout it
guys? One by one, desk, dance, wow Daisy likes to dance. She already put dog? What
is this I told you all, did you all remember what this looks like, I told you all? Danish.
Let me tell you it's a piece of bread, I'll have to bring one to you. It's a bread and it has a
little white in the middle and the little icing. No? You've never seen that? When you go
to the grocery store, go to the bread, where they have the bread, it's wheat, and it's
yellow, and it has the little yellowish brownish, and it has the little icing right here in the
middle, that's called a Danish. Dina? What is that, dinosaur? D-I- N, D-I-N, I, I like in
"ice-cream", D-I-N-O-S-A-U-R. Very good, dinosaur. Okay, now five minutes, go up
there. Thank you, can you tum around and tell us the words? Okay, from the very top.
Donut, (Helping students with words)
[Students talking]
Did you all get all the words? Let me see, dishes, daisy decorate, Danish, okay, what
other D words? There's a lot of d words, like, okay think of body words, body words, is
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there anything in the body that starts with a D? No D words? Okay D words with the
months, is there any months with a D word? December? Is there D words with your
family tree? Family? Dad'? D-A-D. December? (Teacher talking to student) D-E-look
E like eggs, okay, C-C, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, [inaudible] listen, C like, look, like
can-ots, carrots. Like C, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, alright stop it, guys. Jasmine, if 1 was
saying Jasmine do it 1 would have Jasmine up there that's why she's reading. D-E-C-EM-B-E-R. [inaudible] you belter know how to spell them. Okay, December, what other
wOld can we say? No, no, no, lets not have names. What? Dishes? She already wrote it
down there, dishes. What other word did we say? Dad, D-A-D. Daughter, very good
Daisy, D-A- no, we're going, okay look Carmen, Camien, look. When I say look, I mean
at me, leave it alone. That's dad [Spanish]. What is dad. Carmen, do you know? Okay?
That is your father, right? Lets go with another word, daughter, daughter, D-A-U- let me
see. U like umbrella, like Utensils, U-U-G-G look, look up here, no, guys. Be quiet
please. Angel. G like grapes, like purple grapes. G like grapes, H like hamburger, T-EE- no ma'am that's a I, E-R. Okay, good. Daughter, did 1 spell that right? Daughter, it
looks like I did. Okay. Lets go on, what other D words. Is there any colors? Daisy is
[inaudible], get up there please. Is there any more D words, listen guys, dog? She
already wrote it. Okay, look, duck, D-U-C-K. What other D words? Is there anything in
the animals that start with a D? Dinosaur? He already wrote it, what else? What about
in the houses we make? Door, D-O-O-R. Dream, our dream houses, dream.
[Students talking]
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D-R-E-like eggs. A-M. What other words. Dnve'? Okay like when you're driving down
thestreef Can you spelUl Daisy? R. Do you know what a R is? I-1 like ice cream V
no that's a V-V, E. [Spanish]
[Students talking] 1 didn't say for everybody to start. Did I say for everybody to say
them? Can you say the alphabet? You should already know it. So now there's words
w ith a D. Just a little bit, drink.
[Students talking]
D-R-I-N-K. That's drink. Lets stop with the D words. Lets stop with the D words.
Write down your D words. We're not going to do that many. Just one more letter and
that's it. Ready? (Teacher is interacting with students).
[Students talking]
Okay, we're finished? Everybody's finished. Now I'm going to show you what 1 want
you to do with the blue paper. Everybody needs to get a blue paper. Everybody get a
blue paper. When you get your blue piece of paper, 1 want more people in this group. I
already said that one fime; I'm not going to repeat myself again. After you get your blue
paper, I need you to fold it in a hotdog again. Yes, you can make you another hotdog
[inaudible] again. Write the word - Oh did I tell this class? I need everybody to bring me one of these. One, one. You need
to bring me one, okay? This size, [inaudible]. This size, I want it this size, [inaudible]
No, this size, I want it this size, [inaudible] I need it by Monday, [inaudible] Well, when
you bring it, I'll show you. I need it by Monday, Monday. Well, I need you to bring it;
it's a three hundred after you do. Well, you know what? Maybe [inaudible], but I hear
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you can put, what can you put in here, tell me, raise up your hand. What can you put in
this bag? Raise up your hand. Jasmine. Okay, you can what can you put in it at your
house? What can you put in at your house? Abby, what kind of food? What? Cilantro,
what else? Broccoli, but what else? Apples, oranges, 1 didn't say to fold it, I just said to
fold it in half like this, fold it in half like this. What? A sandwich, [inaudible] so it won't
be stale. So you can put fruit. [Spanish] Lets say that Abigail, her home, she knows her
mom has a little box of it, okay? She just knows it, but Daisy, she doesn't buy h or
maybe Daisy can say "how much just to sell me one" because sometimes these come in
thirty and forty packs. Okay? So I need just one from everybody. Everybody needs one.
Okay? [inaudible]
After you've folded this right here in half I need you to grab another piece of paper.
After you have this paper folded in a hotdog, then fold it in a hamburger. Did you all
used to do this in elementary? No? (Teacher is talking with sttidents and helping them
with folding). Okay, after you do this, to the same like we did before, [inaudible] at the
top. Shave it right here. Shave it right here and then you're going to have two pieces.
After you have the two pieces put one in the other so you'll have [inaudible] Yes, do it
again. After you do that, do it again. Yes. Then, because you're going to do this like
this you're going to have two little books, right? You'll have two little books. Right
here, I want you to, listen please, to get your other book, the blue one, open it, open the
blue one. After you have the blue one like this, then I want you to put the blue in the
middle right here, of the blue one, and I want you to put the letters, the letters you just
did, put It on top and it's going to be glued. Then you will put this one at the bottom.
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Okay, so you're going to have two like this. Okay? Do you see that? Just barely put
some glue and you put them together like that. It's probably better if you put the glue on
this side like this, and then do it like that, and it is going to be better because then we can
add to the back. Okay? So listen, guys look up here. Put the glue on this edge and then
w hcne\ er you put it in here, that way we can add to the back. Look over here Jasmine,
look, look. Put the glue right here at this edge then you will get the paper and put it right
in here like that. That way we can glue stuff on the back. Do you see that? Yes? And 1
told you, what kind of words did I tell you to write in your little book? What kind of
words. Words that were what to you? Did I tell you to write all the words down? What
did I tell you to write? Okay, the words that are new to you, right? New words to you.
[Teacher helping students with project]
Okay, are we ready? Is everybody ready, this is what your book should look like. Your
book should look like this. It's prettier? When you have to put your little book right
here, hold one side like this, hold one side down, one side up. You come here and I want
you to cut, I want you to cut right there. That way if I just want to look at the bottom, I
can just look at the bottom, if I want to look at the top I can just look at the top. Just one
side of the paper, and then you just cut like this. Just like that, okay? That way if I want
to see the top ones I can see the top, if I want to see the bottom I can see the bottom.
Please huny up. We are not in Kinder, we do things faster. Kinder will probably take a
lot of time to do this.
[Teacher is disciplining a student] I told you to write about five words. If you only have
one word, did you do what 1 told you to do? 1 told you to wnte five words, you can write
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more than five but you need at least five. Should everybody have words? Yes,five: or
more. If you have one, then you better start thinking of more words, you better start
looking at your friend and writing more words. In the front of the book, listen to what I
want you to w rite. Listen lo what I want you to write. On the top, you know how your
book is like this, and it's divided in half right? Right here? 1 want you to write new
words, and right here I want you lo put pictures, or you can write the word, my drawings.
My draw ings, my pictures, something.
[Spanish] Only the front, title page right here. On the back of your paper, it doesn't
matter how big you want to write it, or anything. I want you to put a page, your name,
today's date, the period, in case it gets lost somebody can bring it to me, but on the back 1
want you to write that information. Your name, and you can draw pictures and
[inaudible] Make sure you write the words right. New words, pictures, or you can put my
drawings.
[Teacher is helping students with project. Some words are spoken in Spanish, others in
English] Now, listen, you have five words or more, right, on each word. [Spanish] Okay,
so you have, lets talk about the letter A. Give me one of your words; what is your word
with the letter A. Okay, tell me, try. Avocado, tell me one of your words, please.
Jasmine, apple? That's a new word to you? Well, maybe it is to you, right? Bella,
apricot, very good, apricot. Daisy? Assignment? Assignment, and what's another
word, Abby? You don't have five words? You needed to have at least five words. A
word, Abby. Airport, very good. Now what I want you to do, go up to the words,
number your words. One, two, three, four and five. Put a number on your words, put a
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number. \-ou need to have five. Now go down to the first page, first page where the
drawing. Okay, look, they're down here, right? My pictures, my drawings down here.
Like my number one is an avocado. So what I'm going to do is I'm going to write a
number one, I am going to draw my picture of an avocado. So 1 need green, there's
colors o\ cr there in that little box. I want you to make the picture. What does a avocado
look like, maybe like this? Okay? What? You're going to draw the avocado, you're
going to color it in. Hey what about I can't even draw an avocado, what if I was to go
like this and go like this, doesn't have a big old seed right here in the middle that comes
out of it like that? Right? So then I put my - - look, look, so then you color this black,
right? Because the avocado thing is black or brown, and if you draw this what color this?
Is it dark? It's like it's a light green, and what color is this? Black. So you think if you
see the picture you would know what it is? So that will be your number one, you have to
draw the picture, and put a number one. Why do I want you to number it? If you look at
the picture, and remember [inaudible] avocado. Do you know what I'm saying? Why do
I want you to put a number and a picture? Yes, okay. Number two is an apple on that
paper up here. So I want to color it yellow? No, because I won't know what it is. I want
to make sure that I color this red. So right now I want you draw the picttires, go to each
one and draw the pictures.
Assignment? Here's an assignment. I don't want words over here, I want drawings,
okay? There's an assignment, okay? Associafion? Association is like a big group of
people, it's a company, or what about if I say, we're going to have a new club and it's
going to be called the BSL association, ft's like a group of people. Associafion, a group
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of people, so what do you want to draw? What about you'? It's like a big congressional
origination. Association, a group or a lot of people, you'll know it's a group, a lot of
people. Monday'? We're with the letter A, what word are we doing? Apricot? Apricot
is up there. This is what 1 want you to do. [Spanish]
So what I want you to do is up here you'll have the numbers, number one, two, three,
fourfixe, and then you'll have the pictures, one, two, three, four, five. [Spanish] So when
Bella looks at it she'll say avocado [Spanish] It's an avocado, easy to remember. She'll
look at this and she'll go airport, oh, it's where the planes come down. Then she can go
like this, I'm going to close this and I'm going to leam avocado, airport, do you see that?
Because you won't be able to see the words. Right here you will think, what are the
words, that way you will know the difference in the words and the pictures. Can you see
that? Yes? Apricot? Right here.
Right now I need you to go to the restroom and when you come back, reading, reading.
How many of you like mustard on your hamburger? Mustard on your hamburger,
mustard, mustard. What do you like on your hamburger? 'What do you like on y our
hamburger? You do not like mustard, you do not like mustard, do you like ketchup, or do
you like mayonnaise? Mayonnaise, [inaudible], but do you like mustard? You don't?
You like mayonnaise, or ketchup? What is your favorite food? Your favorite, favorite
food? [Spanish]
Bar-b-q? Let me tell you the difference, guys, shhhhhh. [Spanish]
Teacher is interacting with the class and talking about different kinds of foods.
Tape ends.
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Teacher 4/Observation 5
Right now, I'm going to tell you again what I just told you, because [inaudible]. For the
past two weeks w c've been studying about animals. We've been like getfing to know the
word and wc'xc been talking about different kinds of animals, and then 1 told a few to go
on the internet or go to the library and pick up books about their certain animal because
they had to do a presentation of the animal. I also told you that I didn't want like the
tiger has four legs. I know the tiger has four legs. 1 just want ten facts; okay ten facts on
one animal. Ten things that you went, like this, oh my gosh 1 didn't know that. You
know what 1 mean? Ten things that you went oh my goodness the giraffe lives in
Odessa? You know what I mean, something like that. Okay, so what you are going to
do, you don't have to sit up here and read the paper, okay? Just tell me a little bit of
things, [inaudible] That's why I told you whenever I gave youfimeto study, that means
look over your notes. Get to know what you're talking about, that way when you're
talking you feel okay about it. The giraffe is the tallest of all animals. Okay? So that
means that others are smaller, everything is smaller, he is the biggest, tallest, okay? The
male, I already told you which one was the male, the boy giraffe; he grows about
seventeen feet tall, seventeen feet. The giri, the female, she grows about six feet tall. 1
mean, I'm sorry, not six feet, fourteen feet. One leg, one foot, one leg is six feet tall,
okay, and the neck is bigger than that, but I guess they have a different neck, but I guess
they didn't say, I didn't see anything about that. The giraffe lives in South Africa. The
giraffe has two bones, which is covered by its hair. It's on the skin right here between its
ears, but is covered by hair. The nostrils, I told you that this right here is nostrils, right
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here that you hax c on the nose, and he can close it to keep the dust and the sand out. So
he can close this right here so he can keep all that out. His tongue is so big. His tongue
is twenty-one inches. It's twenty-one inches, that is so long. Okay? And remember I
told you like w hen Mrs. D was pregnant and she was going to be pregnant for nine
months. The giraffe slays pregnant for fifteen months. Okay? Fifteen months. Oh when
the baby's bom, you know how a cow, when a cow has a baby they call him a calf?
Okay, a calf? That's what they call giraffe babies, a calf [inaudible] and when he's bom
he w eighs a hundred and fifty pounds, one hundred and fifty. It can stand up and walk
around after one hour of being bom. The giraffe lives about twenty-eight years, twentyeight years. The giraffe usually sleeps standing up. So he doesn't have to lie down or
anything. He probably can't get up after he lies down. The only animal that will kill an
adult giraffe is a lion, okay? Only a lion. Probably because they're so big, but the baby
giraffe can be killed by a lion, a leopard, a cheetah, a hyena, or a crocodile. They use
giraffes for different things. They use them for bracelets and strings. Bracelet string will
maybe be like this. Okay, a string, a string. Also they use them for shields. Shields is
like something to protect yourself like this. It's a shield like in Africa, I guess people
fight, so a shield is like something to protect yourself you know, when you're fighdng.
This is the shield, so they probably use the skin to protect themselves, and they eat the
giraffe. They have farms where they eat their meat. Okay? So, tell me one fact that you
leamed about giraffes. Very good they can only be killed by lions. Tell me one fact.
Excuse me? You don't know? That what? How big is that, how big is the female?
Okay. What they do, let me see if you understand this. The kill the giraffe, they kill
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them, okay, and with the skin they make the shields. They make something to protect
themselves when they're fighting. Yes, with the shield, or with the skin. Thefirstone.
Okay. What else do they do, what else did you leam about giraffes today. They what?
Oh they have two horns? 1 didn't know they had two horns either. Okay, so 1 didn't
know, I did not know. Okay? So what we are going to do next we're going to let another
person present, okay? And when you present your animal, you do not have to read, all
you do is tell us what you learned about your animal. Okay? You just look at everybody
and tell us. Do not read [inaudible] no just as simple, okay, as simple as you can do it so
that we can understand what you're trying to tell us. Do we understand that? [Spanish]
Okay? Who wants to go next? Who wants to go next?
[Students talking]
I am so impressed by what he made. He made this. Look. Okay? So who wants to go
next? Who? Who made what? [inaudible] Whenever we started making the animal
presentation I told you we were going to present the animal and make the animal and I
don'tcarehowthey make it, they just have to make h. Oh yes. Okay, who's ready? If I
have to start calling your names [Students talking]. So, sit down. Are you ready? Why
do you have it in Spanish? Okay, huny guys, [inaudible]. Okay, then do you want a
zero? I told you that it was today. I told you that you need your presentation plus your
animal that you made, so are we ready to go or are we not?
Huny, huny, he's going to go in a minute. Lets go, huny I know you can do it. Thank
you.
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You don't? Where is your paper work? Hurry up and go get it. Are you ready? 1 don't
know w hat you people are thinking, are you ready to go? Okay, for those people that do
it, like (student name inaudible) since he is already done, I'm going to give him some
bonus points. I'm going to give him some bonus points. Are you ready Jose? He gets
bonus points. Who's ready? Are you ready? I'm not playing, lets go. Sit down, 1 don't
know what you're doing, sit down. Thank you for going.
[Student presenting report]
[Spanish] Yes you can. [Spanish]
(Teacher helping student with English pronunciation of words)
Look, Mrs. M just had a real good idea. Because everyone is having a hard time
[inaudible] having a hard time, she has ten of her students, right? And this is her second
year here, and mine are the first year students, this is their first year here. So what we are
going to just pair you up. We are going to give you only like two or three minutes, but
you are going to come here, and together you will present, okay?
[Teacher putting sttidents in pairs]
Are we ready?
[Sttidents talking]
Are we ready? We need to be ready now. We need to be ready now because the bell
will ring in about fifteen minutes.
I have one that wants to go first. I have one that asked me. Your second, no you're
second, and you're third. Be quiet now, please, we are going to have our first team. The
rest of you need to be quiet.
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The pigs arc very intelligent and learn very quickly. Intelligent, what's intelligent, right
here in the brain'?
[Teacher helping w ith English words]
Isn't that neat? Raul, first 1 want to know something. Guys, 1 want to know how make
that. With paper? And glue? That's neat.
Guvs, 1 cannot hear because you're talking. I'm sorry.
[Student presenting report]
All the different kinds, thank you Raul.
We're not going to leave until Jose finishes, so sit down and make yourselves
comfortable. Okay, guys if you did not do it, be prepared to come Monday to finish.
Tape ends.
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